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PREFACE 

An attempt to draw attention to a question which 

has long since been thrust into the background may 

seem out of place in the hurry and bustle of an age 

when stirring events are following each other so 

rapidly. 

“You are Armenian? Oh yes, didn’t something 

happen there several years ago ?—a lot of people were 

murdered or something ? So much has happened 

since, you know, that it has been forgotten.” 

Forgotten ! It is very nice to be able to forget ; 

but for us who went through those scenes, who heard 

the shrieks of bereaved wives and mothers, of little, 

fatherless children wandering about in the streets like 

dogs—those sights and sounds will haunt us and fill 

our souls with bitterness till death. 

“It had to be—for higher interests.” Yes; and 

all I wish to remind readers of is—that those high 
IX 



X PREFACE 

interests are bought at a certain price ; that in spite 

of a great national protestation nothing was done for 

the future safety of the Armenians, and that the 

pledges of a great nation remain unredeemed. 

“VARTENIE.” 



“And thou, who never yet of human wrong 

Left the unbalanced scale, great Nemesis ! 

Here, where the ancient paid thee homage long— 

. . . . . in this. 

Thy former realm, I call thee from the dust ! 

Dost thou not hear my heart ?—Awake ! thou shalt, and 

must. 

• • • • • 9 

And if my voice break forth, ’tis not that now 

I shrink from what is suffered : let him speak 

Who hath beheld decline upon my brow, 

Or seen my mind’s convulsion leave it weak ; 

But in this page a record will I seek— 

Not in the air shall these my words disperse, 

Though I be ashes : a far hour shall wreak 

The deep prophetic fulness of this verse, 

And pile on human heads the mountain or my curse ! 

That curse shall be Forgiveness.—Have I not— 

Hear me, my mother Earth ! behold it, Heaven !— 

Have I not had to wrestle with my lot ? 

Have I not suffered things to be forgiven ? 

Have I not had my brain seared, my heart riven, 

Hopes sapped, name blighted, Life’s life lied away ? ” 

Ghilde Harold's Pilgrimage. 
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THE ROMANCE OF A LIFE 

-»o«- 

CHAPTER I 

BEDROS EFFENDI AND YESTERE 

The Tigris river gleamed like silver in the light of 

the full moon. The grim old fortifications of Amida 

frowned over the water from the rocky cliff above. 

It was getting late—very late, but Bedros Effendi 

Kasparian could not sleep. The night air was chill, 

for it was only early spring as yet ; still he was 

pacing restlessly up and down the large, stone-paved 

courtyard of his house. 

There was something noble and even majestic in 

his figure, but he looked much more than his forty- 

five years, with his short, grey beard showing snow- 

white in the moonlight, his head bent slightly forward, 

and his brows drawn together. 

2 i 



2 YESTERE 

“ My God ! ” he exclaimed half aloud, pushing 

his fez back from his forehead, “when it was only 

last week that I saved some of them from perhaps 

years of imprisonment and torture ! Is there no 

such thing as gratitude in this world ? I wonder 

whose writing it is ! ” 

The moonlight was nearly as bright as daylight 

is in England. Kasparian stood still and took a dirty, 

creased letter from his pocket, which he began to 

examine carefully. 

“ No,” he said at length, “ the hand is evidently 

disguised ; no two letters are formed alike, and the 

style is strained and unnatural. ‘ Kasparian ’—spelled 

with a Ke—‘prepare for your last reckoning. With 

the blood of the Armenians massacred in Sassun 

running almost to your very door, with the maimed 

and starving refugees crowding around your house, 

will you still persist in being friendly with the Turks 

and in withholding your sympathy from the cause 

of Armenia ? Know, traitor, that your days on 

earth are numbered and that there is a just God in 

heaven.’ ” 

Kasparian sighed. He replaced the letter in his 

pocket and resumed his walk. 

“Traitor ! ”—he repeated the word slowly, as if to 

take in its full meaning. “Traitor! and it is these, 

who call the best friends of their nation traitors, that 

are our patriots—to whom our Armenia is to look 

for delivery ! Ah, my God ! do Thou have pity upon 
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us, for there is none else to save us—persecuted by 

the Turks, deceived by Europe, hunted down even by 

our own fellow-countrymen ! ” 

Kasparian was so lost in his own reflections that he 

did not hear a footstep behind him and the soft tinkling 

of gold ornaments. 

“Father!” The speaker was close beside him 

before he knew that he was not alone. He started 

slightly. 

“You here at this time, Yestere ? ” he said in sur¬ 

prise. “ It is getting late ; you had better go to bed, 

my child.” 

The little girl lifted a pair of wistful dark eyes 

to his. 

“ I could not go to sleep, father,” she said timidly. 

“ I have been watching you the last two hours. Is it 

the letter I gave you this evening that is troubling 

you ? ” 

For a moment Kasparian gazed absently at his 

daughter. 

“Who gave you that letter, Yestere ?” he said at 

length. 

“A beggar woman who came to the door to ask 

for bread. Did I do wrong in taking it ? ” 

Kasparian smiled. 

“No, my child,” he said. “How could you have 

known what was in it ? But it is of no consequence. 

I am an old man, anoush* and have a great many 

Anoush = Sweet. 
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cares and worries, but you must not trouble your head 

about them. All I want is to see you happy and 

cheerful.” 

But the child was not satisfied. 

“Father,” she said, looking at him with those 

liquid eyes that seemed to “ devour you ” ; “ father, 

how can I feel happy when I see you so troubled ? 

Tell me, was the letter from the Revolutionists 

again r 

Before Kasparian had time to answer the loud beat 

of a drum broke on the stillness of the night. All at 

once the air was filled with the weird strains of various 

Oriental musical instruments. 

Yestere shuddered slightly. 

“It is nearly dawn,” she said; “the Turks must 

begin their day’s fast soon. I am glad Ramazan is 

half over. There is something so weird and awful 

about these night drums.” 

The father smiled. 

“ Nonsense, my child,” he said, laying his hand 

caressingly on her head. “ If you were in bed and 

sound asleep, as you ought to be at this time, you would 

not hear them. See, the sky is beginning to look 

brighter already ; it is nearly dawn.” 

Yestere turned her face towards the heavens, 

where the light of dawn was just beginning to make 

the moonbeams look pale. 

“Father,” she said, “are those dim, pale stars the 

stars on the belt and sword of Haig ? I should 
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scarcely have known them to-night, they look so 

faint.” 

She was pointing to the constellation of Orion and 

calling it by the name of the hero-ancestor of her 

race. Kasparian bent his head. 

“Yes, my child,” he said; “it is the moonlight 

that makes them look so faint. And now run away 

and get some sleep, or you will look paler than ever 

to-morrow, my waxen rose.” 

He kissed her tenderly on the brow, and she 

turned towards the house, but with reluctant steps. 

Once more Kasparian lifted his eyes to the heavens. 

“ Dim and pale,” he repeated to himself. “ Does it 

foreshadow the doom that is so fast overtaking his 

unhappy offspring? ” 



CHAPTER II 

KURDISH SMALL-TALK 

“ Hassan Agha, where are you going to eat 

to-night ? ” 

There was a yearning look in the speaker’s eyes 

that reminded one of a hungry wolf. Hassan 

Agha made a gesture with his right hand and 

shoulder that meant indifference. 

“ Allah is merciful,” he said. “ I am only invited 

to Mustapha Effendi’s as yet, but there is time before 

sunset.” 

“The Kadi’s ! ” 1 The yearning look in the Kurd’s 

eyes deepened. “ I ate there last night—one of the 

servants took me, and never in my life had I tasted 

such pastry before ! But Allah knows I had no 

appetite ; I had eaten at three places already, so I 

couldn’t eat more than seven paclavas.” 

“ It’s a pity,” said Hassan Agha drily. “ All that 

we eat at other people’s houses is gain.” 

Zilfo—for that was the other’s name—blushed 

1 Kadi — Judge. 

6 



KURDISH SMALL-TALK 7 

under his dark skin, and made a mental resolve that 

he would never suffer humiliation for such weakness 

again. He was aware of the fact that exercise would 

produce the organic development that would enable 

him to carry out his resolution. 

The two Kurds were walking along one of the 

narrow streets of Amida. Hassan Agha was the 

chief of a Kurdish tribe. His glance was keen as an 

eagle’s, his long beard jet black. Probably his costume 

was the same as that worn by his ancestors the Medes : 

fashions change so slowly in the East. His wide 

girdle was stuck with revolvers and daggers, and on 

his turban was the badge of the Hamidieh regiment— 

the Sultan’s own regiment, bearing his name and organ¬ 

ised to carry out his special commands and wishes. 

Zilfo was a humbler specimen of the race. His 

head was not thrown back like Hassan Agha’s. His 

eyes only glistened with animal sensations. Apart 

from these his face was expressionless. 

For some time they walked on in silence, Zilfo 

digesting the lesson he had received, Hassan Agha 

lazily watching the groups of Turks that were just 

beginning to saunter out to find some amusement for 

the remaining two or three hours of daylight—for 

it was Ramazan, the holy month, when all the 

Faithful spent days in sleeping and the nights in 

eating. 

“ Hassan Agha, what are they staring at on that 

wall ? ” ventured Zilfo at last, as they approached one 
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of the mosques. “ It seems to be a piece of paper 

with writing on it. What is it ? ” 

“ I don’t know,” answered Hassan with some 

curiosity ; u let us go and see.” 

On the wall of the mosque was a placard with large 

Turkish writing on it. But placards are of little use 

unless those they are intended for can understand 

them ; and as reading is not a very universal accom¬ 

plishment amongst lower class Turks, a white-turbaned 

Khoja was reading the inscription aloud for the benefit 

of the little group gazing up at it. Their eyes 

gleamed as they listened. Hassan and Zilfo, who 

were only in time to hear the end, planted themselves 

on the outside of the crowd. 

“ Therefore arise, oh ye faithful followers of the 

Great Prophet! ” read the Khoja in an impressive 

voice. “ Slay and destroy the followers of Christ ! ” 

A murmur arose as the Khoja stopped. 

“ Inshallah,1 Bairam will be here in a few days,” 

cried one voice above the rest. “ Brethren, come to 

the Great Mosque and hear the Sheikh of Zilan 

preach ! ” 

“ The Sheikh ! the Sheikh ! ” cried every one at 

once. a Let us go and hear the Sheikh preach.” 

“Let us go, too,” said Hassan to his companion. 

“ The Sheikh will not be here for many days longer. 

May Allah prosper his pilgrimage to Mecca ! ” 

u He is a holy man indeed,” said Zilfo solemnly, 

1 Inshallah = God willing. 
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but rejoicing in his heart at being restored to favour. 

“ Do you know, one of his followers told me the other 

day that he eats nothing but one date from the gardens 

of the Khalifat at Bagdad during the whole twenty- 

four hours ? ” 

Hassan Agha sneered slightly. 

“ Did one of his followers tell you that ? ” he asked, 

without vouchsafing to look at his companion. “I 

tell you he was with us last summer at Sassun—I 

know all about him. One word of his was enough 

to work miracles ; his voice used to raise the dead to 

action ! Had it not been for him we should never 

have finished the Giaours1 as we did. You could count 

the drops of rain as they came down, but you could 

not count the Armenians that fell under our swords ! ” 

Zilfo was listening eagerly. He never tired of 

hearing these stories of brave deeds. At the time 

of the massacre in Sassun he had been elsewhere, 

marauding on a much smaller scale. 

“Was it true that they were fedahis ? ” 2 he asked, 

when his companion paused to take breath. 

“Fedahis!” Hassan Agha laughed. “Allah only 

knows the secrets of all hearts ; but how can a few 

sheep scattered amongst a pack of wolves join together 

and fight the wolves ? ” 

“But some of them did fight, didn’t they ? ” asked 

Zilfo. 

“ A few of them tried to,” answered Hassan Agha. 

1 Giaour = Infidel. 2 Fcdahi — Revolutionist. 
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“ The dogs had managed to get a good many weapons 

together in spite of the law ; but, of course, all the 

Kurds had been well armed by the Government be¬ 

forehand—even those who did not belong to the 

regiment. When the command to massacre arrived 

we were sent to disarm the Giaours. Most of them 

believed us like lambs when we told them they would 

be safe. Then we fell upon them and massacred them 

every one. By the holy beard of Mohammed, it was 

a sight worth seeing ; how they ran away like rabbits 

to hide in the mountains ! We burned their villages 

to the ground when we had plundered them, and so 

many captives fell into our hands that we hardly knew 

what to do with them. We used to exchange the 

pretty women for horses, and the others for cows and 

donkeys. Ah, it was glorious ! ” 

Zilfo had heard enough. They quickened their 

pace, and a few minutes later arrived at the gate of 

the Great Mosque. 



CHAPTER III 

A SERMON 

An immense crowd was fast gathering together in 

the courtyard of the Great Mosque—a kaleidoscopic 

crowd, in which all ranks and stations of the Moslem 

world were represented. Turkish Effendis were there, 

in faultless European dress and well-ironed fezzes ; 

Turkish Muezzins ,* in gay-coloured silk robes and 

large white turbans. There was the professional 

scapegrace, with his striped silk gown up to his knees, 

the gold-embroidered sleeves of his short jacket hang¬ 

ing loosely behind him, and his fez tied round with 

a pale blue handkerchief tilted defiantly on one side. 

There were Kurds in their loose white trousers, and 

Arabs with dark faces showing under their white 

headgear ; while here and there were scattered a few 

old women enveloped from head to foot in their 

dark blue cotton sheets—amongst the Mohammedans 

only old and unattractive women may attend religious 

services. Every one in the crowd was eager—every 

1 Muezzin — Mohammedan priest. 

ii 
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one was expectant in spite of the pale faces that told 

of the long fast. 

The two Kurds arrived just as a slight, bent figure 

was emerging from the door of the Mosque. Leaning 

on a stick it advanced with slow and rather uncertain 

steps towards the stone pillars that supported the 

arched facade of the building, where a sort of raised 

platform had been prepared. A thick green veil 

covered the face of the holy man, so that the gaze of 

no unbelieving eye might defile it. 

The Sheikh lifted his hands to heaven in prayer. 

<c In the name of Allah, the Compassionate, the 

Merciful ! ” he began in a shrill, piercing voice. 

c< O Lord of all creatures ! O Allah ! Destroy the 

infidels and polytheists,1 thine enemies, the enemies of 

the Religion ! O Allah ! make their children orphans 

and defile their abodes ! Cause their feet to slip ; give 

them and their families, their households and their 

women, their children and their relations by marriage, 

their brothers and their friends, their possessions 

and their race, their wealth and their lands as 

booty to the Moslems, O Lord of all creatures ! ” 

There was a moment’s pause, during which every 

eye was fixed on the Sheikh. Then he began an 

exhortation in words that entered the souls of his 

hearers like a draught of burning spirit. 

“ Oh, ye faithful followers of the Holy Religion, 

how long shall the enemies of Allah and His Prophet 

1 Alluding to the doctrine of the Trinity. 
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be allowed to continue in their abominations un¬ 

punished ? Why are ye so slow to follow the example 

of your brethren in Sassun ? Behold what they have 

done there ! The dead bodies of the unbelievers are 

lying unburied by thousands on the mountains, a prey 

to vultures and jackals ; their children are orphans ; 

their homes ruined and desolate ; and in His wisdom 

and goodness Allah chose me, His unworthy servant, 

to be the instrument for accomplishing much of this 

holy work.” 

The Sheikh paused to take breath. 

“ Here,” he continued, taking a folded piece of 

paper from the bosom of his dress, u is the Imperial 

Firman authorising me to massacre the fedahis in 

Sassun. Earthly honours are not for me ; but others 

who helped in carrying out the will of the Sovereign 

have, as you know, been promoted and decorated. 

This is the holy month of Ramazan ; in a few days 

the feast of Bairam will be here, when Allah will 

demand a sacrifice from you. On all the Mosques 

and public places placards have been placed calling 

upon you to perform your sacred duty. Arise ! Slay 

and plunder, wipe the infidels away from the face of 

the earth. Their goods and their cattle, their wives 

and their children will be delivered into your hands ; 

and in the yennet1 of Allah you will be rewarded 

with the fruits of Paradise, and you will be waited 

upon by beautiful houris.” 

1 Jennet = Paradise. 
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A savage yell burst from the excited crowd at the 

last words. The sun had just set, and the roar of a 

cannon from the old castle of Amida told that the 

day’s fast was over. 

Hungry, maddened by what they had heard, the 

crowds were pouring out of the gate of the Mosque, 

burning with zeal for the faith whose principle is fire 

and sword, and breathing out threats and curses 

against the religion of Christ and against His followers ; 

while above the shouts and confusion the evening call 

to prayer rang out solemnly and sweetly from the tops 

of the minarets : “ God is great ! There are no gods 

but God ! ” The thrilling cry floated down through 

the crimson after-glow more like a voice calling from 

regions of infinite peace than like the cry that has 

perhaps caused more evil and bloodshed in the world 

than any other. 

Hassan and Zilfo separated from the crowd at the 

gate of the Mosque and turned down a street that led 

through the Armenian quarter. It was a narrow 

street, and the walls on either side were high and 

plain except for the occasional iron-barred bow window 

of an upper room. At one of these a maiden was 

standing as the two Kurds passed—a beautiful, dark¬ 

eyed maiden, with a heavy mass of gold and pearls on 

her breast. One small white hand, stained with the 

red-brown tint of the henna, that ever-favourite 

cosmetic of the East, lay on the iron bar of the 

window. 
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Zilfo was the first to notice her. He moved closer 

to his companion and touched his arm. Hassan looked 

up quickly and muttered something under his breath. 

Then the two men stood still to gaze open-mouthed 

at the vision above. A different fire was burning in 

their eyes now—the fire of that passion which more 

than any other lowers men to the level of beasts. 

Evidently the maiden had not noticed them. Her 

eyes were fixed dreamily on the farther end of the 

street, where a young man was approaching. But 

her thoughts could not have been of him ; she was 

too young, too pure to think even the purest of love- 

thoughts. Her pale but exquisitely beautiful face 

still wore that peculiar expression of innocence and 

seriousness that belongs only to childhood ; but there 

was a cloud of anxiety upon her brow painful to see 

in such a child. 

The young man looked up at her with eyes 

of that clear, wonderful hazel that seems to be for 

ever changing colour—like a sea with cloud shadows 

passing over it. Now they were soft and almost grey 

with suppressed passion. She met his gaze uncon¬ 

sciously at first, but as its intensity recalled her to 

herself a vivid crimson spread over her cheeks, and 

she disappeared from the window. 

For the first time the young man noticed the two 

Kurds. A wave of loathing and indignation passed 

over him, almost blinding him for a minute. The 

next he was reckless. He possessed a dagger. It was 
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hidden underneath his coat, otherwise he would not 

have had it. 

“ Dog of a Giaour! ” shouted Hassan Agha, “ I 

will teach you how to draw a dagger against a 

Mussulman.” 

There was a flash of something, and a minute later 

the young Armenian was lying on the ground in a 

pool of his own blood. While he had intended 

stabbing one Kurd, the other had stabbed him in the 

back. 

The crowd which is never wanting on such 

occasions began to gather. The Moslems, weapons 

in hand, were only waiting for a signal to begin 

slaughtering the Christians, and cries of “What has 

happened ?” “ Down with the Giaours ! ” were heard 

on every side. But with a glance of the eye two or 

three Zapties who had come up kept them in order. 

A youth of about eighteen came out of the house 

in front of which the scene had taken place. Making 

his way through the crowd, he bent over the insensible 

form lying in the street. 

“It is Vartan Melikian ! ” he said in an agonised 

voice. “ But, thank God, he is alive still. Garo, 

Mousek,” he called, turning towards the house, 

“quick, bring something to carry him home on.” 

While the servants were preparing to obey, the two 

Kurds began to walk away with slow, deliberate steps. 

Hassan Agha was muttering something between his 

teeth of which the young man only heard the last 
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words—“Let my name not be Hassan if I do not see 

her again—I have sworn it.” 

The blood rose to his head. 

“ Are you not going to arrest them ? ” he cried 

passionately to the Zapties, who were standing by 

indifferently. 

One of them came forward slowly, his hand on his 

sword. 

“ Ali,” he said, turning to his companion, “ can you 

stop them ? ” 

Ali seemed doubtful, and stood for a moment 

watching the two retreating figures. 

“They are gone,” he said, with a slight laugh. 

u It is Ramazan—such things must happen.” 

3 



CHAPTER IV 

THE EXILE 

While this was taking place in front of his door, 

Bedros Effendi Kasparian was talking earnestly with 

a tall, very dark young man. The conversation was 

carried on in an undertone, for they were in the 

street. 

A glance at the two men would have been enough 

to show that they were of different races. They 

were both dressed a la franc—that is, they wore 

European dress with the Turkish fez—and the 

manners of both were excessively courteous and 

polished ; but beyond this, five centuries of constant 

intercourse had done nothing to bring the Arian and 

Turanian races closer together. 

Kasparian was one of the leading Armenian 

merchants in Amida. He was a handsome man, 

tall and dignified in his bearing, with a personality 

that was irresistibly attractive and at the same time 

unapproachable. He was the type of man that one 

is surprised to meet with amongst down-trodden races 
18 
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—a type, however, that is not very rare amongst races 

that have been characterised by greatness of spirit in 

former days. And its occurrence proves that an 

atmosphere of corruption has not quite succeeded in 

destroying the germs of that greatness. 

There was no want of intelligence or refinement 

in the younger man’s face either ; but it was dark and 

sallow, with rather full lips, a receding forehead, and 

impenetrably black but lustreless eyes. 

“ Are you sure it is true, Zia Bey ? ” Kasparian was 

saying. 

“ Perfectly certain, my friend 5 the order for his 

removal to Moush arrived by telegram half an hour 

ago. I was with Nadir Pasha at the time, and he 

read it to me.” 

u When is he to leave ? ” 

“ To-morrow morning. He is to be taken under 

guard, and to appear before the committee of inquiry 

that is examining into the Sassun massacre.” 

Kasparian drew a long breath. 

“Zia Bey,” he said, drawing his walking-stick 

slowly around one of the cobbles with which the 

street was paved. “ I will not conceal from you the 

fact that this news is an immense relief to my mind. 

If the Sheikh of Zilan had been allowed to stay here 

till Bairam, Amida would have been turned into 

another Sassun.” 

Zia Bey sighed. 

“ It is scandalous,” he said, in a low vehement 
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voice, “ like all the other dealings of the Govern¬ 

ment. On the one hand, they send a committee to 

examine into the massacre at Sassun, and, on the 

other, they encourage the man who took the most 

active part in that massacre to incite the people on to 

similar deeds in other places. If they really wanted 

evidence of what had happened in Sassun they would 

look at the orphans and ruined villages there instead 

of examining lying villains like this Sheikh. It is 

shameful ! ” 

Unconsciously Zia Bey raised his voice at the last 

words. Kasparian reminded him of it by a warning 

look. a My friend,” he said in a low tone, “ the 

walls may have ears, as the saying is.” 

A young man dressed a la franc like themselves was 

coming towards them. He was rather tall. His 

features suggested a smiling urbanity even when in 

repose, but the impression left behind was not a 

pleasant one. As he glanced at the two men talking 

together, a savage look burned in his eyes and he 

clenched his teeth. 

“Traitor! ” he muttered under his breath. “Always 

with the Turks—always the friend of the Turks.” 

He was too far away, however, for them to hear 

him, and there was no trace of anger left in the 

smile with which he greeted them a minute later. 

Only his eyes had a restless expression in them, and 

he kept them fixed on the ground as he passed. 

“‘Friends look at your head, and enemies at your 
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feet,’ ” said Z ia Bey, quoting a Turkish proverb. 

“ That is a dangerous man for us both, Bedros 

Effendi. Thank you for reminding me I was 

speaking too loudly : this is not the place to discuss 

the Turkish Government in. I was so engrossed 

with the Sheikh’s affairs,” he continued in a lighter 

tone, “ that I forgot to tell you that I called at your 

house to smoke a cigarette yesterday afternoon, but 

had the misfortune to find you out. The days are 

much too long and hot for fasting now.” 

Kasparian smiled. 

“ I am extremely sorry to have been out,” he said, 

“ but I hope you found some other safe place, did you 

not ? ” 

Zia Bey shook his head, and a sad look came into 

his face. 

“ Bedros Effendi,” he said, lowering his voice again, 

“ you cannot have any idea of the life that a Turkish 

exile has to lead. You Armenians are treated 

shamefully enough, but for us it is even worse. We 

cannot trust our own servants, we are spied upon by 

everybody around us . . . and I have deserved all 

this simply because I went to my sister’s wedding 

without asking the Sultan’s permission. For this 

I must live here all my life and die here—never see 

Constantinople and my home again ! Good evening, 

Bedros Effendi, I am forgetting myself.” 

“When shall I have the pleasure of seeing you 

again ( 
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“ Some day, very soon, I hope.” 

“Well, I shall look forward to it.” 

They exchanged the Eastern salute of placing their 

hands to their lips and forehead, and Kasparian turned 

towards his house with a lighter heart than he had had 

for weeks. Was it any wonder that he should feel 

anxious when he saw the terrible dangers that were 

threatening his people on every side ?—with Sassun 

before him as an example of what Turkish ferocity 

could do ? Now, however, the removal of this man 

who had such a terrible influence over the Moslems, 

would avert the danger for the time being. Kasparian 

knew that it was only for the time being—a gleam of 

sunshine between the dark storm-clouds ; but it was a 

respite at a time when the Armenians were living 

from day to day, without knowing what the morrow 

would bring. For the morrow, Kasparian was a 

firm believer in Providence. He looked up into the 

crimson sky, and a feeling of peace gradually filled his 

heart. It was not from a conviction that the bitter 

cup would pass from his nation untouched. It was 

the peace that follows when the tired brain gives up 

the struggle of thinking for itself—when it submits 

to the will of an All-wise and All-loving Father. 

“Though He slay me, yet will I trust in Him.” 

The short Eastern twilight was passing into dark¬ 

ness as he reached the door of his house. The street 

was silent and deserted now. He did not notice the 

dark stains on the stones as he passed into the court- 
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yard, where his only daughter, Yestere, was as usual 

waiting for him. There was a smile of welcome on 

her lips as she kissed his hand and laid it reverently to 

her forehead, but her face was a shade whiter than 

usual. 

a Father,” she said, with a slight tremor in her 

soft voice, “you are very late. I was watching for 

you a long time at the window.” 

“ I was talking to somebody, my anoush,” he 

answered. “But what has happened to make you 

look so pale, Yestere ? Is anything the matter with 

you ? ” 

Kasparian’s voice betrayed the anxiety he felt. 

How delicate, how frail she was, this little child 

whom he loved more than the very light of his 

eyes ! 

Yestere looked down and turned crimson, but the 

next minute she was paler than before. 

“ Come in, father,” she said, lifting her eyes to his 

with childlike simplicity. “ Dikran will tell you. 

He knows more about it than I do.” 



CHAPTER V 

THE WRONG SIDE OF RIGHT 

It was a long, rather narrow room that Yestere and 

her father entered. The walls were of dark grey- 

stone, each block outlined with narrow stripes of 

white cement, and the rafters were painted with dark 

colours and decorated with gilding. The four high 

windows looked on the courtyard. Soft Persian rugs 

covered the floor and a deep divan ran along two sides 

of the room. 

Dikran Kasparian was sitting in a corner of the 

divan, his head resting on his hand, his brows drawn 

closely together. He was in a state of white heat. 

Beside him, holding his hand and trying to soothe 

him, sat a woman, young and fair, with grey eyes and 

long, dark eyelashes. She seemed almost shy of the 

tall young man by her side—one would scarcely have 

guessed she was his mother. They rose as Kasparian 

entered, and Mariam—for that was her name—hur¬ 

riedly covered her head with a long, muslin veil. In 

vain had Bedros EfFendi, with his liberal ideas, tried to 
24 
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break his wife of the shyness and reserve traditional 

among her fellow-countrywomen. She seldom took 

part in any conversation when her husband was 

present ; but her love for him was almost an adora¬ 

tion. For her he was an oracle—a prophet ; all his 

words were wisdom and truth. And as Kasparian 

looked into those clear, grey eyes fixed on him in silent 

devotion, he began to think that perhaps after all 

women who are shy and reserved in public are the 

sweetest, and that the customs of his country were not 

quite so barbaric as he thought. 

Kasparian sat down on the divan. He was too full 

of other things this evening to notice that his wife and 

son were still standing, out of deference to him. He 

looked inquiringly from one to the other. 

“What is the matter, Dikran ? ” 

Dikran, whose features had not relaxed yet, was 

silent for a moment as if struggling against an 

emotion. 

“ Some Kurds stabbed Vartan Melikian in our 

street,” he answered at last, with difficulty keeping 

his self-control. 

“Stabbed Vartan Melikian!” exclaimed Bedros 

Effendi. “ Was he—do you know if he is dangerously 

wounded ?” 

“ I cannot tell. Our servants carried him home and 

I went to call the doctor. When I left, half an hour 

ago, he was alive but unconscious.” 

“ Where is the wound ? ” 
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u In the back, beneath the shoulder blade.” 

Kasparian’s brow contracted, and he rose and began 

to pace the room as was his wont when worried or 

disturbed. 

cc Do you know how it happened ? ” he asked at 

last, stopping abruptly in his walk. 

“ No, father,” answered Dikran. 

Yestere was the only person who might have made 

any conjecture as to how it had happened. Somehow 

she felt that she was to blame for it, and the feeling 

made her very unhappy. She had been listening to 

the conversation between her father and her brother 

with flushed cheeks and eyes fixed on the floor. The 

young man they were talking about had never spoken 

to her in his life ; but she knew he loved her, and she 

had heard gossips whisper that she was destined to be 

his bride ; she was too young as yet to return his 

feelings, and all that she had ever felt for him till now 

was a scarcely defined feeling of pleasure when she 

saw him or heard his name spoken. But now that he 

was ill, and perhaps dying, it seemed to her as if the 

world had suddenly grown dark. 

Something in his child’s sad face touched Bedros 

Effendi to the heart. He could not bear to see her 

“Yestere, what is the matter with you, my child?” 

he said gently. “ Are you not feeling well ? ” 

Her father’s kind voice completely broke down 

Yestere’s composure. Her eyes filled with tears, but 
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she would not have admitted even to herself that it 

was anxiety for Vartan which caused them. She 

choked them back and tried to talk about some¬ 

thing else. 

“Father, do you think they will kill all the 

Armenians in Amida as they did in Sassun ? ” 

Bedros Effendi sat down again and took Yestere’s 

hand in his. 

cc My little daughter,” he said, “ you will make your¬ 

self ill if you think so much about these things. We 

are in God’s hands, and unless He allows it no harm 

can happen to us. See ! I have just heard that the 

Sheikh of Zilan has been ordered to leave the town 

to-morrow, and then I hope things will settle down 

more quietly.” 

“ But why should you always speak as if the Govern¬ 

ment were not to blame, father? ” broke in Dikran 

hotly, giving vent at last to the bitterness he had been 

trying to conceal. “ It is the Government that arms 

the Kurds and encourages them to rob and murder the 

Christians, otherwise they would never do it.” 

“ When I am a big man I shall fight against the 

Turks and Kurds,” cried a lisping voice. “They are 

wicked men to kill the Christians.” 

A pair of bright, wide-open eyes had been watching 

Dikran intently as he spoke, and two little ears had 

been drinking in every word. A kitten which their 

owner had been torturing the whole afternoon had 

taken the opportunity of gradually slipping away from 
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his grasp. It was dangling in mid-air by its tail now, 

squalling with all its might. 

Kasparian could not help smiling, but he was soon 

grave again. A bitter task was before him. Can 

anything be harder for a father than the knowledge 

that one of the noblest sides of his child’s character 

must not be developed ? It was very hard to have to 

break the bright young spirit that was just beginning 

to show itself, yet Kasparian knew what suffering and 

misery that spirit might cause in the future if allowed 

to grow unchecked. 

“ Aram,” he said, “ you are hurting that animal. 

Let it go, and come to me.” 

The kitten sprawled on the floor, and the little boy 

ran towards his father and perched himself on his knee. 

.Kasparian put his arm around him. 

“Tell me, my child,” he said, “do you remember 

Whose followers we are and Whose example we are 

to try and imitate ? ” 

“ Jesus Christ’s,” answered the child. 

“ And what did wicked men do to Him ? ” 

“ They crucified Him.” 

“ Did He fight against them and try to kill them ? ” 

“ No, father.” 

“You are right, my child, He did not. He prayed 

to God to forgive them, and He tells us that we, too, 

must forgive our enemies and pray for them. Will 

you remember it, Aram ? ” 

“ Yes, father.” But the last words were hardly 
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intelligible, for the bright eyes were beginning to grow 

drowsy and the head to droop. Kasparian gave him 

to his mother to be taken to bed. Yestere, too, left the 

room, so that father and son were left alone together. 

Kasparian was silent for a few minutes. 

“ Dikran,” he said at last, “ I am going to Melikian’s 

for a few minutes, but there is something I want to say 

to you first. My son, do you think that all this wrong 

and oppression grieves me less than it does you ? It is 

not out of love for the Government that I wish you 

to keep quiet ; it is out of love to our own nation. 

Speaking against the Turkish Government can do 

nothing but harm to the Armenians. If the Turks 

were just and punished only the real offenders it might 

be different ; but when they make every idle word 

spoken by an Armenian the excuse for imprisoning, 

torturing, and murdering hundreds of innocent people, 

it is wrong for us to speak those words. We have no 

right to endanger the lives of others, even if we are 

willing to throw our own away.” 

“ But, father,” said Dikran earnestly, “ couldn’t we 

make them treat us a little more decently if we were 

all united and claimed our rights ? They are human 

beings just the same as we. Their bodies are no more 

invulnerable to swords and bullets than ours. Why 

should we submit to all this like sheep instead of 

showing ourselves to be men ? ” 

Bedros Effendi shook his head gravely. 

w You are young and hot-headed, Dikran,” he said ; 
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“you allow yourself to be carried away by your feel¬ 

ings without weighing matters. They have over¬ 

whelming numbers on their side, weapons, the support 

of the Government, and regular troops. Resistance 

on our part would be worse than useless. Remember 

that their excuse for massacring those helpless women 

and children in Sassun last summer was to put down 

revolt, while you and I know that there were not 

three revolutionists in the whole district. It is as 

noble and brave, my son, to live and suffer for your 

country as it is to die for it.” 

Still the cloud on Dikran’s brow was not dispersed. 

He tried one more argument. 

“ But surely Europe will help us in such a righteous 

cause—England, who is always the champion of justice 

and liberty ? ” 

Kasparian rose impatiently. 

“ Those are the quicksands that are wrecking us ! ” 

he exclaimed more to himself than to his son. “ It 

is too late to-night for me to explain the intricacies of 

European politics to you,” he continued, resuming his 

walk. All I can tell you now is that England, on 

whom you are building your hopes, is at this moment 

bound by treaty to fight against any Power that may 

try to take any of the provinces of Turkey away from 

her, which means practically that she has promised to 

keep us under the Turkish rule by force of arms if 

necessary.” 

Dikran was young ; and youth is slow to believe 
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what it does not want to. But the love and reverence 

he had for his father prevented him from carrying the 

discussion any further, so the subject was dropped. 

“ Did you say, Dikran, that the Kurds were not 

arrested ? ” asked Bedros Effendi, looking at his 

watch. 

“No one was arrested.” 

“ Ask Garo to come here, please.” 

A minute later the servant was standing with folded 

hands, waiting for his orders. 

“ Go to the police station,” said Bedros Effendi, 

“ and tell the Commissioner with my special saluta¬ 

tions that a friend of mine has been stabbed on my 

door-step by some Kurds ; will he do me the favour of 

finding and arresting them? Then bring the lantern 

to Melikian’s house for me.” 

The servant saluted and left. 



CHAPTER VI 

vartan’s home 

The young man who had greeted Kasparian and Zia 

Bey made his way through the narrow streets until he 

came to the door of a house where an old man was 

standing looking anxiously out into the gathering 

darkness. He wore a gown of dark blue cotton cloth. 

u Good evening, Melikian Effendi,” said the young 

man in the suavest tones. u Is Vartan in yet ? ” 

“ No,” answered the other in a weak anxious voice. 

“ He said he would be in before sunset, and it is long 

past sunset now.” 

The young man stood still a minute as if consider¬ 

ing something. 

c< Don’t be anxious,” he said at last sympathetically. 

u He will be in soon, I have no doubt. I have a letter 

for him. Will you do me the kindness of giving it to 

him when he comes in if I leave it here ? ” 

As he spoke he took the letter from his breast 

pocket and held it out. The old man shrank back as 

from a pestilence. 
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“ No, Dajad,” he said, “ I will give no letter of 

yours to my son. I have suffered enough through 

these things. If Vartan obeyed my wishes he would 

never even speak to you.” 

A flash of anger gleamed in the young man’s eyes, 

but it was gone in a minute. 

cc As you like, Melikian Effendi,” he said calmly ; 

“ the day may come when you will be sorry for having 

spoken those words. Good-night. I shall be leaving 

for Cilicia in a very short time.” 

A moment later he was lost in the dusk, and the old 

man wasTeft alone once more. 

Not that he was really old. In some countries a 

man of fifty is in the prime of life, and in full enjoy¬ 

ment of all his physical forces ; but in an Eastern 

climate sorrow and anxiety soon undermine a strong 

constitution, and make it prematurely grey and feeble. 

It was seven years now since Melikian’s eldest son, 

then a careless bright-eyed boy of eighteen, had been 

arrested by the Government on a charge of high 

treason. In the house of one of their friends an essay 

written by him had been discovered in which there 

was an allusion to the coming of Christ’s kingdom. 

The essay had been written years ago, but the crime 

was enough for the writer to be condemned to <c ban¬ 

ishment for life, and confinement in a walled city,”— 

a city in one of the remotest parts of the Empire from 

whence letters were seldom allowed to come to his 

native town. Melikian knew what this sentence 

4 
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meant; he had long since ceased to think of h-is eldest 

son as alive. And now the youngest, too, was pointed 

out by all as “ one of them” The father’s heart was 

filled with dread as he thought of what might be the 

cause of this delay. 

Two Turkish boys were coming down the street 

comparing their daggers. 

cc Let us go and walk in the Giaours’ quarter,” 

Melikian heard one of them say as they replaced the 

daggers in their girdles. 

The other spat on the ground. 

u I have not broken my fast yet,” he said ; u we will 

go later.” 

They passed the door where Melikian stood, and 

he heard them mutter curses under their breath. 

“ Dogs of Giaours ! wait a few days longer. Bairam 

will soon be here now.” 

Melikian closed the door. He crossed the courtyard 

and went into a room very much like the one at 

Bedros Effendi’s. Everything was scrupulously neat 

and clean. On a stool in the centre of the room was 

a round metal tray, gleaming like silver. At this tray 

places for three had been arranged ; and, having seen 

that everything was in readiness for the evening meal, 

Melikian’s wife was resting on the divan waiting for 

her son’s return. Her face was very sad, and there 

were dark circles under her eyes, while the head-dress 

she wore was covered with black silk instead of pearls 

and precious stones, as the women of Amida wore 
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them. At her husband’s entrance she rose to her feet, 

and her eyes met his inquiringly. 

Melikian shook his head. 

“ I cannot think why he is so late,” he said. 

“There is no sign of him.” 

She turned away that he might not see her face, but 

he guessed what she was thinking of. He made a 

step towards her. 

“ Lucia ”—he began. 

There was a loud knock at the street door. Melikian 

rushed to open it, but he was disappointed, for it 

was not Vartan. Everything seemed suddenly to be 

turning round Melikian in a wild dance. He felt as if 

he was falling. 

“ My son ! ” he almost shrieked. “ Something has 

happened to him.” 

“ He is alive, Melikian EfFendi,” answered Dikran 

Kasparian, pale and trembling. “ You must try to be 

brave ; they will be here in a minute. I will go and 

send the doctor.” 

Unless women are nervous and hysterical, they are 

braver than men in moments of extremity. Melikian’s 

wife, who had followed her husband to the door and 

heard all, ran up a stone staircase and into a small 

upper room, where with the help of a servant girl she 

soon prepared a bed on the thick soft rugs that covered 

the floor. What she felt, she could not herself have 

told afterwards. Her movements were mechanical, as 

in a dream. She was surprised at her own calmness 
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as she watched her son carried up the stairs and laid on 

the bed, bleeding and unconscious ; her one thought 

was of her child, and not of herself. 

Bad news is said to travel quickly everywhere. In 

Amida they say that bad or good, a thing is talked of 

half an hour before it happens. However this may be, 

a number of sympathising friends and neighbours were 

in the sick-room almost as soon as the patient. 

Vartan, with his bright, boyish ways, was a great 

favourite, and no one seemed to remember that a 

crowded room is not the most suitable of places for an 

unconscious person to be brought back to life in. 

Even the doctor when he arrived had not the heart to 

order them out. He brushed his coat sleeve over his 

eyes as he looked at his motionless patient, for 

ignorance was the chief fault of this man to whom 

under heaven the lives of all the sick in Amida were 

entrusted. Before the dilating eyes of the assembled 

multitude, he turned the patient over and examined 

his wound. 

At the close of the examination he looked grave. 

“Let some one go quickly and bring some ice—and 

get me some linen for bandages,’’ he added, turning 

to Lucia Hanum. “ Prepare me a red-hot iron rod 

also.” 

What the implement of torture was for they were 

left to conjecture, for just then there was a movement 

near the door. 

“ Bedros EfFendi Kasparian.” The name was 
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announced in an undertone by some one, and a way 

was opened for him to pass into the sick-chamber. 

“ What a crowd there is in here ! ” he said almost 

before he was in the room. “ I think everybody but 

the parents and the doctor had better leave for the 

present.” 

He spoke in a deep quiet voice, but it was a voice 

that acted like magic on all his hearers. The room 

was cleared in a moment. 

Kasparian’s voice acted like magic on some one else 

besides. A shiver ran through the form lying on the 

bed, and with a fluttering sigh the heavy eyelids were 

slowly lifted, and the eyes first looked on his parents’ 

faces and then fixed themselves on Bedros Effendi. 

Kasparian helped the doctor to bandage the wound, 

and then sat down on the bed and laid his hand on 

Vartan’s forehead. With another deep-drawn breath 

the patient’s eyes closed again and he was soon in a 

quiet sleep. 

Bedros Effendi rose and went to the door, making a 

sign to Melikian to follow. 

“ He had better be kept quiet,” he said. “ Sleep is 

the best thing for him.” 



CHAPTER VII 

A PROPOSAL 

Melikian took his guest into another room and 

offered him cigarettes. For a time they smoked in 

silence. 

u I wonder what the beginning of this affair was,” 

Bedros Effendi said at last. “ Dikran tells me it was 

some Kurds. Do you know whether he has any 

enemies amongst the Kurds near your village, who 

might take the opportunity of revenging themselves 

on him during the present agitation ? ” 

Milikian reflected, then slowly lifted his shoulders. 

“ Eh, what enemies should he have ? ” he said 

after a pause. c< A young man like Vartan has 

enemies everywhere. Again and again have I been 

warned that the Moslems hate him on account of his 

looks. When I implore him to be careful, he only 

laughs at the idea, and says he is not a woman to 

cover his face.” 

“You have reason to be anxious,” said Kasparian. 

“ I, too, have heard what you mention. Poor boy ! it 
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is not his fault if God has given him good looks ! But 

there is something else. You will not hide it from 

me, because you know that you can trust me. Has 

he anything to do with the Armenian revolutionists ? ” 

There was another pause on Melikian’s part. 

“ Bedros Effendi,” he answered at length, rather 

unwillingly, tcI would not say it to any one else, 

for God knows that if I lose this son, too, there will 

be nothing for me to look for in this world but 

death. But as I trust you implicitly, I will tell you 

that Vartan is very often with that Dajad, who, they 

say, is sent here to stir up the Armenians. I have 

even seen some of the letters that pass between them, 

in which there are allusions to an expected rising of 

the Armenians in Zeitoun.” 

Kasparian’s brow contracted, and he fixed his eyes 

upon the floor. 

w I have noticed,” he said, “ that my son Dikran, 

too, has some of these notions. I cannot blame our 

young men. Our nation would be in a pitiable 

condition indeed if they were indifferent to all this 

evil and corruption around them. But they do not 

know that talking of freeing their nation can only 

bring destruction to it. And they do not know that 

the two or three revolutionists that there are in 

almost all our towns are merely adventurers who 

mislead them by talking of great things, and make 

their own profit out of it. Who knows, they may 

even be paid by the Turks for doing it ! The 
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Government has always made revolt the excuse for 

massacre.” 

“ I have often warned Vartan of the danger,” said 

the old man sadly; “ but he is young, and thinks my 

ideas old-fashioned. He says that if the Armenians 

will only make a movement, England or some of the 

other European Powers will help them.” 

cc England ! ” There was the slightest touch of 

sarcasm in Kasparian’s voice, and he stopped to shake 

the ashes from his cigarette. “There are a great 

many kind-hearted people in England,” he continued 

a moment later. “ When the policy of their Govern¬ 

ment has made our children orphans they will send 

them bread to keep them from starving. If our 

young men knew the history of the last fifty years, 

they would see how vain it is for us to hope for more 

than this from England. But how are they to know 

about European politics, when all books and papers 

on the subject are forbidden in the Turkish Empire ? 

God help our nation, Melikian Effendi ; there is no 

one else for us to look to ! ” 

A shiver ran through Melikian as he listened to his 

friend’s words. They sounded like a prophetic cry of 

despair. Kasparian, who had travelled as far as 

Jerusalem and Constantinople, who spoke several 

languages, and had read the newspapers, must have 

cause for speaking so hopelessly. Once more the two 

men relapsed into silence, and then the guest rose to 

take his leave. Melikian begged him to stay and 
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take a cup of coffee. Evidently there was something 

else on his mind of which he wished to speak. 

“ Bedros Effendi,” he said hesitatingly, “ it is not 

the custom for the parties concerned to speak about 

these matters themselves, but, under circumstances 

like ours, customs need not be regarded. It was your 

voice that recalled my son to life this evening, and 

I think you know the reason why. I am only a poor 

old villager myself, but my son has been brought up 

differently, more like an Effendi ; all I possess both 

here and in the village will be his when I die. If it 

please God that he gets well, will it be possible for 

you to overlook the difference in our positions, and 

give your consent to the only thing that can make 

him happy ? ” 

Kasparian felt a choking sensation. 

“ My friend,” he said, with a slight break in his 

voice, “ you know that I think very little about such 

differences. I love Vartan as my own son, and when 

he is up and well again we will think and arrange 

about it.” 

A man came in carrying a tray with two small cups 

of black sugarless coffee on it. 

“Has my servant arrived yet ? ” asked Kasparian. 

“Yes, Effendi,” answered the man. “He has 

been waiting some time.” 

“ Will you ask him to come in here a minute ? ” 

The servant was summoned and stood at the 

doorway with clasped hands. 
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“ Did you take my message to the Police 

Commissioner, Garo ? ” asked Kasparian. 

u Yes, Effendi,” was the answer. 

c< What did he say ? ” 

u He charged me to present you with his special 

salutations, and to tell you that he is very sorry for 

what has happened, but unfortunately as it was 

nearly dark when the crime was committed, it will 

be difficult to identify the criminal. They are going 

to arrest some people, however, and if Vartan Effendi 

will go to-morrow, and without seeing the prisoners, 

prove from the voice who it was that stabbed him, 

they will see that he is duly punished. Your khatr 1 

is placed above their heads.” 

1 Khatr — Sake. “ To do your pleasure is the most sacred duty they 

have.” 



CHAPTER VIII 

JIGARE 

Amid A is rather a remarkable place. From very- 

early times it has been one of the most important 

towns of Mesopotamia, because it is there that the 

lines of traffic from the Mediterranean, the Black Sea, 

and the Persian Gulf meet. Great black walls of 

stone surround the town, from which the Roman 

eagles and Persian lions, carved in bas-relief, glare 

down at the passers by ; and the boasts of conquerors 

may still be deciphered here by the solitary anti¬ 

quarian that finds his way into this remote interior— 

for it is a fifteen days’ horseback ride from the nearest 

seashore. Within the walls there are numbers of 

black dogs. They exist because they keep the streets 

in a state of tolerable cleanliness. Economical 

scavengers these, who are moreover poisoned when 

they have served the public some three or four years—a 

prompt way of settling the Superannuated Workmen’s 

Question. True, Mohammed did say that human 

souls were to be respected during their passage 

through beasts, and that the life of a dog is a sacred 
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thing ; but in Amida they have no scruples ; well has 

the proverb said of them, u black stones, black dogs, 

black hearts.,, 

The calm that reigned in Amida after the depar¬ 

ture of Sheikh Mohammed was wonderful. At the 

request of the European Ambassadors in Constanti¬ 

nople he was sent under guard to Moush, to be tried 

by a committee that was examining into the details 

of the massacre at Sassun. Officials had been sent 

round by the Government to disarm those Mussul¬ 

mans who cared to give their weapons up, and the 

dreaded first day of Bairam had passed in perfect 

safety and quietness. 

It was the afternoon of the second day. The 

town wore the lifeless look that comes when the first 

rejoicings of a festival are over—when the fact is 

brought home that in this world the reality seldom 

fulfils the expectation. All was quiet, yet few 

Armenians had ventured out of their houses, and the 

Turks were strolling listlessly about the streets to see 

and to be seen—particularly the latter, for they all 

had new shoes and bright new silk gowns on for the 

occasion. 

A young man was in one of the streets who, from 

his costume, might have been taken either for a Turk 

or a Christian. Pointed red shoes, blue cloth 

breeches, very wide about the hips and fastened 

tightly over the calf of the leg with red silk buttons ; 

a woollen sash nearly two spans wide, a pink silk 
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waistcoat, and a zouave embroidered with gold, 

possessing only half sleeves that swung about behind 

him. His fez was so much tilted to one side that he 

had to keep his head stark and stiff to prevent its 

falling off. Around the fez was twisted a soft black 

muslin handkerchief, printed with flowers. This 

young man, too, had a black heart ; he was a vaga¬ 

bond by profession. 

What his real name was no one could remember, 

but his companions called him Jigare, which, being 

interpreted, means “ liver,” the organ that in Eastern 

phraseology corresponds pretty nearly to what the 

heart does in Western. 

Jigare did not know what fear was, even when as 

a child he had been sent to school by his parents. 

His mother, a lady of very decided opinions, objected 

strongly to learning, but she objected still more to 

having him under her nose all day long. Jigare, 

however, had inherited her aversion to books. “It 

doesn’t go into my brain,” he used to say, tapping his 

fist against his temple. His capacities lay in other 

directions. 

He disliked the schoolmaster because he thought 

it cowardly of him to beat small boys. His school 

fellows regarded him with awe and admiration, and 

he commanded them all to bring cherry-tree sticks 

on an appointed day to beat the master with ; after 

they had obeyed him his staying on at the school was 

out of the question. 
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His father, who was a shoemaker, had always 

intended Jigare to carry on his trade ; but not feeling 

equal to the task of instructing his son himself, he had 

apprenticed him to a brother shoemaker, hoping that 

being with a stranger would subdue him. But, alas, 

here he had even more time and opportunity for culti¬ 

vating his talents. He fell in with wild companions, 

and revelled in the pleasures of sin for a season, when 

a quarrel with some Turks compelled him to disappear 

from Amida for safety. On the same day disappeared 

all the gold ornaments that his mother possessed— 

her marriage portion, which no one should have 

touched. 

Jigare was off the scenes for five years. Where he 

was or what he did during that time nobody knew. 

His quarrel was forgotten when he came back and 

his father was dead. He took up his abode with his 

mother, supplying all her wants like a dutiful son. 

“ May God bless him,” she would say ecstatically. 

“ He has enemies—they speak evil of everybody ; 

but there are few boys that are nobler and more 

pious than my son. I would wash his hands and 

drink the water, they are so pure.” 

Jigare went out a great deal, made expeditions to 

the surrounding villages, and was often absent for 

days together ; but how he lived was a mystery for 

most people. 

On this second day of Biaram he was walking 

towards one of the city gates. Turks glared at him as 
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he passed. They hated him for his tilted fez, but their 

orders were to make no disturbance. Jigare knew 

this, and rejoiced at it in his heart as he swung past 

them, the false sleeves of his jacket lashing him at 

every step. He passed through the ponderous arches 

of the city gates and turned to the right, following a 

stream that ran close to the walls—probably where 

the moat used to be in old times. 

Twenty minutes later Jigare was at a small coffee 

house on a cliff overlooking the valley of the Tigris. 

He sat down on one of the stools placed close to the 

edge of the cliff and ordered a cup of coffee. Then, 

making a cigarette, he gave himself up to the con¬ 

templation of the scene with the keen love of beauty 

that is the birthright of every child of nature. 

Below him gardens of peach and apricot trees—now 

one mass of pink and white blossom—sloped down to 

the water’s edge. On his right the towers and bastions 

of the city wall rose above these orchards, and the 

stream he had followed fell over the precipice with a 

deafening roar, then wound its way through the 

gardens below to the river. To the left the valley 

gradually widened out till it merged into the green, 

treeless plains that stretched far away to the foot of 

the snow-capped Taurus Mountains. 

Jigare was enjoying himself as only an Oriental 

knows how. The coffee in the tiny cup he held in 

his hand was bitter as gall. He sipped and gazed and 

smoked until the brilliant light and the dreamy sounds 
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around stole upon his senses and partially hypnotised 

him ; he drifted away into thoughts that lay too deep 

for words in his poetic soul. 

Suddenly he was roused out of his reverie by hearing 

a voice he knew ordering coffee. He turned round 

and saw the Kurd, Hassan Agha, dismounting from a 

beautiful Arab horse. Jigare’s blood boiled, but he 

kept his self-composure and smilingly offered the Kurd 

a seat beside him. 

“ May Allah prosper your journey, Hassan Agha,” 

he began ; “ are you going back to your village ? ” 

“ Yes,” answered the Kurd blandly, “ I am waiting 

for some of my attendants who are to join me here. 

We are late in starting and shall have to travel all 

night.” 

“It is nice travelling at night when the weather is 

like this,” remarked Jigare. 

“Yes,” answered the Kurd. “ We are fortunate ; 

Allah is giving us a beautiful Bairam.” 

“Truly ; but it has been rather different from what 

we were led to expect a few weeks ago,” said Jigare 

daringly. 

The Kurd looked straight into his eyes with meek 

wonder. 

“ Nothing,” said Jigare answering the unspoken 

question ; “ I was only thinking of what Sheikh 

Mohammed said about a sacrifice for Bairam, and 

certain threats of the Turks about cutting us up.” 

The Kurd waved his hand. 
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u My friend,” he said magnanimously, “ it is a dis¬ 

grace even to talk about such things; we are all 

brothers who live in this country—children of the same 

soil. What reason is there that we should not live 

peaceably together ? ” 

w None whatever,” said Jigare drily. 

Hassan Agha’s attendants arrived. They were four 

in number, well mounted, and well armed. With set 

teeth and clenched fists Jigare watched the party ride 

down the road. Then when a turning had hidden 

them from sight he darted down a narrow rocky foot¬ 

path, and disappeared in the gardens. 

5 



CHAPTER IX 

THE CHILDREN OF THE ASFEL GARDENS 

Six men dressed more or less in the same style as 

Jigare were standing gossiping in front of a kiosk1 in 

the gardens. The kiosk looked rather dilapidated, for 

it was not the season yet when people came to these 

gardens to eat and drink. The shutters of the 

windows had almost all been taken away for firewood 

during the winter. Those left were closed. In front 

of the building was a large stone pond thickly covered 

with green, and last year’s dead leaves lay in heaps all 

around. But the air was sweet with the smell of 

violets, and on one of the trees close by a nightingale 

was pouring out its song. 

“ Sing on, poor bird,” remarked one of the men, 

nodding his head knowingly ; u it will be some weeks 

yet before the roses you waste away all your life for 

are in blossom.” 

The others laughed. 

1 Kiosk = Summer house. 
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“ Sakko would not like to wait a whole year for the 

love of one month, would he ? ” said one of them. 

“ Well said, Ohan,” put in a third. “ Come, give us 

some arak to drink to the nightingale’s health.” 

The fiery liquor was passed round in tiny glasses, 

and then another toast was proposed. 

“ To the life of our beloved leader who has just left 

for Cilicia, and to the cause of Armenian freedom ! ” 

The toast was received with shouts of joy, and the 

glass went round again. Just then there was a crack¬ 

ling of dry twigs and Jigare appeared breathless and 

agitated. 

“Quick, children ! ” he said. “Hassan Agha with 

four Kurds is on his way to Piran. We must hide in 

the gardens by the roadside and wait for them to pass. 

If the Government won’t avenge Vartan, we can do 

it ourselves.” 

The men were ready in a minute. They did not 

possess many weapons. A few third-rate guns, 

daggers and revolvers had been smuggled together and 

hidden in a secret corner of the cellar underneath the 

house. When these had been hauled out and divided 

amongst them they began to creep stealthily through 

the gardens. They knew every part of those gardens 

so well that it did not take them long to find their 

way to the river-bank, where the high-road passed. 

There, hidden behind the thick shrubs and bushes, 

they waited. 

Jigare gave the orders. 
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<c We shall be seven against five,” he said, “ but they 

are better armed than we. Wait till they are nearly 

passed, and then attack them in the rear. Try to kill 

some of them and take their arms, but don’t kill the 

Agha himself. It would cause too much disturbance 

for the present.” 

To be out of sight and sound Jigare had chosen a 

spot a good way up the river, and it would be some 

time before Hassan Agha’s party could get there by 

the high-road. 

At last the sound of horses’ hoofs was heard. Jigare 

gave the signal for all to be in readiness, and the men 

covered the upper part of their faces with black cloth 

masks. 

The Kurds rode by, Hassan Agha, with a white 

woollen cloak thrown over his shoulders and a lance in 

his hand, taking the lead, the others following. As 

the last horseman passed the Armenians sprang out of 

their hiding-place and fired on him. He fell at once. 

Jigare rushed forward to take his rifle, and the other 

Kurds only then realising that they were being 

attacked, turned round to defend themselves. 

It was a desperate struggle. The Kurds, although 

they had been taken by surprise and were only four 

against the seven Armenians, were no easy match, as 

Jigare had expected, for they were better armed, and 

mounted. Two Armenians fell. While the others 

were keeping the Kurdish attendants engaged, Jigare 

attacked Hassan Agha. He succeeded in killing his 

/ 
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horse under him, and then began a fearful hand to 

hand struggle between the two. Both were strong 

men, but the Kurd was fighting in the dark, for he 

neither knew who his opponent was, nor the cause of 

the fight, while Jigare fought with the strength of 

hatred and vengefulness. Inch by inch he contrived 

to drag the Agha into the garden away from his 

attendants, who, seeing that their chief was gone and 

one of their number killed, struck their heels into their 

horses’ sides and were soon out of sight. Hastily drag¬ 

ging the bodies into the garden and covering the blood 

marks on the road with earth, the Armenians began 

to look for their companion and his victim. They 

found the Kurd lying on the ground and Jigare, with 

one knee on his breast, holding a revolver at his 

temple. 

“Son of a dog,” he was saying, “will you ever 

look at an Armenian girl again ? ” 

Hassan Agha recognised the voice now. So they 

had identified him with the story of that day. He 

writhed but answered nothing. 

“ You are a dead dog if you don’t do what I tell you 

at once ! ” continued Jigare. “ Curse the beard of 

Mohammed and the filthy religion he taught you ! ” 

The muzzle of the revolver was at his head. Fora 

Mohammedan to curse his faith at the command of a 

Giaour was worse than death, but if he died he would 

never be able to revenge himself. He did as he was 

told. 
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Jigare got up, but still kept the revolver at his head. 

“ Give up whatever money you have about you,” 

he commanded. 

The Kurd obeyed. 

“Now,” continued Jigare, “you may go. Your 

horse is dead, but so is one of your men, and you may 

take his. But remember this incident next time you 

feel inclined to stick your dagger into an Armenian, 

or to insult a Christian girl.” 

Hassan Agha mounted the horse and rode slowly 

away, muttering something under his breath. But 

it was not the faith of Islam that he cursed this 

time. 

The road leading to these lonely Kurdish villages 

in the mountains is never much frequented. On 

gala days like this there were hardly any passers- 

by. Towards evening, however, the Turkish exile, 

Zia Bey, was walking there with a grey-bearded man 

in a white turban and long blue cloak lined with fur. 

They had got tired of watching the sheepskin raft 

carry pleasure seekers to the village on the further 

bank of the river, and had continued their walk 

through the gardens. 

“There have been passes here,” said Zia Bey, 

looking carefully around. 

“Yes,” answered the other, “it is those fedahi 

dogs again.” 

“It looks suspicious. The Kurd Hassan Agha left 

for his village to-day, and he must have passed here.” 
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Zia Bey looked at his companion. His companion 

returned the look. 

“I wonder the Vali Pasha1 does not take measures 

for arresting them,” he said. 

“The Vali Pasha knows his own time, I suppose,” 

answered Zia Bey discreetly. 

1 Vali Pasha = Governor Pasha. 



CHAPTER X 

THE KADl’s VISIT 

Bedros Effendi Kasparian was almost worshipped 

in Amida. He was large-hearted as well as large- 

minded. His principles were all based upon ideas 

of life he had formed from his observation of men 

and things. He had studied whatever he had had 

a chance to, and his learning had formed a part of 

himself—his character. He had a clear judgment 

and a strong love of justice ; these were the quali¬ 

ties that made him the friend of the people. Even 

Turks who were suffering from the evils of a 

Government corrupt to the very core would bring 

their troubles to him and ask for his advice. He 

knew most of the Government officials, and had 

as much influence with them as it is possible for 

an Armenian to have with a Turk. And next to 

bribery influence goes further than anything else 

in Turkey—a thing will be done for khatr that 

would never be done for justice. Again and again 
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had he interceded for innocent Armenians who had 

been thrown into prison and left there for years 

without being tried, and often he had succeeded 

either in getting them let out or at least better 

treated. But the Armenians who took upon them¬ 

selves the name of patriots called him a traitor 

because he tried as far as he could to restrain them. 

A traitor ! And yet how many of their own number 

had him to thank that they were still going about 

unchained after the curses they had heaped upon 

the Turkish Government ! 

Kasparian knew the danger of irritating the Turkish 

Government. He knew how utterly impossible an 

Armenian rising was. Five hundred years ago, at the 

time of the conquest, the Turks had taken precautions 

against it by scattering the Armenians all over the 

empire so that they were in a minority almost every¬ 

where. And as it was impossible for them to pass 

from one province to another without a special licence 

from the Government, concentration was impossible. 

But it was not even at uniting the people that these 

so-called Revolutionists aimed. All they did was to 

talk ; and to take large sums of money from their 

fellow-countrymen “for the work,” while the ring¬ 

leaders themselves lived in safe countries where their 

talk could do them no possible harm. 

Kasparian knew also how the Turkish Government 

put down revolt. It was scarcely twenty years since 

the rebellion in Bulgaria had been quelled—he re- 
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membered it perfectly ; he had been in Constanti¬ 

nople at the time, where he could see the European 

papers. And now only last summer the reason given 

for the extermination of the Armenians in Sassun 

was that they were in revolt. It was a wonderful 

declaration, for the peasants in Sassun were so poor 

and simple that they hardly remembered that they 

had some rights as human beings. But two or three 

agitators sent out by revolutionary committees had 

been tracked there by the Government ; what further 

need had they of witness ? 

The evil was done ; Sassun was finished. If only 

the Revolutionists would take warning from it and 

keep quiet! But Europe was in their mouths and 

before their eyes. England, the champion of right 

and justice, would of course help them ! England, 

who had snatched them again and again from their 

deliverers and thrown them back into the jaws of 

the Turk! True, Europe had responsibilities towards 

them, but which of the Powers would fulfil the 

promises of protection they had made ? Russia had 

shed her life-blood to make the Sultan sign a treaty 

by which she took the Christians in Turkey under 

her protection; could she make another effort to 

save them when England had led the other Powers 

on and torn up that treaty ?—when she had even 

bound herself by the Cyprus Convention to join 

the Sultan in defending his territories by force of 

arms ? 
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All this Kasparian had weighed and considered 

carefully, but he could not convince his young 

fellow-countrymen. They were hot-headed and 

impulsive ; they saw the evil, and were dazzled by 

the words of those who pretended to remedy it. 

They talked of freedom without stopping to think 

how it was to be obtained, and now that the Euro¬ 

pean Powers had insisted upon an examination being 

made into the Sassun massacre their excitement was 

intense — the long-looked-for delivery was at hand. 

Meanwhile the Turks waited patiently when they 

were told to wait. 

It was a fortnight after Bairam that Zia Bey paid 

Kasparian his promised visit, but there could be no 

confidential talk between them, because two or three 

of Zia Bey’s friends came with him. 

One of them was the turbaned man who had been 

walking with him by the riverside on the second day 

of Bairam. He was a great man—the Kadi1 of 

Amida. That day he seemed to be overflowing 

with happiness. 

“Light to your eyes, Bedros Effendi,” he said, 

congratulating his host in Eastern style. “ The 

Europeans have prepared a scheme of reforms and 

presented it to his Gracious Majesty our Sove¬ 

reign.” 

“What, has the Committee at Moush finished its 

investigations already ? ” asked Kasparian in surprise. 

1 Kadi = Judge. 
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In Amida there are no daily papers ; all political news 

is heard from the officials. 

“ So it appears,” answered Mustapha Effendi. “ It 

does not take long to investigate a thing that is so 

plainly visible ! It is proved now that more than 

twelve thousand poor Armenians were killed in 

Sassun last year. May Allah have mercy, it is 

frightful! Of course the Government only ordered 

those that were fedahis to be punished, but these 

lawless Kurds, once let loose, passed all bounds.” 

Zia Bey smiled. 

“Was the Government really afraid that the 

Armenians were in revolt ? ” he said half mockingly. 

“ Revolutionists ! These Revolutionists disgrace the 

name.” But Mustapha Effendi’s eyes were scanning 

his face closely, so he made haste to add with apparent 

unconcern, “Let us hope, however, that the wise 

government of our Sovereign will prevent any more 

mistakes like that happening in the future ! ” 

“The Almighty forbid that such things should 

happen again,” said Mustapha Effendi, raising his 

eyes to the ceiling. “His Majesty’s love and care 

for all his subjects, irrespective of creed and race, is 

unbounded, and all the necessary precautions will be 

taken. Only, Bedros Effendi, I advise you to keep 

your young men quiet. See, only the other day, what 

they did down by the riverside, and how many 

Armenians have had to be arrested before the real 

culprit is found.” 
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Bedros Effendi’s brow darkened, but what could he 

say ? It was always the same story—always might 

that was right. An Armenian was stabbed, the 

culprits were allowed to walk away under the nose 

of the police ; a Kurd was attacked, and numbers of 

Armenians who had never seen his face were thrown 

into prison for it. 

“Mustapha EfFendi,” he ventured quietly, uwe are 

not responsible for the deeds of those four or five men. 

We cannot restrain them ; why then should the whole 

nation suffer ? ” 

He did not know why the Kurd had been attacked. 

All he had heard were vague rumours of a fight 

between Hassan Agha’s followers and the children of 

the Asfel Gardens, as the wild young men who 

haunted the riverside orchards were called. 

Mustapha EfFendi nodded his head two or three 

times before answering. 

“ What you say is quite right, my friend,” he said 

at last. “ But a handful of leaven will turn a large 

quantity of dough sour in a very little time. Prudence 

is a good thing, though as I have said there is hardly 

any fear of serious trouble—especially now that the 

Europeans are going to help us with the Reforms. 

But in case anything should happen you know that my 

doors are always open to receive you. You and your 

family will be perfectly safe in my house.” 

Kasparian expressed his thanks, and then asked what 

had become of the Sheikh of Zilan. 
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“The Sheikh of Zilan ? Oh, yes, they took him 

to Moush too, thinking that he might be able to give 

some evidence about the massacre as he lived so near 

Sassun, but it seems that he had never heard of such a 

thing before the Committee spoke to him of it,” said 

the unabashed Mustapha Eflfendi. “They acquitted 

him at once, and he has gone back to live amongst his 

people. But I am forgetting to ask how your friend 

is—the one that was stabbed. He is better, I hope.” 

Kasparian smiled. 

“ He is much better, thank you,” he said. “ I 

think he will be able to go out in a day or two.” 

“ Arhamd* Oullah Z”1 said the Turk devoutly, “I 

was so much upset that night that I could neither eat 

nor sleep. Melikian’s son was before my eyes all the 

time. I sent to the police court, I did all I could to 

get the criminals arrested ; but no, these Zapties are 

such lazy beasts you cannot make them do anything. 

I like that young man very much, but—shall I say 

it ?—I am afraid that he, too, is tainted with this 

national distemper; but he is young, it will pass. 

Bedros Effendi,” he said, lowering his voice and 

looking meaningly at his host, “ are we to believe 

the report that we shall come to your daughter’s 

wedding soon ? ” 

Kasparian smiled very faintly in response. The 

allusion to his daughter was a breach of etiquette on 

the Turk’s part, and displeased him. 

1 Arhamd’ Oullah — Praise be to God. 
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“ Who can tell,” he said rather coldly, “ in this 

uncertain world what may happen ? It is God who 

arranges those things.” 

Armenian women are guarded carefully from the 

sight of Turkish men. That afternoon when 

Kasparian accompanied his guests to the street door, 

Yestere happened to be in the courtyard gathering 

violets from the small bed of flowers in the centre of 

the quadrangle. As soon as she saw the men she ran 

towards the house, making for the door that was 

nearest her. Kasparian said nothing, but his face 

showed that he was deeply annoyed. Mustapha 

Effendi turned completely round, before going out 

at the door, to make his host a profound parting 

salaam. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE HEAD OF THE COMMITTEE 

“Father, how much longer will it be, before I am 

allowed to go out ? ” 

Vartan 'had been getting better, but very slowly. 

The long confinement was becoming intolerable for a 

young man of his temperament, used as he was to an 

open-air life of riding about from one village to 

another to look after his father’s property. Like 

most Orientals he was quick-tempered, and he was 

on the point of fretting himself into a relapse. 

“ Have patience a little longer, my son,” said 

Melikian soothingly. Then he added, as if he were 

trying to amuse a little child, “Vartan, I have some¬ 

thing to tell you that will please you.” 

Vartan turned slowly on his pillow without un¬ 

bending his brows. It did not seem to him as if 

anything could interest him just then. 

Melikian was sitting on the floor beside his pillow. 

“I have spoken to Bedros EfFendi about Yestere,” 

he said, in the same even tones. 
64 
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Vartan’s eyes dropped and a faint colour came into 

his pale cheeks. 

a What did he say ? ” he asked, trying to speak as if 

it were a matter of perfect indifference to him—the 

more intense a feeling is, and the more sacred we 

hold it, the more jealously we guard it from sight. 

Melikian knew that his son was not really indifferent 

to what he was telling him ; once before the subject 

had been spoken of between them—when, as was 

the custom in Amida, he had proposed to his son 

that they should find a suitable bride for him. 

Vartan’s answer had been very short but decided, 

a Not unless it is Bedros Effendi’s daughter.” 

“I spoke to him the other night,” continued 

Melikian, pretending to look away, but really watch¬ 

ing his son’s face closely out of the corner of his eye. 

“ He said he would arrange about it when you got 

well, so if you want to get well quickly you must not 

worry yourself.” 

As Melikian had expected, the news acted like a 

tonic on Vartan. Who shall say that love is always 

purer and deeper between men and women who have 

had unlimited opportunities of seeing each other 

and being together? Vartan had never spoken to 

Yestere, but he loved her intensely, passionately— 

because she was beautiful. It was not merely the 

darkness and the lustre of her eyes that thrilled you 

through and through as you met them ; it was the 

soul that you were brought face to face with, a 
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wondering, child-like soul, that was hardly conscious 

of itself as yet, where one could trace possibilities of 

all that is sweet and tender and beautiful—the dawn 

of what would one day be perfect womanhood. It 

did not need a long process of acquaintanceship to 

teach Vartan this. He learnt it the first time he saw 

her face, and he had loved her since with a love as 

pure as its object, even while he knew that she was 

too young to return his passion. Evening after 

evening he had gone home a roundabout way to 

pass in front of her house and perhaps get a glimpse 

of her at the window ; but he had hardly dared to 

hope that her father would consent to her marrying 

him, for he was only the son of a “ villager,” while 

there would be many others in Amida to aspire to 

Bedros Effendi’s only daughter’s hand. How had he 

been fortunate enough to win Kasparian’s favour ? 

It was a glorious afternoon three weeks later when 

Vartan went out for his first walk. With the 

buoyancy of returning spirits he felt as if he were 

walking on air. The betrothal ring had been sent 

to Yestere a fortnight ago, and the wedding was to 

be on the following Monday. Of course he would 

not be allowed to see her even yet—he must wait till 

the wedding for that. But it would only be a 

question of time now. An Armenian betrothal is 

almost as binding as a marriage. 

All this, however, was only the golden local colour 

to Vartan’s thoughts, for his mind was busy with 
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other things. He was too much engrossed even to 

notice the way in which people stared at him as he 

passed—some admiringly, some enviously, and some 

threateningly. 

“ Good evening, Vartan ! I am glad to see you are 

out and about again.” 

The voice belonged to the person he was thinking 

of. Vartan turned round quickly. 

CCI was just thinking about you, Dajad, and won¬ 

dering how you were getting on,” he said. “ I did 

not expect to see you back so soon. When did you 

get back ? ” 

“ Oh, some time ago—I think it was the beginning 

of last week,” answered Dajad. 

“ Last week! And was your expedition suc¬ 

cessful ? ” 

“Oh, yes ; but if you only knew the dangers that 

I have passed through.” 

“I don’t even know what your commission was. 

Will you take a walk with me and tell me all 

about it ? ” 

Dajad stood a moment as if reflecting, his eyes as 

usual studying his companion’s boots. But Vartan 

was too much in earnest himself to suspect that Dajad 

might not be exactly what he seemed. 

“ I must be at a committee meeting soon after 

sunset,” said Dajad at length, “ but we have two 

hours to spare. Shall we go and walk on the cliff ? ” 

They passed through the gate of the city together 
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and then took a path that led through the Armenian 

cemetery. 

“ You would have known what my commission 

was if your father had given you a certain letter that 

I asked him to,” continued Dajad, when they were 

alone outside the walls. “ I came to your house just 

before I left, but it was the day of your skirmish ; so 

of course I did not see you, and there was no way of 

leaving you a message.” 

There was a slight sneer in Dajad’s voice that 

jarred upon Vartan’s sensitive nature. 

“ My father is very careful,” he said quickly. “ He 

thinks that the Revolutionists can do nothing but harm 

—and he has reason to think so, too, judging from 

appearances,” he added rather coldly. 

Dajad saw his mistake, and rose to the occasion. 

“Quite right, Vartan,” he said cheerfully, “we 

must show deeds, not words—and I hope we shall do 

so soon. You have heard, of course,” he continued, 

lowering his voice although there was no one in sight, 

“ that there is to be a great rising in Zeitoun this 

summer.” 

Vartan nodded. He had heard a great deal about 

it—through Dajad. 

“Well, that was what I went for,” continued 

Dajad. “ I had money—hundreds of pounds to get 

there. We are sure to succeed, for no one has any 

idea of how much money and strength we have. 

Experienced military men from all parts of Europe 
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are with us—Russians, Frenchmen, even Englishmen 

—the Socialists and Nihilists are all on our side. But 

with it all we shall always need the help of our own 

Armenians, whether it be in service or money ; it is 

we, we that must fight if we want to be free ! ” 

Dajad’s voice was scarcely more than a whisper, but 

there was fire in his words. Once more Vartan was 

carried away by them. His eyes flashed as he 

listened. 

cc No Armenian worthy of the name will shrink 

from giving all he has for the Cause,” he said 

warmly. “Our country’s claims are above every¬ 

thing else. I myself will be on the battlefield as soon 

as I hear of anything definite.” 

“ I know you will ; and one day yog will read 

something definite about it in here,” said Dajad, 

taking a newspaper from his breast-pocket. “ At 

present, of course, it is a dead secret—none but the 

Revolutionists know about it. Oh ! did I tell you 

that I had been appointed head of the Committee 

in Amida ? ” 

Vartan looked round quickly. Dajad was not 

exactly his ideal of a Revolutionary leader. 

“ Have you really ?” he asked, with a laugh. “ If 

so, allow me to offer you my congratulations. Light 

to your eyes!” 

Dajad echoed the laugh, though it displeased him. 

“ May you ever remain with light,” he answered 

gaily. “ Now let us sit down on the cliff here for a 
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few minutes; for you must be tired if it is your first 

walk.” 

The road through the cemetery had brought them 

out into a part of the cliff much further from the 

town than the cafe where Jigare had sat a few weeks 

ago. They threw themselves down on the long grass, 

and first looking carefully round to see that there 

was no one in sight, Dajad gave the newspaper to 

Vartan. 

“ Read,” he said, pointing to one or the columns. 

It was a revolutionary paper published in Athens. 

Vartan read the article, and as he did so a horrified 

look came over his face. 

“ During the last week of Ramazan some Kurds 

were seen treating the daughter of that well-known 

traitor, Bedros Kasparian, with outrageous insult in 

one of the streets of Amida. They would certainly 

have fulfilled all their foul intentions, had not a friend 

of ours arrived on the spot just in time to drive the 

Kurds away at the risk of his own life. The Govern¬ 

ment, of course, did nothing, but a party of our 

people attacked the Kurds and their followers and 

defeated them with great slaughter. Let Kasparian 

still sneer at the Revolutionists. People like him 

whose prosperity depends upon their friendship with 

the Turks, whose income is largely increased by the 

bribes they take from them, are bound to be traitors 

to the cause of Armenia. The sooner they are done 

away with, the better it will be for the Cause ! ” 
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The blood rushed to Vartan’s head as he read the 

insults heaped upon Yestere’s father. 

“ This is all false from beginning to end,” he cried 

hotly. “ It is a shame to speak in such a way of 

Bedros EfFendi. If he disapproves of the Revolu¬ 

tionists it is because of his love for his nation—it is 

not his fault if his ideas about them are mistaken ! 

Taking bribes from the Turks ! he, the noblest and 

the most patriotic Armenian in Amida ! It is dis¬ 

graceful ! And if I am the individual mentioned as 

his daughter’s rescuer, I know that all that I tried to 

save her from was being gaped at by two Kurds.” 

Dajad was rather surprised at this outburst. He 

had been away at the time of Vartan’s engagement 

and could not understand it. 

“ Yes, I know,” he said, in a smooth voice, ignor¬ 

ing the first part of Vartan’s speech, “ but don’t you 

see that we must colour these things as highly as we 

can, otherwise we shall neither be able to stir up our 

own people nor make our wrongs known to the 

world ! ” 

Vartan’s lip curled. 

“The truth is always known sooner or later,” he 

said, cc and we shan’t have gained much if the world 

learns to distrust us. There is no need for exaggera¬ 

tion—if the simple truth is known the sympathies of 

all the civilised world will be with our cause.” 

Dajad pulled up a clump of grass and threw it over 

the precipice. 
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“You are right, Vartan,” he said with seeming 

frankness, cc but such things do happen in the villages, 

so it’s not altogether false. After all, what we want is 

to attract the attention of Europe—it does not matter 

how. The Sassun massacre, for instance, was an 

excellent thing—it is a pity it was not a little larger 

even ! ” 

Vartan shook his head. 

“ I cannot understand such patriotism,” he said 

gravely. “ A nation is made up of units—it is not a 

mere lifeless idea for us to worship ; and when not 

only units, but tens of thousands are massacred in this 

way, is it not the life-blood of the nation that is being 

spilled ? If I had a hundred lives I would sacrifice 

them willingly in fighting for my country ; but I can 

never say that the wholesale massacre of poor innocent 

peasants and women and children is an excellent 

thing.” 

Dajad laughed rather uncomfortably. 

“You forget our motto,” he said, “that ‘without 

shedding of blood there is no remission.’ ” 

“I know that,” answered Vartan, “but how if 

after all this blood is shed there should still be no 

remission ? ” 

“ Oh, of course something will be done,” said 

Dajad calmly. “See, already the Europeans are forcing 

the Sultan to accept this scheme of Reforms.” 

“Oh yes,” said Vartan drily, “and I hope he will 

accept it some day and put it into execution. Mean- 
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while it is getting very late for me to be out here. 

May I keep this newspaper and finish reading it ? ” 

“ Certainly,” answered Dajad ; “ only I should 

advise you to keep it out of your father’s way.” 

Again Vartan tingled all over as if he had received 

a blow. 

“ It shall never get further than my own breast¬ 

pocket,” was all he answered, and they began to walk 

towards the town in silence. Vartan’s mind was not 

quite easy. Something in the man, whom till now he 

had regarded almost as a hero, had displeased him to¬ 

day ; but he was so fascinated by the wild stories he 

had heard that he did not stop to analyse his 

misgivings. 



CHAPTER XII 

“ TRUE PATRIOTISM ” 

Inside the city gate they parted. It was getting 

dusk. Dajad made his way through the narrow, 

silent back streets till he came to a very poor neigh¬ 

bourhood. Then he stopped at a small door and gave 

a peculiar knock. A lad of about fifteen, dressed as a 

peasant, opened it almost instantly. 

“ Good evening, Nerses,” said Dajad, stepping into 

the tiny courtyard. “ Are the others here yet ? ” 

a All except Jigare—he is out of town these days,” 

said the lad, closing and bolting the door. 

“ Hum ! ” said Dajad, “ it’s a pity. I wanted him 

particularly. Anyhow, bring me something to eat and 

drink, for I am famished.” 

Dajad crossed the courtyard with two or three 

steps and mounted a creaking wooden staircase. At 

the top was a small room half lighted by a miserable 

oil lamp fastened into the wall. The glass and 

shutters of the windows were tightly closed, and the air 

was not of the sweetest. All the furniture consisted 
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of a chair and a small table, two pieces of matting on 

the mud floor, and a divan that ran across the upper 

end of the room. On this divan were lounging Sakko 

and two other of Jigare’s associates. They rose as 

Dajad entered the room. 

u Good evening, my friends,” said Dajad pleasantly. 

“ I am extremely glad to see you again, and to hear 

that you have been faithful to the Cause during my 

absence. I read of your brave deeds with regard to 

Hassan Agha and his followers, and I feel proud, 

unworthy as I am, of having been elected your leader. 

My friends, we are few in number and weak, but 

great things have had small beginnings before now. 

Let us be worthy of our vocation, for it is to us that 

Armenia looks for delivery. Drink this with me to 

the life of Armenia and of all true patriots ! ” 

On the table was a tray with a bottle of arak and 

several small glasses. As he finished his own inaugura¬ 

tion speech, Dajad filled the glasses and gave them to 

the other men. Shouts of “ Long live Armenia ! 

Long live the Huntchakist Association ! ” filled the 

room as they swallowed it at one draught. 

“We had better be a little careful, or our voices 

will be heard in the street,” said Dajad, refilling the 

glasses. “But I wonder why Nerses has allowed us 

such a small amount of arak this evening ? ” 

The lad, who was at the door with the requested 

provisions, overheard the remark. 

“ Dajad Effendi,” he said, laying the food down on 
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the table, “ there is only one bottle left, and I kept it 

in case you should ask for it unexpectedly some day. 

All the money you gave me is finished too.” 

“ Oh ! is that it ? ” said Dajad lightly ; “ bring us 

the bottle this evening then, my boy. I hope to give 

you money enough to buy a great many more like it 

before long ! ” 

The bottle was brought, Nerses banished, and the 

door bolted behind him. Dajad took the solitary 

chair and began his meal; the others lighted their 

cigarettes. 

“ This money question is a serious one,” said Dajad, 

when he had satisfied the cravings of his appetite to a 

certain extent. 

Sakko coughed and placed himself in a more 

upright position. It was the subject he had been 

casting about in his own mind. 

“Yes,” he said somewhat grimly. “I have had no 

pay for several months. A man cannot live on nothing 

when he has given up his trade and all for a Cause.” 

Apparently Dajad had not heard the remark. 

“ It is growing more and more difficult to get any¬ 

thing from the Head Committee,” he said in an under¬ 

tone, as if speaking to himself. “ The Devil only 

knows what they do with all the money that passes 

into their hands,”—at that moment a hundred and 

eighty of the three hundred pounds he was to have 

taken to Zeitoun lay buried in a certain cellar that 

Dajad knew of—“ I can think of nothing but robbing 
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the post,” he continued in a louder tone, looking at 

his companions, <c but it is a risky undertaking ; what 

do you think ? Certainly our people have done it in 

other places, but I hardly think we have men enough 

in Amida. Here, let us have more arak to clear our 

brains and finish the business.” 

Sakko took the glass offered him and drained it. 

Then he leaned back against the cushions waiting for 

the light to penetrate into his brain. 

“ Well,” he said at length, “ we have a good many 

friends in Amida, but the difficulty would be in get¬ 

ting people like Vartan to help us in such a thing. 

And I am afraid most of our outside friends have 

tender consciences like that.” 

“ Do you think so ? ” said Dajad with a slight 

sneer. “ My opinion is that they would do anything 

we told them was for their country’s good. However, 

we won’t risk robbing the post; what else can we 

do ? ” 

Sakko laughed. 

“ What else is there but to get it trom the 

Armenians? ” he said; “there would be no risk in 

that, at least.” 

“ Yes,” said Dajad, bending his head. “It is the 

only thing to do at present, I suppose. Here, bring 

me a pen and ink and some paper, one of you.” 

The letter Dajad wrote would not have done the 

school he was educated in at Constantinople much 

credit. It was full of wrong spelling, mistakes and 
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blotches ; but the meaning was clear and to the 

point. 

cc On the nth of November, 1895, you are 

requested to place forty pounds in the hollow trunk ot 

a mulberry-tree that grows by the riverside a little 

way above where the rafts start from. If this is not 

accomplished by the date mentioned you are a dead man. 

“The Huntchakist Association. 

“Amida, June 27, 1895.” 

Dajad read the note aloud when it was finished. 

“ It’s all right,” said Sakko. “ Who is it for ? ” 

“ Melikian.” 

The Committee expressed their approval. Dajad 

addressed the note; and then wrote several others like 

it, varying the time of payment and the amount 

requested to suit the capacities of the people they 

were destined for. 

“ When we get all this we shall have enough to go 

on with for some time,” he said as he finished. “We 

are going to have some money given us soon to buy 

gunpowder with, and we can use a part of that till 

November. Meanwhile get these to their destinations 

in the quickest and safest way possible.” 

He distributed the notes among the three men and 

then filled the glasses again. 

“ Now, my boys,” he said, “ after duty comes 

pleasure. Drink, and let us have a song—‘The 
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Wicked Satan’s golden Throne ’—only don’t scream 

too much.” 

Again the glasses were emptied and the men began 

to sing the song mentioned—a song with words un¬ 

speakable. Dajad, who had finished eating, joined in. 

They were happy—happy in the sense of duty 

performed and happy in the thought that they were 

serving their country. 

The arak was half-way down the second bottle. 

Their voices were getting loud and their eyes blurred. 

Suddenly Dajad laid down the glass which he was 

putting to his lips. 

“ Boys,” he said, “ I forgot that there is another 

letter which I must write. You can finish the arak 

while I’m doing it, for it’s getting late. It’s a bother 

that Jigare is away—I particularly wanted him.” 

For a few minutes there was nothing heard but the 

scratching of Dajad’s pen. 

c< Mayn’t we know what it is about ? ” said Sakko 

at last, getting up and going towards him with un¬ 

certain steps. 

Dajad smiled. 

“You had better finish your business now,” he 

said. cc I shall want you to-night when we leave 

here.” 

Sakko came a step nearer and put his arm round 

Dajad’s neck. Dajad, who had not taken enough to 

lose his self-possession, shook himself free, and with a 

curse Sakko staggered back to the divan. 
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An hour later the two were alone together in a 

narrow street, bound for their respective hovels. The 

street was dark, but in obedience to the law they 

carried their own lantern. 

“Stop, Sakko, I have something to tell you,” said 

Dajad in an undertone. “ Do you know when Jigare 

will be back ? ” 

“ God knows,” answered Sakko thickly. 

“ Hush ! you will be heard,” said Dajad. “ Look 

here, I want you to get this letter to him as soon as 

possible. It’s about Bedros Effendi—he knows.” 

“ Bedros Effendi—Oh yes, I remember,” answered 

Sakko without lowering his voice. “ But why should 

I hush, Dajad ? I am brave, brave ! Em not afraid of 

anybody ! ” 

“No, I know you are a brave boy, but our plans 

may be spoilt if they hear us,” said Dajad soothingly. 

“ It must be done very soon.” 

“ Before his daughter’s wedding ? ” asked Sakko. 

“ It’ll be a nice sequel to that engagement. Ha, ha ! 

Many will rejoice over it.” 

Sakko was not in a state to notice his companion 

start. 

“ What wedding ? ” asked Dajad quickly. 

Sakko laughed. 

“Was it while you were away?” he said. “I 

thought every one had heard of it. They have given 

her to Vartan.” 

“Vartan ! ” said Dajad incredulously. “I saw him 
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this evening, and he didn’t tell me anything. Are 

you sure it is true ? ” 

“ True ! The engagement ring was sent weeks ago, 

and the wedding is to be next Sunday. Ah ! but she 

is sweet, I saw her once-” 

“Well, whatever you saw, you saw-” broke in 

Dajad impatiently. u You are to get this to Jigare 

as soon as you can. Do you understand ? ” 

Sakko took up a defiant position. 

“ Why do you get angry with me, my friend ? ” 

he said. “I have done nothing to you. I will teach 

you some day. Well, shall I give the letter to Jigare’s 

mother if he is not back to-morrow ? ” 

“ Let me see—yes, I think so,” said Dajad. “ She 

can’t read it, poor fool, and she won’t suspect anything ; 

besides, all the town knows what’s in it now, thanks to 

your having brayed it out at the top of your voice like 

the donkey you are.” 

“Well, what if they do know? ” said Sakko, leaning 

against a wall for support. “ Who’ll care about our 

plotting against an Armenian ? I’m not afraid of any¬ 

thing.” 

The clanking of swords was heard in the distance 

and two Zapties came in sight. 

Dajad was getting seriously alarmed. 

“ Look here,” he said in a whisper, going close up 

to his companion, “ your house is not far from here and 

you are tired. I’ll take you home.” 

Sakko laughed a wild, fiendish laugh. 

7 
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u No, no,” he said, “ I am not a girl. You are my 

chief, and your commands are sacred to me, placed 

above my head ; but if you want to get rid of me you 

can’t do it so easily. I am not afraid even of those 

Zapties ! ” 

Dajad was frantic with fear. 

“ Keep quiet at least till they have passed, Sakko,” 

he whispered imploringly. “ They will take you to 

prison if they hear you ! ” 

“Well, and what then ? ” cried Sakko. “ Can they 

do anything more than kill me ? I am not afraid of 

being killed ; I can kill myself if I like ! ” 

One of the Zapties flashed his lantern on the faces 

of the two men. 

w It’s all right,” he said, nodding his head at them. 

“ i The end of wild dogs is the mange ! ’ but we need 

you a little longer yet.” 

“ D’ you see,” said Sakko, when they were passed. 

<c It’s they who are afraid of me ! Now d’ you believe 

that I’m brave ? I tell you that I can kill myself if 

I like ! ” 

“Yes, I believe you can,” said Dajad, breathing 

more freely ; “ but come home now.” 

“ Now, what will you give me if I do kill myself ? ” 

Dajad laughed. 

“ Twenty pounds.” 

“ Really ! ” 

“ Yes ! ” 

Sakko pulled himself away from the wall, took out 
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the dagger hidden in his belt, and with an oath struck 

it into the region of his waist. It was done so quickly 

that Dajad, who had thought he was joking, could 

not prevent him. Fortunately for himself, he had not 

had strength enough to push the weapon in very far, 

and when Dajad extracted it only the point was 

stained with blood. 

“I did not know you were quite such an ass, 

Sakko,” he said, taking hold of his arm and forcing 

him to walk. “ Come on at once, now ! ” 

Sakko could resist no longer, but he was no easy 

weight to drag along. 

“ D’ you see how I did it ? ” he said thickly. 

ccAh ! but it does hurt to be killed ! You must 

give me the twenty pounds, or I will prosecute you.” 

Dajad did not condescend to speak any more. 

They arrived at the door of Sakko’s dwelling, which 

he opened with a latchkey ; then, flinging him into 

the courtyard, he banged the door to and hastened 

towards his own house with clenched fists. 

“ Cur,” he muttered between his teeth. u So that 

is why you got wild about Bedros Effendi to-day. 

I know that she is not for me, but you won’t have 

her either ; I have sworn it, and I’ll be a dog if 

you do, even after you have been to the altar with 

her and the priest has tied the bridal cross on your 

foreheads ! ” 



CHAPTER XIII 

HAJI SOPIG 

Jigare’s mother had a complexion like creased 

parchment. Her eyes and nose were piercingly 

sharp. Her head was bound up in black rags, and 

the straggling locks of hair that escaped from them 

were scarlet—a result gained by the application of 

henna upon white hair. Twice in her young days 

she had visited the Holy Sepulchre, which gave her a 

right to the title of Haji or Pilgrim. 

Haji Sopig—that was her name—was an important 

factor in the social life of Amida. Being of the 

sinking generation, she was a great authority on 

manners and customs ; and a conservative place like 

Amida could not easily have dispensed with her. 

Although herself of humble station in life her 

business took her amongst all the people worth 

knowing in the town, and she got to understand as 

much about their private concerns as they did them¬ 

selves. As a rule she was to be seen in every place 

where there was a gathering for any special occasion ; 
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but her business was chiefly connected with matri¬ 

monial affairs. Whenever a young man was to be 

married it was to her that his friends applied for 

introductions to houses where there were eligible 

young ladies, and she would pioneer the friends from 

house to house till at last they met the girl whose 

kismet1 it was to be the bride of their house. 

Haji Sopig had been shut up in a room with Yestere 

to ask her consent to becoming engaged to Vartan. 

Yestere had not given it, but that was a mere detail. 

The old woman reported that she had said she 

would do as her father wished, which was very likely 

true. 

“Mariam, kourban”2 she said when Yestere’s 

mother objected to her child’s being given away in 

that manner. “ Since when have girls had a voice in 

these matters ? When I was married I knew nothing 

of what was happening—nothing at all, except that I 

was told to bend my head when the priest asked me 

if I would be obedient. I went to sleep at the altar 

and heard nothing till I felt some one push my head 

down for me, and then I remembered. I was only 

eleven years old—there was a doll in my trousseau 

for me to play with—while Yestere, God keep her, 

is a big girl of fourteen ; she is old enough to under¬ 

stand what marriage is, and I should have seen from 

1 Kismet = Fate or fortune. 

2 Kourban = Sacrifice. A term of endearment, meaning “ May I die 

for you.” 
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her face if she disliked Vartan. A girl to say cyes’ to 

an offer of marriage ! Such a thing had never been 

heard of in our town before girls learnt how to read ! ” 

It was the Wednesday before the wedding. The 

last touches were just being put to the trousseau ; 

silks, velvets, gold, and pearls were scattered about the 

room, and the house was full of friends who had come 

to help in making the trousseau, as there are no 

professional dressmakers in Amida. 

Haji Sopig sat on the floor taking the tacking out 

of the bridal dress with her bony fingers. 

“ Yestere, my rose,” she said, shaking the garment 

out as she finished, “ will you get up and try this on ? ” 

Yestere, who with two or three other girls had been 

bending over some elaborate lacework, got up to 

obey. The dress was a rose-coloured silk worked 

with gold thread, and fell in simple folds to her feet. 

As she put it on Haji Sopig placed her hand over her 

mouth and made a long, quivering cry—the old 

Arabic bridal cry still used in the East. 

Yestere bent her head and turned from the light to 

hide her crimson face. 

“ Don’t turn away like that,” said Haji Sopig in a 

voice that grated on the poor child’s nerves, but was 

meant to be kind. cc Hold yourself straight that we 

may look at you ; there, walk up and down a few 

times that we may see if your dress hangs properly. 

Mashallahj- you look like a queen of Armenia ! ” 

1 Mashallah = God is great. 
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Haji Sopig had never seen a queen of Armenia, but 

she had a vague idea that it must be something very- 

beautiful ; therefore she was careful to counter¬ 

balance the influence of the Evil Eye by the timely 

use of the word Mashallah. It did not occur to her 

that flattery might have evil consequences other than 

exciting the hostility of the Evil Eye, but fortunately 

Yestere’s was not a nature that could be spoiled. She 

did indeed look lovely. The pink colour seemed to 

be reflected on her usually pale cheeks, and showed oft 

her dark eyes and hair to perfection. She had not 

reached her full height yet, and her figure was 

scarcely more developed than a child’s ; yet it was as 

graceful as a willow-wand—there was no awkwardness 

or angularity about it. But her greatest charm lay 

in the unworldly—almost spiritual—look that would 

settle on her features when she was not talking; 

a look almost painful in its intensity of feeling. 

Nothing could have changed that look to one of 

frivolity and affectation. It might have been a breach 

of etiquette for her to smile or look pleased under the 

circumstances; but few girls would have received 

the homage and admiration of their friends as calmly 

as Yestere did on that Wednesday afternoon before 

her wedding. 

Who can analyse the feelings of a bride fourteen 

years old ? Yestere was not unhappy ; all girls had to 

marry when they got to her age, and although she 

hardly knew it herself, in her heart she was fond and 
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proud of her lover. But when a few minutes later 

she was led out for Bedros EfFendi to see her in her 

bridal robes, a big tear fell on his hand as she bent 

over it to kiss it. 

Yestere took the dress off, and became absorbed in 

her lace-making again. 

“ Children,” said Mariam Hanum presently, looking 

up from her needlework, “ do you know what to¬ 

morrow is ? Would you like to have your fortunes 

told, as Haji Sopig is here ? ” 

Yestere might speak now—the subject was changed. 

“Yes, mother,” she said, throwing her work aside; 

“do let us. We are such a large party, and Haji 

Sopig knows all the verses.” 

Mariam Hanum looked at the girl’s glowing face 

with a smile. Yestere’s unnatural reserve and serious¬ 

ness often made her feel very anxious—especially now 

that she was going to be taken away from her so 

soon, and it was a relief to see her enthusiastic about 

anything. 

“Very well, my anoush,” she answered ; “that is 

if Haji Sopig will consent.” 

Haji Sopig was nothing loth. 

“Yes, kourban,” she said, looking at Yestere; 

“ anything for your sweet khatr. I think there are 

seven different kinds of flowers in the flower-bed 

outside, and you will want water from seven fountains 

—remember the sources of the fountains must all be 

different or the charm won’t work.” 
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u We will send Garo out for the water,” said 

Yestere; “and oh, here is Dikran. I must get a 

token from him first.” 

Dikran came into the room and threw himself 

down on the divan. 

“ What is all this row about ? ” he asked lazily. 

Yestere went up to him. 

“ Akhpar,” 1 she said, “ to-morrow is Ascension 

Day, and we are going to have our fortunes told. 

What will you give me as your token ? ” 

“ I ? I am not a woman ! ” 

“Yes, but you must give something.” 

Her eyes were fixed pleadingly on him. He must 

please her the last days she was at home, even at 

the cost of playing a woman’s game. He smiled 

and held out his tezbih—the string of beads that 

all Orientals carry about to play with when they 

are talking or thinking. 

Yestere took the beads. 

“ Now,” she said, “ will you go and tell Garo to 

bring us water from seven fountains ? ” 

“ I will send him here,” said Dikran, getting up, 

“ and you can tell him yourselves.” 

Yestere turned to the women. 

“ Haji Sopig, it is your turn now,” she said. 

“ What are you going to give ? ” 

The old woman lifted her hands and pretended 

to look about for something. 

1 Akhpar — Brother. 
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“ I have nothing to give,” she said. u What 

fortune should an old woman like me have, kourban ? 

Wait, you can have my latchkey, though I would 

catch it if my son knew, for he has important 

papers in the house—God bless him ! One would 

think he was an ambassador from the number ot 

letters he writes and gets ! ” 

Jigare was not as much beloved by others as he 

was by his mother, so the remark passed without 

interest for most of the people in the room. Garo, 

who had been waiting for his orders, was dispatched 

with full particulars about the water to be brought. 

Mariam Hanum folded up her work and rose. 

“Here, Yestere,” she said, “you can have my 

thimble, for I must be looking after other business 

now ; it is getting late.” 

It was some time before everybody had given a 

token ; then the girls ran off into the courtyard 

to gather the flowers. 

Bedros Effendi was in the courtyard, as usual 

pacing up and down. Yestere went and took his 

hand. 

“Father,” she said, “we are going to have our 

fortunes told to-morrow morning. Give us some¬ 

thing to put in for yours.” 

Kasparian smiled on his daughter, and something 

rose in his throat as he thought how soon he 

was to lose her. He coughed slightly before 

answering. 
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<c Yes,” he said, u I was forgetting that to-morrow 

is Ascension Day.1 What shall I give you ? ” 

“ Give us something nice that you may have a 

nice fortune told, father,” she answered. “This 

ring—may I take it off? ” 

She slipped the diamond ring off his finger and 

ran to her companions. The tokens were all placed 

together in a large earthen bowl, seven different 

flowers were scattered over them, and the bowl 

was filled up with the water from the seven foun¬ 

tains which Garo had brought. Then the whole 

was left uncovered to the stars for the charm to 

work. 

1 The game is played on Ascension Day, when the disciples are sup¬ 

posed to have cast lots for the election of one in the place of Judas. 



CHAPTER XIV 

THE CASTING OF THE LOTS 

At midnight a man crept stealthily across the court¬ 

yard. Groping about in the darkness, he succeeded 

in finding the bowl with the charms in it. He 

plunged his hand in and took out something ; then, 

moving away as carefully as he had come, he let 

himself out of the street door without making any 

noise. An hour later he brought the article he had 

taken back and dropped it into the bowl again. 

There was great excitement in the courtyard as 

morning broke. Rugs and cushions were being 

dragged out. Everybody was on the move, talking, 

laughing, and peering into the bowl to see if there 

was any visible change in it. 

“Where shall we sit?” asked some one. “Will 

the aivan do ? ” 

“The aivan! ” repeated Haji Sopig. “No, ot 

course not. We must be on the roof, where we 

can see the sun rise ! ” 

Accordingly, Garo was summoned to carry the 
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things up. When all was satisfactorily arranged the 

women sat down in a large circle. 

“ Now,” said Haji Sopig, “ who is to take the 

things out of the bowl as the verses are said ? It 

must be a child who does not know where the 

sun rises.” 

A slender, dark-eyed girl of sixteen, with a veil 

over her head and a baby in her arms, leant 

forward laughing. 

“Aram,” she said to Yestere’s little brother, who 

was watching the proceedings with great interest, 

cc can you tell us ? Where does the sun rise ? ” 

The child looked about for a minute, then pointed 

to the north. The others laughed. 

cc No,” said Haji Sopig, winking at them with 

her beady black eyes, “ you must not laugh ; you 

said just what we wanted, kourban,” she added, 

turning to Aram. cc Now, see, after I have said a 

verse you must put your hand in the bowl and 

take out something—anything you like except the 

flowers.” 

The little fellow clapped his hands. Haji Sopig 

closed her eyes and waited for inspiration. It came 

at last:— 

“ The fire burns upon the hearth, 

The fire burns within my heart; 

While thus in distant lands you roam, 

What joy can life to me impart ! ” 

The verse was received with applause. 
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“ Aram, who is it about ? ” asked several at once. 

“Take something out that we may see.” 

Aram fished a gold bracelet out of the bowl. 

“ Nevart’s ! ” cried Haji Sopig. “ Naughty child ! 

whom have you been looking at with those black 

eyes of yours ? ” 

Nevart, who was only twelve years old, hung her 

head and blushed, while the others laughed. Then 

another verse was said :— 

“ Thy couch is spread with softest down, 

Arise and take thy place ; 

Twelve burning lights around thee shine, 

Thy path in life to grace.” 

A shout of joy was raised as Haji Sopig’s latch¬ 

key was brought to light. 

“Hum!” said the old woman, making an indig¬ 

nant gesture with her hand. “ If I was going to 

have luck I might have had it sooner. The idea of 

twelve lights illuminating the fortunes of an old 

woman of seventy ! ” 

Meanwhile Dikran was only just out ot bed. To 

get up too early and join the women’s game was 

beneath his dignity; however, he was rather curious 

to hear what was going on ; so, throwing a coat over 

his shoulders, he went out in his silk dressing-gown 

towards the ladder that led to the house-top. Before 

his foot was on the first step a voice accosted him. 

“ Dikran Effendi, will you wait a minute ? I 

have something to tell you.” 
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Garo was standing beside him with a letter in his 

hand. 

cc What is it, Garo ! ” he asked, taking the letter. 

“ Read it,” answered Garo. 

Dikran read it, and turned deathly pale. 

“ How did you get hold of it, Garo ? ” he 

asked. 

“ I was coming home late a few nights ago,” he 

answered, “ and I heard two men talking in the 

street, one at least of whom was dead drunk. 

Something I heard them say about Bedros Effendi 

aroused my suspicions, so I hid in the dark to hear 

more. They were afraid to speak too openly in 

the street—at least one was—but he was talking 

about a letter with full instructions in it that was 

to be given to Jigare, and if he was not at home 

it was to be left with his mother ; so yesterday 

evening, when I saw her give her latchkey to the 

children, I determined to go to her house and hunt 

for the letter, as I knew Jigare was away still. This 

is the letter I found.” 

u Who were the men ; do you know ? ” asked 

Dikran. 

“ I could not make out who the drunken one was 

—one of them, of course,” said Garo. “The one 

who gave the letter was that young man from 

Constantinople who dresses a la franc—I think his 

name is Dajad.” 

u Dajad ! ” Dikran started. “ And yet he pretends 
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to be so patriotic and noble ! Really, in these times 

one cannot tell whom to trust and whom not. Oh, 

the meanness, the ingratitude of it! My father, 

above all men, who has never done anything but 

kindness even to them, although he disapproves so 

strongly of their goings on ! ” 

Garo shook his head. 

“ Dikran Effendi,” he said, cc believe me, these 

‘ enlightened ’ men are worse than the worst villains 

that haunt the Asfel Gardens. There is nothing 

to be really anxious about, for Jigare would never 

have consented to do Bedros Effendi any harm.” 

u Jigare would never have consented, but Dajad 

, shall never dare,” said Dikran between his teeth. 

u I will show this letter to the Government; he 

shall be punished as he deserves! Oh, but the 

coward has not even signed his name to it ! No, 

Garo, I think it is better to keep quiet about it, 

after all, only let Dajad know somehow that if a 

hair of my father’s head is touched we shall know 

where to look for the criminals. I shall not say 

anything to my father, for it would only vex and 

worry him for nothing ; he is worried enough as 
* * 
it is. 

Dikran went up the ladder with a heavy heart. 

He found Haji Sopig had not finished telling fortunes 

yet. Her head was leaning on her hand, her eyes 

fixed dreamily on the horizon, as if the words came 

involuntarily to her lips :— 
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“ Thou goest on a journey, 

On a horse as black as night ; 

But thou hast a rose unopened— 

Whom dost thou consign her to ?” 

The rays of the rising sun flashed on the article 

that Aram was taking out of the basin. Araxe, 

the sixteen-year-old mother, quickly laid her hand 

on his arm. 

“No, Haji Sopig,” she said. “Say something else; 

that verse is too dismal, and we have no travellers 

here.” 

But everybody had recognised Bedros Effendi’s 

ring, and although the game was gone on with, the 

spirit seemed to have died out of it. And in his 

children’s ears the words rang incessantly for days 

and days :— 

“ Thou goest on a journey, 

On a horse as black as night; 

But thou hast a rose unopened— 

Whom dost thou consign her to ? ” 

/ 
8 



CHAPTER XV 

A WEDDING 

Midnight. A room full of dark - eyed women, 

dressed in gorgeous silks, covered with “ barbaric ” 

gold and jewels. In one corner of the room musi¬ 

cians playing and singing Oriental love songs, the 

women dancing to the weird music every now and 

then, an Eastern dance, with gliding steps and graceful 

movements. 

Only once or twice was the bride seen in the room. 

Her face looked very white, and there were dark rings 

round her eyes, but that was only natural when she 

had been kept awake the last few nights to have the 

bridal henna put on her hair and hands and feet. 

One person there was who could scarcely take 

her eyes off Yestere’s face when she came in. It 

was a woman who occupied the place of honour at 

the upper end of the divan. She seemed to be alone 

in the crowd. Even her dress was different from that 

of the others. It was a grey silk, cut in one piece 

from neck to hem, and gathered in at the waist with 
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a golden belt. The only other ornament she wore 

was a thick coil of pearls round her neck. She was 

very beautiful. Luxuriant golden - brown hair, a 

transparent complexion, a sensitive mouth and glorious 

brown eyes, with a wistful look in them. She was 

watching what went on around with some interest 

and curiosity, as if it were all new to her. She seldom 

spoke except to make some slight remark in Turkish 

to Mariam Hanum, who sat next her. 

“ Mashallah, Mariam Hanum,” she said once when 

Yestere was leaving the room. “ What a sweet face 

your daughter has ! but she looks delicate.” 

Her voice was low and musical. Mariam Hanum 

bent her head. 

“Yes,” she said rather sadly. “Like a delicate 

flower, the more she is watched and tended the more 

she seems to droop. Her marrying now causes both 

her father and me a great deal of anxiety, but what 

could we do ? It is a thing that has to be, and I 

suppose this was her kismet. They say he is pas¬ 

sionately fond of her.” 

The Turkish lady sighed. 

“ Marriage is such a different thing with you from 

what it is with us,” she said. “ Her husband will love 

her alone, and she will love him and be happy.” 

“ May God hear it from your lips ! ” said Yestere’s 

mother fervently. “ But, Hanum Effendi, surely it 

is not for you to speak so bitterly when Mustapha 

Effendi loves you as he does ? ” 
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Zekie Hanum—that was the Turkish lady’s name 

—glanced towards the lower end of the room, where 

her slaves were sitting in a group, before she answered. 

“ Have you seen a nightingale that is shut up alone 

in a cage, Mariam Hanum ? ” she said, lowering her 

voice almost to a whisper. c< That bird’s lot is 

happier than the lot of a Turkish woman shut up in 

a hareme, even if she is passionately loved. Ah, you 

do not know the wounds in our hearts.” 

The conversation was interrupted at this point by 

a confused shout from the courtyard. Cries of u The 

bridegroom ! the bridegroom is coming ; come out 

and meet him ! ” filled the air. A volley of fire¬ 

works was let off, and the bridal cry rose again and 

again. 

The women crowded to the door and windows to 

see the arrival or the bridegroom’s party. The street 

door was wide open, and the street one blaze of light. 

Men with flaming torches were rushing about here 

and there, shouting at the top of their voices. At 

last a jet-black Arab horse, with silver trappings, was 

stayed at the door. The bridegroom alighted, and 

with his friends was conducted upstairs, while the 

women who accompanied him were welcomed by 

Mariam Hanum and taken in amongst the other 

women guests. Last of all came Haji Sopig, a tray 

with a large bundle on it in her hands. 

“ May our bride be a thousand times happy ! ” she 

said, placing the tray on the floor and proceeding to 
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undo the bundle. u May she wear them with joy and 

light-heartedness ! ” 

Then began the exhibition of the parts of the 

bridal dress that the bridegroom’s party had brought 

with them—a crimson gauze veil worked with gold 

thread, a purple velvet jacket lined with fur, and a 

pair of boots. 

And in a small room upstairs the person for whom 

all these rejoicings were, was sitting on the floor 

sobbing as if her heart would break. Did the 

thought of the strange young man with those bright 

hazel eyes frighten her so much, or was it all acting 

on her part because it would be improper to leave her 

father’s house without tears ? Or did that verse 

which still rang in her ears, even above the din 

and confusion of the wedding, fill her with vague 

forebodings that there was nothing but sorrow waiting 

for her ! But no one has any sympathy for the tears 

of brides. Her cousins Araxe and Nevart drew her 

away and dressed her. Then a dark silk handker¬ 

chief was thrown over her face and she was led 

downstairs. 

Three times the bridal veil was passed round her 

head by her brother Aram, and then thrown over her. 

Yestere felt sick and faint. She had neither eaten 

nor slept for days, and she could hardly keep her head 

up under the weight of pearls and diamonds that had 

been taken off the guests’ necks to be heaped upon it; 

but she said nothing. 
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Mariam Hanum was not going to the church with 

them—for luck. Yestere clung to her mother as she 

said goodbye ; but it was the parting with her father 

that was the hardest. How could she leave him and 

go away with those tormenting words riitging 

through and through her head, until her very brain 

felt sore and tired ? Her hand trembled as she took 

his and pressed it convulsively to her lips and fore¬ 

head. “ Father!” she murmured in an almost audible 

voice. 

Bedros Effendi lifted her veil and kissed her on the 

brow. 

<c God bless you, my child,” he said in a low voice. 

There was no time for more. A minute later she 

had been carried out and placed on her horse, a small, 

childish figure, shaken with sobs, the centre of all 

that light and sound. 

The gloomy recesses of the church quieted the 

people, and a strange hush and awe rested on all. 

The bride was led up to the altar and made to clasp 

hands with the bridegroom. It was for the first time 

in their lives. A feeling that was new to her came 

over Yestere as she felt the pressure of Vartan's hand, 

a feeling of trust and peace that seemed to drive 

away her gloomy thoughts. She lifted her eyes to 

the face of her bridegroom, timidly and shyly, even 

though no one could see through her veil. His head 

was slightly bent, his eyes looking down. Yestere 

had not seen him since his accident, and she could not 
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help noticing how pale he looked. How grave and 

earnest his face was, yet how bright and boyish ! and 

he had risked his life to save her from insult, they 

told her ; he loved her very, very much. How could 

she help hut love him in return ! 

cc My son,” said the priest in sonorous tones, “ by 

God’s command will you be lord and protector of 

your wife ? ” 

Vartan’s answer was clear and deep. “Yes, Holy 

Father, by God’s help so I will.” 

“ And you, my child, by the grace of God, will you 

be your husband’s help-mate and obey him in all 

things ? ” 

Yestere answered by an almost imperceptible bend 

of the head. 

“ Then I pronounce you man and wife ; and what 

God hath joined together let not man put asunder ! ” 

The two heads were bent together until they 

touched, and a large silver cross was held against 

them to seal and sanctify their union. If only that 

emblem had been reverenced, the priest’s injunction 

might not have been in vain ; but of what use was it 

in a country where reverence is unknown ; where 

the passions of men are left untamed as those of the 

wild beasts on the mountains to work ruin and deso¬ 

lation in a thousand homes that otherwise might have 

been happy ? 

The service was long, but it came to an end at 

last. The priest tied a small cross each, on the fore- 
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head of the bride and bridegroom, the farewells were 

said, and then the bride was carried off* to her new 

home. She was much calmer now. Her pulses were 

still throbbing with those strange new feelings, 

but the poor child was very weak. Her head ached 

with the weight of the jewels, and she longed for a 

quiet corner to lie down and rest in. 

They reached Melikian’s house, and were received 

at the door by Vartan’s mother. Once more the 

bride and bridegroom were made to stand beside each 

other while Lucia Hanum perfumed them with 

incense and rose-water. Then they were separated, 

the women led away the bride and the men the bride¬ 

groom. The music and rejoicings went on till the 

lights began to grow dim in the early dawn. 

Yestere was standing on the divan, still veiled and 

still covered with jewels. At last she could bear it no 

longer. 

“Haji Sopig,” she said in a faint whisper, “may 

I lay my head against the cushions for a few minutes? 

It aches so.” 

Haji Sopig was the brideswoman—the only person 

to whom the bride might speak. She transmitted the 

request to Lucia Hanum. 

“ My poor child,” said the mother-in-law, coming 

forward and arranging the cushions in the corner of 

the divan. “We ought to have thought of it before. 

You must not get ill the first day you are in our 

house. Here, my rose, lie down and try to sleep a little.” 
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Yestere laid her head against the cushions and 

closed her heavy eyes. 

Suddenly there was a loud knock at the street door. 

She started as if awakened from a dream. Every¬ 

body turned towards the windows. 

“ Who is it at this time of the morning ? What 

is that sound ? Are they Zapti^s? Yes ! My God, 

there are four Zapti^s ! What can they want ? ” 

The music was stopped and the faces grew pale. 

“What is it, Haji Sopig?” asked Yestere in a 

terrified whisper. 

“ Nothing, my anoush one, don’t be frightened,” 

answered the old woman in a voice that trembled. 

Four dim forms with clanking swords went up the 

staircase that led to the men’s apartment. Ten 

minutes passed away, but they seemed like an 

age to the terrified women downstairs. Then they 

heard loud voices, but they could not distinguish 

what was said. At last the Zapties came down the 

stairs with some one between them. Who was it ? 

It was not light enough for them to see. 

“A good excuse for coming to the wedding, isn’t 

it ? ” said one of the Zapties as they crossed the 

courtyard. 

“Yes, by Allah,” answered the other, “only we 

haven’t seen the bride. She is very beautiful, isn’t 

she ? ” 

“Poor girl, Vartan Effendi must give her to some 

one else for the present, it won’t do to leave her a 
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widow on her wedding day, ha, ha ! ” laughed a 

third. 

The women were aghast with horror. “ It is the 

bridegroom ! ” The whisper flew from lip to lip. 

u Haji Sopig, what is it ?” asked Yestere pitifully. 

u Nothing, kourban. The Zapties thought there 

was some one hiding here and came to look for him.” 

But Yestere did not hear Haji Sopig’s lie. The 

voices around her had grown confused. Her eyes 

closed, and she fell back against the cushions. 

I 



CHAPTER XVI 

FROM LIGHT TO DARKNESS 

Vartan was so stunned, for, a long time he hardly 

realised what had happened. He had had no time to 

think, it was all done so quickly. He did not try to 

resist. He passed through the street as if in a dream 

without recognising the places. The taunts and jeers 

of the Zapties fell upon his ears like the sound of 

distant voices. They passed through a courtyard 

where Turkish soldiers and Zapties were moving 

about talking loudly, but he could not understand 

what they were saying. There was a moment’s 

delay, then they were in a long dark passage that 

seemed interminable. 

“Where are we going?” asked Vartan dazedly. 

His voice sounded strange, even to himself. 

“To the wedding chamber,” said one of the 

Zapties laughing. “ Don’t you know it is your 

wedding day ? ” 

Vartan did know. In fact, it was the only thing 

he knew just then. But what was happening ? 
107 
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At last the passage came to an end. A key turned 

somewhere, he was thrust into a foul-smelling hole 

and a door was banged. The horrible truth flashed 

upon him. He was in prison ! 

A violent frenzy seized Vartan. He hurled himself 

wildly against the door, but the only result was that 

he hurt his arm with the iron bolt. Then he looked 

round for some other way of escape. High up in the 

wall was a small window barred with iron. With 

almost superhuman strength he jumped, and succeeded 

in catching hold of the bars. He scrambled up the 

wall, but the iron was firmly fixed in the stone, he 

could not move it a hair’s breadth. Exhausted with 

his efforts he slid down. The light was not strong 

enough to penetrate into the prison. Vartan began 

groping about in the darkness to see if there were 

possibly any other communication with the outer 

world. There was none. Apparently he was in a 

small cell with damp stone walls and a mud floor. 

Fiery and impetuous by nature, perhaps the two or 

three glasses of arak he had taken with his friends 

during the night had heightened his spirits. He beat 

himself against the walls like a madman, until at last 

he sank down on the ground from sheer exhaustion. 

For the first time he began to think things over. 

One by one he lived over the events of the previous 

night. 

“ Can it be that it was only last night ? ” he 

thought. “ It seems ages and ages ago that I stood 
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in front of the altar and held Yestere’s hand . . . but 

she is mine now, even though I am in prison ; mine, 

my own beautiful bride ! Does she care, I wonder ? 

Ah, no, she cannot care much—I don’t want her to. 

How could I love her as I do if she fell passionately 

in love with me at once—a stranger whom she has 

never spoken to ? She does not know what passion is 

—she is too pure and sweet. It is I who must teach 

her how to love, and then those beautiful eyes and 

lips will smile for me alone ! Ah, my God, when 

will it be ? ” 

Between a very strong desire and its realisation it 

often seems as if there is only one step. It was 

getting morning now, and morning brings hope even 

to the most hopeless. Sitting in his cell with the 

thought of Yestere so vivid in his mind, Vartan had 

no difficulty in persuading himself that he would soon 

be set at liberty. 

“ It must be some mistake,” he said to himself. 

“They have found something and taken me instead 

of another person. To-day Bedros Effendi will set it 

right, and in the evening I shall be let out. What 

have I to fear with a father-in-law like him ? Besides, 

I have done nothing, they can’t keep me in prison.” 

At last the key turned in the lock. Vartan sprang 

up from the ground where he had been lying, half 

expecting to see an angel of light enter the prison. 

But it was only the gaolers with bread and water 

for him. 
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“ What is this?” asked Vartan. “ Tell me, why 

am I here ? ” 

The men laughed. 

“That is no business of ours, my Effendi,” said 

one of them, a small dark man with close-set eyes. 

“ They will tell you when it is time for you to know.” 

The man moved towards the door as he spoke. 

Vartan made a step towards him. 

“No,” he said, “you must tell me before you go. 

What have I done to be shut up in here ? ” 

The muzzle of a revolver was pointed towards him, 

and in another moment the prison door was slammed. 

Vartan was alone again. His hopeful mood was 

fast giving way to one of utter despair. 

“ My God,” he murmured, “ have they all forgotten 

me, or is it a horrid nightmare ? Am I awake or 

dreaming ? ” 

Long days and nights passed. Vartan lost his 

count of them, they were so much alike. The 

atmosphere of his cell had become foetid, and poisoned 

his lungs ; the clothes he had been wearing so long 

filled him with loathing. 

One day the door of his prison opened at an unusual 

hour. Vartan lifted his eyes languidly, without rising 

from the ground. It was his father, followed by two 

Zapties. 

He could hardly believe his eyes, so completely 

had he lost hope of ever seeing his friends or hearing 

of the outer world again. He sprang up and a spark 
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of life burnt for a moment in the hazel eyes that had 

grown to look habitually cold and dull. 

“Father, father,” he cried like a child, “what does 

all this mean ? ” 

Melikian, who was not used to the foulness and dim 

light of the cell, staggered back as Vartan threw his 

arms around his neck. Then he laid his hand on his 

son’s arm and gazed long and intently on the face that 

had grown paler and paler every day, as a flower kept 

away from the light. The tears ran down the old 

man’s withered cheeks. 

At the sight of his father’s tears Vartan was alto¬ 

gether unnerved. He had only lately recovered from 

his illness, and prison life had not done much to restore 

his strength. For a few minutes father and son wept 

silently. But time was precious. 

“Father,” said Vartan. “Why am I here? I 

have not the least notion.” 

Till now the Zapties had been looking on and 

smiling superciliously. Just then one of them made 

an involuntary movement that caused his sword to 

clank. Melikian remembered that no confidences 

were possible. 

“Ah, my son,” he said sadly, “I implored you 

again and again not to have anything to do with 

seditious affairs. You did not mind me, and brought 

ruin and desolation to our house ! ” 

“ I did ? I have never done anything seditious, 

father,” said Vartan in astonishment. 
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Melikian shook his head as if he were continuing 

his own thoughts without noticing his son’s remark. 

“It was written, I suppose, that I should have 

nothing but sorrow in my life,” he said, “ from that 

night when I had to leave our village because a 

Kurdish chief had seen your mother’s face—till now. 

One of my son’s exiled, and the other imprisoned ! 

For which of my sins have I deserved it ? ” 

Vartan was getting impatient. 

“ But why don’t you tell me what I have done ? ” 

he asked passionately. 

“ What should you have done, my son ? ” said the 

old man in the same tearful voice. “ Didn’t you 

know that you ought not to have had a number of 

the Huntcha\ in your waistcoat pocket ?—worst of 

all the number that contained an account of your 

skirmish this spring ? ” 

Vartan’s eyes were round with horror. 

“ I had forgotten,” he said in a thick voice,” that I 

had that paper. But I did not write the article, 

nor even buy the paper. Some one gave it to 

me.” 

“ Who gave it to you, Vartan ? ” 

Vartan turned away and paced up and down the cell 

once or twice. 

“ What does it matter who gave it, father ? ” he 

said at last. “ I am not answerable—that is enough. 

Why should I be punished ? ” 

Melikian was in an agony. He knew that his son 
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was not really guilty, but with those two pair of 

prying eyes upon him he could not say so. 

“ Because,” he answered in a voice he tried to make 

stern, cc a prohibited paper was found in your posses¬ 

sion. You will have to stay here till your innocence 

is shown at your trial. I hope it will take place soon, 

for the Kadi takes a great interest in your case, 

and Bedros Effendi, too, is working hard for you. 

But, my son, if you know of anything that may throw 

light on the affair I implore you to tell it, for there 

has been foul treachery against you.” 

Vartan shook his head impatiently. The mention 

of his father-in-law’s name had turned his thoughts 

into another channel. 

cc Are they well at home ? ” he asked, dropping his 

eyes and colouring like a girl. 

Melikian understood who the principal factor in the 

they was, but it was a subject to be avoided before the 

Turkish soldiers even more than the other. 

“ All well,” he answered rather shortly. “ Yestere 

is at her father’s house. But, my child, tell me why 

you are in this state ? You have not put on the clean 

clothes we sent you ! ” 

“ What clothes ? ” asked Vartan in surprise. 

“ Your mother always sent you clean clothes and 

food,” said Melikian quietly. 

Where food and clothing had gone was evident, 

but the subject was dropped without comment. As 

Melikian rose to leave, a terrible yearning came over 

9 
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Vartan. In another minute he would be left alone 

again—who could tell if he would ever have another 

chance of seeing anybody ? He must do something 

to hasten his liberation. The cry that came to his 

lips was passionate. 

“ Father, save me from this. I cannot live so ! ” 

“ Have patience a little longer, my son,” replied 

Melikian, “ and I hope it will be all right.” 

But days passed and weeks before he was summoned 

to his trial. 



CHAPTER XVII 

THE KADI AT HOME 

The heat of summer was at its height in Amida. To 

use the local expression, the lead on the domes of the 

mosques was melting. The scorching rays of the sun 

beat down upon the city from a cloudless sky. 

Into the aivan of Mustapha Effendi’s hareme the 

heat could not penetrate. There the water running 

into the stone pond with a refreshing sound kept the 

air cool and pleasant. The three walls were of stone, 

dark and almost moist. A large stone archway 

formed the fourth side, but the glare of the sky was 

kept off by the trees that grew in the courtyard. 

Mustapha Effendi was lounging on a divan smoking 

his narghile with half-closed eyes. It was much too 

hot to do anything, and Mustapha Effendi was fortu¬ 

nate enough not to have things to occupy his time 

and thoughts in such weather. The prisoners were 

there safe ; there was no special hurry for their being 

tried. 

Still, it was not perfect peace that reigned in the 
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Kadi’s mind. Moslem as he was, forbidden by his 

faith to try and escape the scourge of God, he was 

human still. Cholera had broken out in Amida ; the 

number of cases was increasing every day, and worst 

of all, the greater number of victims were as usual 

Turks. 

“ Curse the dogs ! ” said Mustapha Effendi between 

his teeth. cc Whatever we do to keep them down 

they flourish ! Even Allah seems to be on their side 

and sends all these plagues amongst us. Twenty- 

three deaths yesterday, and only one of them a 

Giaour ! ” 

Having somewhat given vent to his feelings in this 

way Mustapha Effendi gave several puffs at his narghile 

with a calmer mind. There was the sound of 

patened feet in the courtyard. He turned his head 

round slightly and saw that it was his wife. He 

opened his eyes a little wider. 

u Zekie,” he called out, “ where have you been all 

this time, my moon of Bairam, delaying your appear¬ 

ance when we are watching for you, faint with 

hunger and longing? See, there is a red rose just 

where you are passing. Pick it and bring it to me.” 

As she stooped to obey, her shining plaits of golden- 

brown hair touched the ground. In the seclusion of 

the hareme, where no man save her husband might 

enter, she was altogether unveiled. The loose silk 

robe revealed all the forms of her figure. Undistorted 

by corset or anything artificial, it was full, yet lithe 
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and graceful as that of a Grecian goddess. Mustapha 

Effendi watched her from his divan with kindling eyes. 

a What a beautiful rose it is,” he said, stretching 

out his hand as she approached. “ It is like you, 

Zekie—no, there is a canker in its heart and in you 

there is no blemish whatever, light of my eyes. Come 

and sit by me, I am troubled and cannot sleep.” 

Zekie slipped her silver-inlaid patens off before she 

stepped on the rug beside her husband’s couch. Her 

feet were white, her toes stained with henna. 

“ What is the matter with you, my Effendi ? ” she 

said in her gentle voice, laying her hand on his fore¬ 

head. “Are you not well?” 

Mustapha Effendi closed his eyes again. 

“Yes, I am well,” he answered; “but it is hot. 

Fan me a little.” 

Zekie took a fan that lay on the divan, and standing 

beside the turbaned head of her lord and master began 

to obey his command. 

“ Zekie, what shall we do if the cholera gets very 

bad ? ” 

The Kadi looked at his wife between the slits of 

his eyes. She stopped fanning him an instant and 

looked down at him, her sweet lips parted in a smile. 

One might have wondered how such a smile could be 

called up for such a person. 

“ What can we do if it is the Will of Allah ? ” she 

said. “ But you have nothing to fear, my husband ; 

the scourge is for the wicked.” 
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Thus reassured, he could go to sleep peacefully. 

He kissed the hand that lay on his pillow and a few 

minutes later was snoring. 

Zekie continued fanning her husband, watching his 

face with an expression hard to read on her own. 

What was it that caused that troubled, perplexed look 

in the eyes, and made the rosy lips to droop at the 

corners ? Could there be love in that look ? Five 

years ago Mustapha Effendi had bought her as a slave. 

Her beauty had called for a high price. He had 

made her his favourite wife and ordered that the other 

two should serve her as slaves. What more could 

she want to make her happy ? But that she was not 

happy every one could see ; and her past life was a 

sealed book for all except herself. 

There was a soft footstep in the courtyard. Zekie 

turned round and saw a slave veiled in white muslin. 

She laid the fan down and went noiselessly towards 

her. 

“ What is it ? ” she asked in a whisper. 

“ A servant from the Selamlik 1 to say that Bedros 

Effendi Kasparian wishes to see the Effendi.” 

“I will tell him,” answered Zekie with a slight 

bend of the head. 

She went back to her husband’s side and, stooping 

over him, kissed him on the brow. 

“My Effendi,” she said softly, “it is a sin to wake 

1 Selamlik = The men’s apartments in a Turkish house. The 

Hareme is where the women are secluded. 
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you from so sweet a sleep, but there is some one to see 

you in the Selamlik.” 

The Judge opened his eyes lazily. 

tc Who is it ? ” he asked, yawning. 

“ Kasparian Effendi.” 

Mustapha Effendi sat up with a curse. 

“ About his son-in-law’s business again, I suppose,” 

he muttered. 

Zekie moved a step nearer and laid her hand on his 

shoulder. 

“ My husband,” she said timidly, u might I crave a 

favour of you ? ” 

He smiled. 

cc Anything you like, my rose.” 

<c If you love me, if my khatr is anywhere with 

you, make Vartan Melikian’s punishment as light as 

possible. It is for his bride’s sake I ask it. I saw her 

at the wedding, she is so sweet.” 

A vision rose before Mustapha Effendi’s eyes of a 

fair young girl with an irresistibly sweet face gather¬ 

ing violets in a courtyard garden, and he resolved that 

Vartan should never leave the prison as long as he 

was able to keep him there. 

“ And what if she is sweet ? ” he said with a slight 

laugh. “ Do you think that is any reason why I 

should hasten his being set at liberty ? ” 

He looked straight into Zekie’s eyes as he spoke. 

In that look his wife saw something that made her 

draw back her hand quickly from her husband’s 
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shoulder and turn away. Mustapha Effendi rose, set 

his turban straight, and passed into the outer court¬ 

yard of his house, the Selamlik, where he received 

his guests. 

Kasparian was waiting for him in a large upper 

room richly furnished in Eastern style. The two 

men greeted each other with profound salaams. 

“You look tired and worn out, my friend,” said 

the Turk concernedly. “ Sit down; perhaps a glass 

of sherbet will refresh you.” 

Kasparian did indeed look careworn. Since the 

abrupt ending of his daughter’s wedding his hair 

and beard had grown greyer. He had tried hard 

to bring on Vartan’s trial, seeing Turkish officials, 

paying bribes and doing all in his power, but till 

now with no result. It was no wonder that all this 

worry was beginning to tell on his health. But 

he still carried himselt with the same pride and 

dignity, and the creases on his brow, which had grown 

deep and habitual, only added to the sternness of his 

appearance. 

“ And how is your pleasure ? ” continued Mustapha 

Effendi when they were seated. “ Is it well ?” 

In the East it is bad style to ask after a person’s 

health. It is always his pleasure that must be 

solicited. Kasparian received the inquiry with a 

salaam, and in his turn expressed a hope that his host’s 

pleasure was flourishing. 

“Eh ! praise be to the Almighty, it is as well as we 
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can expect in this world,” answered the Judge calmly. 

“ But may Allah have compassion, sickness and death 

are all around us. The cholera is increasing alarm- 

ingly.” 

“ Yes,” said Kasparian, CCI am afraid that quarantine 

is not kept so strictly as it ought to be, for it seems to 

have come from the neighbouring towns.” 

The Kadi shook his head. 

“ It is dreadful,” he said. “ The Vali gave very 

strict orders about it, but what can one do when there 

is this bribe-taking among the Zapties ? ” To hear 

him one would have thought that the vice was con¬ 

fined to the class mentioned. “ I will speak to the 

Vali and urge them to be more careful.” 

“ It is as well,” said Kasparian, “although it cannot 

make much difference once the town is infected. 

Mustapha Effendi, are you going to stay in town all 

through it ? ” 

The Turk lifted the palms of his hands and raised 

his shoulders and eyebrows. 

“ Where shall we fly from the Will of the 

Almighty ? ” he said resignedly. “If our term of 

life is over we shall die wherever we may be. Are 

you going to leave the town ? ” 

Kasparian smiled a little. 

“We do not believe that Allah will work a miracle 

to save our children if we leave them in a burning 

house,” he answered. “Yes, I am going to one of 

the villages as soon as possible, only,” he added, the 
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grave look returning to his face, a I am waiting to 

see the trial first.” 

Mustapha Effendi shook his head again—sympathe¬ 

tically this time. 

cc It is a great pity for that young man,” he said. 

“I am excessively sorry, but it looks as if the case 

were a grave one. Your son-in-law’s will be a case 

of jinaiet,x I fear, the penalty at least fifteen years.” 

The words were not unexpected, but Kasparian 

winced under them. He kept his self-composure, 

however. The only change visible on his face was 

that his eyebrows were drawn a little closer together. 

Mustapha Effendi was quick to notice it. 

u The Government have been so long with these 

Reforms the Frangues are pressing that they have no 

time to look after individual affairs. However, I 

expect the trial will take place now, but I am afraid 

there is very little hope of its not being jinaiet.” 

“ But,” said Kasparian, “ nothing seditious has been 

proved against him. True he had that paper, but 

I know he does not receive it regularly. How can 

his fault be jinaiet 

The Kadi smoked his narghile in silence a few 

minutes. 

“ Bedros Effendi, a smoke on the plain is the sign 

of an encampment,” he said at last, nodding his head 

knowingly. “Your son-in-law has been suspected 

1 "Jinaiet is the heaviest of the three degrees of crime in Turkish 

law. 
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some time of having revolutionary tendencies—we 

have other proofs than the paper. Affairs in our 

country are at a crisis ; the Government has to be 

very vigilant, otherwise while they are engrossed so 

much with discussing the Reforms, the fire might 

break out in a hundred places at once.” 

Kasparian stifled a sigh that rose to his lips. He 

knew that Vartan’s fate depended almost entirely 

upon this man, yet his pride revolted against letting 

him know how hard it was for him to beg grace for 

his son-in-law. He took the iced sherbet that a 

servant was offering on a silver salver and drank it off 

at one draught. Mustapha Effendi, who was watch¬ 

ing his guest as closely as a cat watches a mouse it is 

playing with, sipped his in a calm, leisurely way. 

But Kasparian had no choice. He must swallow 

his pride. 

c< Is there no way out of it, then ? ” he asked, fixing 

his eyes on his host’s face when the servant had left 

the room. 

The Turk bent forward, leaning his elbows on his 

knees and passing the beads of his tezbih thoughtfully 

along the string. 

“ Eh ! what can there be ? ” he said, bending his 

head to one side, “ Allah only knows. For your 

khatr, Bedros Effendi, the dust of your feet will do his 

best to shorten the term. Of course there will be 

expenses. I don’t know whether Melikian will wish 

to bear them ? ” 
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In Turkey justice is a luxury for which there is no 

fixed price. Very few can afford it. This was the 

only chance for Vartan—in fact the object of Kas- 

parian’s visit had been to offer the judge a bribe. 

“ Vartan is my son as well as Melikian’s,” he said. 

“ You can depend on us both for the expenses.” 

“ Yes, yes, that is nothing, of course,” said Mustapha 

Effendi as if it were a very secondary consideration. 

“We will easily arrange about it. For the rest, I 

swear by my Nikiah 1 that I will do all in my power 

for him as I would for my own son.” 

There were tears in his eyes as he spoke. 

“ Bedros Effendi,” he added, “as I have told you 

before, if ever you should need anything in these un¬ 

certain times, do not scruple to come to your slave’s 

house. Allah knows I love you as a brother.” 

Kasparian thanked him and rose to go. He had 

done all in his power, but in spite of Mustapha 

Effendi’s reassuring words there was a cold blankness 

in his heart. 

1 Nikiah — The marriage vows. For some unknown reason the 

most sacred and binding oath a Turk can take. 
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BY THE TIGRIS 

The sands by the riverside were dotted with little 

groups of wayfarers waiting in quarantine. The 

night was oppressively hot with the mists that rose 

from the river. 

There was a good deal of sickness in the quarantine 

station. Musk and water-melons abounded by the 

riverside, and so did people to sell them—especially 

now that their sale was forbidden in the town ; 

besides, the Kurds on their way to the mountains 

must pass these forty-eight hours of waiting somehow. 

Most of the wayfarers were Kurds. Some few 

were Christians from the villages close around Amida. 

It was to one of these villages that Bedros Effendi 

was taking his family from the plague-stricken city 

that loomed dark and black on the cliff above the 

quarantine station. They had left Amida that after¬ 

noon, for there was nothing to detain them any 

longer. 

Thanks to Kasparian’s untiring labours, and especi- 
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ally to the large bribes he was able to pay, Vartan’s 

trial had taken place at last. But the result was 

fatal to the hopes of those who had worked for 

him. A mysterious letter had been produced at the 

trial which had been taken in the post soon after his 

arrest. The letter was unsigned. It congratulated 

Vartan on his marriage, and urged him not to forget 

“ the work ” in his new happiness. Vartan protested 

that he had no idea who the letter was from or what 

it was about, but in vain. That, and his possessing 

the prohibited newspaper, proved him guilty of high 

treason, and he was condemned to fifteen years’ im¬ 

prisonment. 

Fifteen years’ imprisonment ! The words fell on 

Yestere’s ears like an awful doom, but she did not 

take in its full extent. She had liked her boy- 

husband ; a feeling she could not fathom had stirred 

in her as she looked up at him in the church, and his 

hand-clasp had opened a wonderful new world to her, 

but it was a world she was still afraid to enter. The 

affection was not an all-absorbing one : she felt a sort 

of tender pity for the prisoner, that was all. It was 

her father who occupied the most sacred place in her 

heart ; so long as she could adore him and be with 

him nothing was really hard for her to bear. And as 

Bedros Effendi had taken her back to his house at 

once after Vartan’s arrest she almost felt as if she had 

never left home at all. 

But with Vartan’s father and mother it was different. 
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Deprived as they were of their eldest son they felt the 

loss of this one still more keenly. “ God is angry 

with us,” they said sobbing. “We have sinned.” 

They were at Kasparian’s house. Kasparian, for 

whom shedding tears was a physical impossibility, was 

completely unnerved and irritated by seeing others 

cry. He looked at Melikian’s bent head with its 

fringe of thin grey hair—thinner and greyer than ever 

it seemed now. He rose abruptly and began to pace 

the room. 

“There is treachery, falsehood, injustice in the 

whole affair,” he exclaimed. “ That letter was 

written by an enemy—I can swear that Vartan is as 

ignorant of its sender as we are. No friend would 

have sent it by post.” 

Melikian began to sob afresh. 

“ It is felony,” he said. “ My son, my youngest 

born, are you to pine away and pass the flower of 

your years in that dark hole where I saw you ? Oh, 

that I might bear your punishment instead of you ! ” 

Bedros Effendi stopped suddenly in front of him. 

“ One thing left to do there was, and we have done 

it. Meanwhile you must come to the village with 

us to-morrow,” he said in a voice which was almost 

harsh in its sternness, “ for we cannot hear from 

Constantinople in a day.” 

At first Melikian would not listen to the proposal. 

“To the village ? And leave my boy here in the 

cholera ? Never ! ” 
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But Kasparian was not a man to be disobeyed by 

those around him. He pointed out to his friend that 

Vartan would be safer from infection in the prison 

than they out of it; and that he would be happier in 

knowing that his friends were in a place of safety ; so 

the next day the two families had started for the 

village. 

The night was stiflingly hot. Inside the tent it was 

unbearable, and Kasparian had gone out to breathe a 

little air before trying to sleep. He was walking on 

the river bank watching a raft that was getting ready 

to take over some people whose time of quarantine 

was up, or supposed to be up. A Turkish officer 

lounged up to him and saluted him respectfully. 

<c It is a hot night, my Effendi,” he said by way of 

beginning a conversation. 

Kasparian was not in a mood to talk to Turkish 

officers. 

c< Yes, very hot,” he answered rather shortly. 

An officer with an object in view is not so easily 

put off. 

“ You have two whole days to pass here, and it is 

still hotter in the day time,” he continued calmly. 

cc If you wish to pass you have only to give your slave 

three or four pounds, and he will pass you before 

morning.” 

Kasparian’s anger was up like the flame of burning 

flax in a moment. 

w Hypocrite ! ” he exclaimed. u Is that the way you 
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sell the.lives of human beings ? I shall certainly report 

you to your superiors.” 

The officer had not counted on this. 

u A man I1 my Effendi,” he implored, “I beg you not 

to. I have a wife and children to support—we should 

starve if I lost my post. As it is, I have had no pay 

for months. What can I do ? But I would not have 

made the suggestion to any one else ; I know you are 

not infected, and it is hard for the children to keep 

quarantine.” 

The man slunk away and Kasparian recommenced 

his walk with a heavy sigh. <c My God,” he murmured, 

“ what hope is there of a people like this, corrupt in 

everything ? What are we to do who are not strong 

enough to resist ? How are we to bring our children 

up with high and right principles in a country where 

it is almost impossible to live without practising deceit ? 

Corruption is in the atmosphere they breathe j they 

cannot live without taking it in. And we imagine 

we are going away to escape the cholera ! ” 

Kasparian went back to his tent and lay down, but 

his mind was restless and he could not sleep. He 

lighted his cigarette and sat down on a camp-stool in 

front of the door to smoke. He thought he was awake 

alone. Melikian lay on his bed on the ground, sleep¬ 

ing like a little child, worn out with fatigue and 

sorrow. Dikran, who shared the same tent with 

them, was asleep too. But a pair of dark eyes, round 

1 Aman = An exclamation corresponding to Oh ! 
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with childlike sympathy, were fixed upon him out of 

the darkness unnoticed by himself. From her bed in 

the next tent Yestere had been watching her father’s 

every movement. She could not follow him to the 

river bank because there were men outside ; but when 

he came and sat in front of the tent she got up and 

crept noiselessly towards him. She dared not break in 

upon his thoughts : she only sat down on the grass 

and gazed at him. 

From one of the encampments a ray of light caught 

his face and just revealed his figure. He was sitting 

with his legs crossed, one elbow resting on his knee, 

the other hand playing with his tezbih. Even in that 

attitude there was a dignity about his person that few 

other men possessed. Yestere’s heart swelled as she 

looked at him and her eyes were moist. But oh ! 

how much his face had changed lately ! In the dim 

light the outlines of it looked sharp and hard. What 

did that tired, worried look mean ? thought the child. 

Was her father going to get ill ? And like a flash the 

diamond ring and the verse that had fallen to her 

father’s lot came into her mind again :— 

“ Thou goest on a journey, 

On a horse as dark as night; 

But thou hast a rose unopened— 

Whom dost thou consign her to ? ” 

It was nearly dawn. The air was getting cool, and 

Kasparian went into the tent. Yestere crept back to 

her bed and sobbed in silence. 



CHAPTER XIX 

AT THE VILLAGE 

One evening a fortnight later Yestere was coming 

home from the bare brown fields, where she had been 

walking with her brother Aram. The exercise had 

brought a faint colour to her cheeks. The breeze 

blew the light muslin veil she wore away from her face. 

She did not try to re-arrange it, for there were neither 

Turks nor Kurds in the villages near Amida : wolves 

prefer to make their habitations far from the haunts of 

men, where they may roam at large. They have 

nothing to fear in the wilds. 

As Yestere came near the encampment she heard a 

groan in the tent where the servants slept. The door 

of the tent was closed. She hesitated a moment. 

“ Shall I go in ? ” she said to herself. “ No; probably 

it is only one of the men in his sleep.” 

She was passing on when she heard a louder groan. 

“ Oh, my God, I shall die,” a voice cried. She 

turned back and opened the door of the tent. There 

on the floor lay Garo, pale and trembling. 
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He lifted his head and tried to rise as Yestere 

came in, but she stopped him with an imperative 

gesture. 

“ No, no, Garo, lie down,” she said. “ What is the 

matter with you ? ” 

“ I don’t know,” answered the young man. “ It is 

so cold, and I feel sick.” 

“Cold!” answered Yestere. “It is stiflingly hot 

—especially in here.” 

She looked about for something to cover him with. 

In one corner of the tent was a heap of bedding, from 

which she took a quilt. Once more the servant tried 

to rise. 

“God forbid that you should serve me, Yestere 

Hanum,” he said, stretching out his hands for the 

covering. But he grew deathly pale, and sank back 

shivering. 

“It is cold, cold,” he murmured. “Ah, this 

dreadful pain, it will kill me.” 

Yestere was beginning to get alarmed. She laid the 

covering over him, and was turning to go for help, 

when Kasparian pushed into the tent. 

“Yestere, Aram, what are you doing here?” he 

said angrily. “ Get out at once ! ” 

Before Yestere could take in what was happening 

he had seized them both by the arm and flung them 

out of the tent. Then he closed the entrance. 

Yestere was bewildered. Her father had never 

treated her so roughly before. Had she done wrong 
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in going into the servants’ tent while they were lying 

down, or what was it ? 

Gently as a woman Kasparian bent over his servant 

and felt his pulse and temperature. Garo’s cold, 

bluish hands and feet almost confirmed his fears. 

“ Garo,” he said gravely, “ whom did you see in 

the village of Kiabik when I sent you there yesterday 

afternoon ? ” 

Garo was too ill to understand what the question 

meant. He tried to think. 

“ I don’t know,” he said at last, faintly, “ nobody 

but the man you sent me to, I think—Oh yes, there 

were some Kurds on their way from Amida. They 

were laughing and saying that two hundred dead 

bodies were being carried out of the town when they 

left in the morning.” 

Kasparian got up quickly. He opened the door ot 

the tent, and called another servant. 

“Bring me a bottle of brandy at once,” he said, 

“ and on no account allow the children to come near 

this tent till I tell them.” 

Garo understood. As he heard the last words, he 

sprang out of bed, a look of horror on his face. 

cc My God ! ” he exclaimed, a it is the cholera ! 

Effendi, let me go away, I entreat you, that I may not 

infect you and the children.” 

The exertion brought on a violent fit of vomiting, 

and he staggered back to the bed. 

“ Effendi,” he moaned as he lay with half-closed 
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eyes, “ let them take me away that I may die like a 

dog in the fields. What is my life worth, that yours 

should be sacrificed for it ? At least you go away and 

leave me.” 

Kasparian smiled pityingly. 

“ My poor boy,” he said, cc I am not afraid of the 

infection—we are infected already. If it is God’s will 

that the disease should follow us here, what can we 

do ? Do you suppose that I will send you out into 

the fields ? ” 

Twenty-four hours Kasparian sat by his servant’s 

bedside, chafing his limbs and doing all that a mother 

could have done for him—twenty-four hours ot 

anguish for those waiting at the door of the other 

tent. At last news was brought them. The man 

uncovered his head as he spoke. 

“ Mariam Hanum, the Effendi does not seem to be 

very well.” 

For the first time in her life Yestere realised what 

pain was. Uttering a sharp cry like that of a wounded 

animal, she forced her way past everybody and ran 

into the tent where her father was. 

“ Father, father,” she said, “ what is the matter 

with you ? ” 

She threw herself down beside him. Kasparian had 

been taken ill suddenly, and the servant had placed a 

mattress on the floor for him before going to tell the 

family. 

The voices around made him open his eyes. He 
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looked from one face to the other, and then closed 

them again with a weary sigh. 

<c Mariam,” he said faintly, “ go and take the 

children away. You will all get ill.” 

No one stirred, and he was too weak now to insist 

on being obeyed. In a few hours he was so much 

altered that his children could scarcely recognise the 

face they loved. When the light of morning dawned 

he lay pale and speechless, with sunken eyes and 

hollow cheeks. Dikran bent over him in anguish 

to see if there was any sign of life. Then a great sob 

rose in his chest that seemed to choke him. 

c< My father, he is gone, gone ! I have lost him ! ” 

It was Yestere’s voice. A shiver passed through 

the still form, and the eyelids were lifted once more. 

It was a moment of supreme anguish. They held 

their breath, and bent down to catch the last words 

of their loved one. 

Again Kasparian looked at each one in turn. His 

last look rested on Yestere. 

“ My precious children,” he murmured, as if he had 

difficulty in remembering the words, “ God will protect 

you. I leave you in His care.” 

He could say no more. His eyes closed again, but 

the voice he loved had called him back from the 

peaceful rest he was sinking into, and for hours they 

watched him struggling with death, until the agony 

was so great that they prayed to God that the end 

might come soon. Towards evening they were left 
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alone with their heads bowed over their father’s lifeless 

form. 

“ My precious children ! ” More precious to their 

father than the very light of his eyes ! Happy was it 

for that father that he was spared the sight of what 

others could do to that which he held so dear. And 

God, does He not hear the prayers of the righteous, 

or are His ways so different from ours that He can 

bless His own even while allowing them to pass through 

the deepest waters of pain and shame ? 

It was all over so quickly that they could hardly 

realise their loss as yet. Poor little Yestere ! what 

can I say about her that shall be interesting ? She 

was no heroine, strong enough to do noble deeds and 

brave enough to forget her own sorrow in trying to 

comfort others. Her pure, tender heart was crushed 

by this her first great sorrow. Once the veil of 

conventionality pushed away she sobbed passionately, 

wildly ; it was pitiful to hear her. 

Gently but firmly Melikian insisted upon every¬ 

body’s leaving the tent and trying to rest a little. 

He alone remembered the danger of their staying 

there. Then he himself sat down by the bed and 

gazed on the face of his friend, whilst the tears ran 

fast down his cheeks. 

Since Bedros Effendi had been taken ill Garo had 

recovered as if by magic—so quick are the changes in 

that terrible disease. Now he came and sat down by 

Melikian, crying like a child over his master. 
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It was only his own household that followed Bedros 

EfFendi’s coffin to the village graveyard. Many people 

had fled as soon as they heard that cholera had broken 

out in the village, the rest were afraid to come near. 

c< Ah ! ” sobbed Garo, tc that he should be buried 

like this, by a village priest, he for whom the whole 

of Amida should have come out and mourned ! Alas! 

what was my life worth that his should have been 

sacrificed for it ? ” 



CHAPTER XX 

THE SHADOW AGAIN 

c< Oh, for God’s sake have mercy ! ” 

“ Giaour dog, will you tell who your companions 

are ? ” 

c< But I have nothing to tell! ” 

w Nothing to tell ! When you get seditious letters, 

and have brave friends who punish Kurdish chiefs to 

avenge you when the government does not do its 

duty ? Bring that iron here, and you others hold 

him steady ! ” 

A brazier of fire was standing close by with an iron 

rod in it. Vartan was chained to the wall, but his 

chain was long enough to allow of his being laid on 

the floor. His arms and legs were held down by three 

Zapties, while a fourth applied the red-hot iron to his 

bare feet. 

A hideous sound arose, and the prison was filled 

with the smoke of roasting flesh. Vartan shrieked 

with the pain, but said nothing. 
138 
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“Well, will you tell us now?” said the Zaptie 

who was evidently master of the ceremonies. 

“I have nothing to tell, I said,” answered Vartan 

taintly. 

The man set his teeth. 

“ Apply the iron again ! ” he said angrily. “ Son 

of a dog, this will happen every day until you 

confess ! ” 

Once more the hissing sound arose. Then Vartan 

was left motionless on the floor of the prison. 

As a last resource Vartan’s friends had appealed to 

the Court of Cassation at Constantinople on his behalf. 

They had received no answer as yet; what it would 

be when it came was yet to be seen. Meanwhile, 

since he had been proved guilty of high treason, 

Vartan’s place in the prison had been changed. He 

was kept in the dungeon now, with the worst of the 

criminals. It was a large, dark cellar-like place, with 

an unbreathable atmosphere. Down the centre was 

a row of stone pillars to which Turkish murderers, 

Kurdish brigands, and Armenian “ revolutionists ” 

were chained. Here it was their lot to see each other 

tortured—a sort of punishment by proxy which they 

were made to bear when they were not actually being 

punished themselves. 

How long Vartan lay on the prison floor he never 

knew. The first thing he heard when he came to 

himself was the clanking of chains ; it told him that 

fresh prisoners were being brought in. He tried to 
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raise himself, but as he put the soles of his feet to the 

ground the pain reminded him of what had been done 

and an involuntary cry escaped from his lips. 

It was dark ; he could not see what the newcomers 

were like, but evidently they were being chained close 

to him. He wondered half-pityingly who they were. 

He had not grown quite hardened enough yet to be 

indifferent to the sufferings of others. Presently he 

heard a voice saying in Kurdish— 

“Well, Muho, how do you like your new place ? ” 

Vartan had had so much to do with the Kurds in 

his father’s village that he understood their language 

perfectly. He listened; it was interesting to hear 

some one who had just come from the outer world talk. 

“Aha,” answered another voice, which Vartan 

supposed must have been Muho’s. “ This is nothing. 

I’ve been in worse places lots of times. But if they 

don’t let us out before then I’ll tear myself to pieces 

with rage. Do you remember what fun it was at 

Sassun ?” 

“ Ta, don’t I? ” said the first speaker. “ But there’s 

no fear of that. Our Agha will send any amount of 

bribes to them to let us out before then. Don’t you 

remember what he has commissioned us to do ? ” 

“Yes, yes. We may thank her that we shan’t 

have to pass all our lives in this hole, for otherwise 

I don’t think he would care how long we stayed.” 

Here a malediction was pronounced on the Agha’s 

head. The one called Muho laughed. 
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<c No, I don’t suppose he would care, though it was 

looking after his interests that brought us here. But 

don’t you be afraid, he knows our worth ; there 

aren’t three even amongst his followers like us. He 

will need our services. For that affair, it will be 

much easier now that her father is dead. She is 

separated from her husband, isn’t she ? ” 

“Yes, don’t you remember he was a fedahl, and 

they took him to prison the night of the wedding ? 

Who knows, he may be here now,” he added, lowering 

his voice so that Vartan had almost to hold his breath 

to catch the words. “ Do you know, Muho, the 

Agha has sworn to have her before any man has 

spoken to her ? ” 

u Hum,” said Muho, cc Irish9Allah 1 we shall get her 

for him ; and think of the choice of girls we shall 

have for ourselves! These Giaour girls are very 

beautiful, aren’t they ? ” 

Vartan had heard enough. His heart seemed to 

have stopped beating ; the blood froze in his veins. 

He closed his ears with his fingers to shut out the 

earful language in which the conversation was being 

continued. 

What fiendish plot had been ripening while he was 

shut up there ? Could there have been some sudden 

political change which had resulted in an order for a 

general massacre ? The more he thought, the less he 

was able to unravel the mystery, until he felt as if his 

1 Imh'Allah = God willing. 
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brain would give way with the suspense. One thought 

only stood out clear and distinct in his mind. Some- 
J 

thing terrible was going to happen to Yestere—and 

she had lost her father. He must get to her ; but 

how ? 

With a sickening feeling he looked at the stone 

wall and the iron-barred opening at the top, through 

which a cat could hardly have squeezed ; then at the 

iron chains fastened so tightly on his wrists and ankles 

as almost to stop the circulation of his blood. What 

could he do ? 

He could think of only one thing ; but if it failed ? 

Well, if it failed the watch over him would be a trifle 

stricter—perhaps he would be tortured a little more ; 

that was all. Anyway he must try it, there was no 

time to lose. In his pocket he found a slip of paper 

and a lead pencil. Then as well as the dim light 

would allow he wrote a few words on it in Turkish. 

A whole night must pass before he could do anything 

more. 

It was an interminably long night. Not one minute 

did he close his burning eyes. His watch had been 

taken from him long ago, so that he had no means of 

knowing how time went. Most of the other prisoners 

were asleep, some snoring, some talking in their sleep 

or screaming ; now and then a heavy sigh would 

burst from the lips of some one—some one perhaps 

dreaming of happiness that had long since died out of 

his life. 
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The sounds got on to Vartan’s nerves. Twice he 

tried to move from his place. If only he could make 

two steps—pace round and round like a caged lion ! 

It was maddening to have to keep still in such 

torture. 

One poor unfortunate was coughing the whole 

night long. He was a young Armenian whom 

Vartan had grown to know by sight. He had 

noticed how the cough grew worse every day since 

he had been sleeping on the damp earth ; he had 

wondered if the young man had any friends while he 

was languishing and dying alone in the prison—a 

father or mother who loved him ? 

One of the newly-arrived Kurds turned round and 

muttered a deep curse on the poor fellow for disturbing 

his sleep ; at any other time Vartan’s anger would 

have flared up at the cruelty. To-night he had no 

thought to spare for others. Everything else was 

swallowed up in his own anxiety. Yestere was in 

danger : his own spotless, beautiful bride was in danger 

of unspeakable, hideous things. She was alone, un¬ 

protected, in sorrow. 

At last the light of dawn was reflected on the cob¬ 

webs that hung from the beams of the roof. The 

sleepers began to stir. Another day had commenced 

for these wretches for whom all days were alike. 

The key turned in the door ; the gaolers came in 

with bread and water for the prisoners. 

Tremblingly Vartan moved towards the one that 
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brought him his food and tried to slip the paper into 

his hand without any one else noticing. The man 

turned round sharply. 

“ What do you want, Christian dog ? ” he said, giving 

Vartan a heavy blow with his thick stick. “Did you 

find it so dull that you began to play tricks with me 

for a change ? ” 

In another moment he was gone. 

If Vartan’s eyes had been able to pierce the prison 

wall half an hour later, he would have been interested 

by what he saw in one of the passages outside. The 

gaoler was there, talking eagerly to a dignified officer 

in a gold-trimmed uniform. 

“ No, yanurriy1 it won’t do,” the gilded dignitary 

was saying. “ Nadir Pasha is very severe.” 

The gaoler knew his man. 

“ There will be a large profit,” he said, holding up 

Vartan’s slip of paper. 

“ But do you know what large bribes Bedros Effendi 

had given for his liberty with no result ? ” 

The gaoler laughed. 

“ There are things that the Government can do, 

others the lowest officials. Don’t we let out prisoners 

in this way every year ? ” 

“Yes, but those are Turks ; this is an Armenian, 

and one about whom there has been a great deal of 

talk.” 

“ I know, but this man has been sentenced ; no one 

1 Janum = “ My soul.” A very common ejaculation. 
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will trouble about him. By the time his term is over, 

Allah is gracious—something will be.” 

The officer was still unconvinced. 

“ He is sentenced—yes,” he said, sliding his foot 

along the stone floor nervously. w But his friends are 

working for him still—they have appealed to Con¬ 

stantinople. One fine day he will be asked for. No, 

no ; we had better not play with important prisoners 

like that.” 

The gaoler was getting excited. To let such an 

opportunity slip through his fingers was folly— 

especially when he had received no pay for months. 

His eyes glittered like points of steel. 

“ But think,” he said, <c what the gain would be. 

Surely there is some way of doing it ? ” 

The officer reflected a moment as if there were 

something in his mind that he hesitated to tell his 

companion. 

“ Show me the letter once more,” he said at length. 

“ Aha, it is to be done through that scoundrel Jigare 

—Allah only knows the Armenians that will suffer ! 

There is something, but you must not repeat it, as 

nobody except ourselves is supposed to know. Of 

his unbounded goodness our gracious Sovereign is 

going to celebrate the anniversary of his accession by 

granting free pardon to all Armenian political offenders, 

so that the risk we run will be less, especially as there 

must be a few days’ delay which will bring it very 

near the time. Yes, I think we might attempt it! ” 



CHAPTER XXI 

HAJI SOPIG’s REFLECTIONS 

Haji Sopig’s mind was busy with various things. 

There were tears in her eyes, but she was peeling 

onions—that might have accounted for their being 

there. The loose sleeves of her dress were rolled up 

to her elbows, and on her lean arms were pictures of 

the Holy Sepulchre done in blue tatoo. <c For,’’ the 

good old woman used to say, u may He account me 

worthy of being kourban to him, twice the sweet 

Lord has granted these eyes the privilege of seeing 

His City and Tomb !99 whence also, as before said, 

her title of Pilgrim. 

The onions were not being done very fast that 

morning, though, for Haji Sopig had a guest to enter¬ 

tain ; not a very unusual occurrence on summer 

mornings, when the pilgrim had to be on the house¬ 

top at sunrise to put the bedding away and greet her 

neighbours. And of course the less time there was 

for exchanging greetings the lengthier the greetings 

seemed to grow, so that it was only natural for them 
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to be ended inside one of the houses instead of on the 

roof in the scorching sun—especially with Haji Sopig 

and her mine of wisdom in the case. 

w Mannoosh, kourban,” she said, shaking her hya- 

cinthine locks, “what days we are living in, what 

things we are seeing ! It is the end or the world.” 

The neighbour smacked her lips and made a gesture 

of resignation. 

“ It is we who have brought it all on our own 

heads,” continued Haji Sopig emphatically. “ What 

did we need all this learning and reading for ? Such a 

thing had never been heard of when I was young ; 

now even girls must learn. One would think they 

were going to be priests or Vartabeds ! 1 Mannoosh, 

say yourself, does one need to know how to read to 

rock a cradle ? Reading, talking about nationality, 

freedom, rights, and I don’t know what other meaning¬ 

less things. Rights ! Kourban, what are rights in this 

world ? They are the strongest, of course they will 

rule. What can we do ? Believe me, learning is at the 

root of all misery ; it comes from the Evil One him¬ 

self—may he be far from here !—from the day he 

made Eve eat that apple in the Garden of Eden, 

until now ! ” 

The neighbour was listening with great interest, 

but there were newer things she wanted to talk 

about. 

1 Vartabcd, = An order in the Armenian Church between priests and 

bishops. 
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“But Haji Sopig, what do you think about this 

robbery ? ” she ventured, after a respectful silence. 

“ Will they find the robbers ? ” 

“ Eh, what shall I say ? ” answered Haji Sopig. 

“ See, it is the house of one of the richest Armenians, 

and nothing has been done yet to find the thieves. 

Fifty years ago when Tammig’s house was broken into 

the Government routed the town through and through 

to find the robbers. Now they don’t care. One man 

we had whom they respected a little, and now he, too, 

is gone ; what is to become of us ? Ah ! I don’t 

know. It is the end of the world, and we brought it 

on ourselves ! ” 

Haji Sopig applied a big, red handkerchief to her 

eyes. The burglary she had mentioned was one ot 

the landmarks in the later history of Amida. Com¬ 

paring those days with these she could not but be filled 

with righteous indignation against the Devil and all 

his accomplices. Had she known the true story ot 

the robbery that had taken place a few days ago she 

would have been less anxious for justice to be done. 

“Then,” she continued after a pause, “see the 

danger we are living in, the threats they make us. 

May God Himself have mercy, who can tell from one 

day to another what will happen ? I only wish my 

son would not be out so long in these unsettled 

times.” 

“ It is terrible ! ” said the neighbour. “ Have you 

any idea where he has been the last four days, Haji 
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Sopig ? ” She herself had some ideas on the subject, 

but they were kept in her heart. 

Haji Sopig shook her head. 

“ How should I know ? ” she said. “ Would a brave 

man like him tell his secrets to a woman ? But I have 

a perfect trust in him. He never interferes in affairs 

that don’t concern him. True, they say he is a little 

wild, but what of that ? He is only a child as yet— 

he will sober down. There are so many young men 

in the town ; after all, few of them are like him.” 

“ May God preserve him! ” said the neighbour 

fervently. “ One can see that his heart is pure.” 

“Yes,” said the mother fondly; “do you know, 

his feelings are as soft as a girl’s. He could not hurt 

even a dumb beast. See that partridge—it is his. 

He picked it up with a broken wing, and has taken 

care of it ever since. He will forget his own meals, 

but never that bird’s.” 

Just then there was a knock at the street door. 

Haji Sopig hurried to open it, and Jigare himself came 

in. She threw her arms round his neck ; it was four 

days since she had seen her beloved son. The neigh¬ 

bour moved towards the ladder, divided between a 

delicacy of feeling which prompted her to leave them 

alone, and a burning curiosity to see what Jigare 

would have to tell. Haji Sopig called her back. 

“ My son is only a child,” she said ; “ you need not 

be shy of him.” 

Mannoosh blushed, covered her head with the long 
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veil that was appended to her head-dress, and came 

back to her seat on the stone staircase. She was about 

forty-seven years old. 

Jigare looked as if his feathers had been rather 

ruffled. His eyes were fiery, his fez even more tilted 

than usual. He sat down on a wooden stool in the 

courtyard, and transferred his jacket from his shoulder 

to his knee. 

“Mother,” he said, “can you give me something 

to eat ? I must go again soon ! ” 

“Again?” asked Haji Sopig in dismay. “This 

child will kill me with anxiety one day. If he would 

only marry and settle down he would give up this 

wandering life.” 

The child winked at the neighbour out of the 

corner of his eye. She blushed again, and drew the 

veil closer over her face. He turned to Haji Sopig. 

“ Mother,” he said sternly, “ how many times have 

you been told not to interfere in matters that don’t 

concern you? Make haste and finish what you are 

going to prepare.” 

He rose, and swung leisurely towards the partridge’s 

cage. 

“ Has this animal been properly fed ? ” he demanded. 

“ There is no seed in its cage now.” 

“ Kourban, it has been my first thought morning 

and night,” answered his mother patiently. “ Only 

this robbery has put everything else out of our heads 

just now. Have you heard anything about it ? ” 
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Jigare sniffed. 

“ All the town is talking about it ; how shouldn’t 

I hear ? ” 

“ Yes, but who do you think it could be ? ” 

“ What questions you ask ! ” he exclaimed. “Are 

there no scoundrels in the town who could break into 

a house ? ” 

Evidently he was not in a communicative mood. 

He sat down, ate the food his mother placed before 

him, pulled out the trodden-down tails of his red 

leather shoes as if preparing for an expedition, and 

left the house. 

“May the plague wipe his face, what a frightful 

appearance that Haji Sopig’s son has! ” said the 

neighbour to her husband that evening. 4CI am sure 

he has something to do with that robbery. The man 

was opposed to the Revolutionists, wasn’t he ? ” 



CHAPTER XXII 

THE BARE FIELDS 

The glory of a warm, cloudless Eastern night was 

over everything. The full moon seemed to look 

down with heavenly sorrow on the plague-stricken 

city, where hundreds of people were dying daily, and 

on the great plains that surrounded it, where the 

wolves and jackals were devouring the bodies they 

had dragged out of the death-pits, carelessly covered 

with a few feet of earth. 

The beautiful moon looked down with special 

tenderness on a small village about five or six miles 

from the city, where on the flat roof of one of the 

houses two persons were lying asleep. 

One was a strong young woman of about twenty- 

five. She was sleeping soundly. Her breath was 

heavy and regular. Sometimes she would toss her 

arms about and turn from side to side. 

The other sleeper was a young girl—scarcely more 

than a child. Her features looked so white and 

delicate in the moonbeams, one might have almost 
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thought they were carved in ivory. They contrasted 

strikingly with the dark eyebrows, and the long lashes 

that rested lightly on the cheeks, where traces of tears 

were plainly visible. One arm was thrown out over 

the coverlid. The other hand rested on the pillow 

under her cheek, and a thick plait of jet-black hair lay 

like a guardian serpent across her breast and down over 

the coverlid. She was sleeping very quietly, except that 

now and then a faint tremor would pass through her, 

which would end in a long-drawn sigh. One could 

see that it was not the peaceful sleep of youth, but a 

sort of physical torpor brought on by great and pro¬ 

longed suffering. Yet for the tortured mind there 

was no rest; it was still feeling and suffering, even 

when the worn-out body had sunk into unconsciousness. 

There was a slight noise at the further end of the 

roof, but it was not loud enough to wake the sleepers. 

A moment later a young man had climbed over the 

edge of the roof and was creeping noiselessly towards 

them. He knelt down beside the bed of the young 

girl and gazed reverently, tenderly at her. How pure 

and beautiful she looked ! too pure, too unearthly for 

him even to touch—something entirely out of his 

sphere. He must only worship her from afar ; earth 

was too gross a material to come into contact with 

such loveliness and purity. And yet how he loved 

her ! yes ; but pure as was his love it seemed to him at 

that moment that it would be desecration to force it 

on to her sorrow. 
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Meanwhile the moments were passing, and he had 

not many of them to spare. A great yearning came 

over him with the thought, a yearning to clasp her in 

his arms and protect her—she was so frail, so small. 

It was his right to comfort her—even his duty ; she 

was his—his bride. With a beating heart he bent 

over her and lightly touched her forehead with his 

hand. 

Yestere started out of her sleep, terrified at seeing a 

man beside her. But just as she was going to call for 

help he laid his finger on her lips. 

“ Yestere,'” he said softly, c< it is I ; are you afraid 

of me, anoush ? ” 

Only once before had she heard that voice, yet she 

recognised its deep tones, and they thrilled her once 

again. For the first time since her father’s death the 

pain she had been suffering seemed to give way to a 

feeling of calm and peace she could not fathom. But 

the feeling was one she was not used to. Her husband 

was a stranger to her ; she could not lay her head on 

his shoulder and sob till her heart was relieved. 

4< I thought you were in prison,” was all she said, 

lifting her eyes to his shyly. 

They were the first words she had spoken to him. 

He looked into the dark, fathomless depths of those 

eyes, and was happy for the moment. She trusted 

him. 

“ I have just escaped,” he said, in a hurried whisper. 

“ Anoush, I want you to come into the fields with me 
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for half an hour, that I may tell you about it. No 

one else must know, and I am afraid we shall be heard 

here. Will you ? ” 

Yestere’s heart swelled. He had escaped, and it 

was only to her he told the secret—not even to his 

father and mother. But she hesitated about doing as 

he asked. 

Vartan guessed the reason. 

“ No one will ever know,” he said. “ Besides, you 

are my wedded wife—the bridal cross has been tied on 

our foreheads; who can blame you? Yestere,” he 

added pleadingly, with subdued passion in his voice, 

“ I have only one little hour to spend with you ; is 

that much after all these months ? ” 

Yestere got up, but her heart beat as if it would 

choke her. It seemed to her that there were eyes in 

every corner watching her leave her bed to follow a 

man about in the middle of the night. They went 

down a steep ladder and out into the fields under the 

shadow of a great stack of corn. 

Sorrow refines love, does away with everything 

that makes it trivial and flippant. After the first 

moment, the first long kiss that Vartan pressed on 

his bride’s lips, they talked about business as calmly 

and quietly as if they had been brother and sister; it 

was business he had come for. 

“Yestere,” he said, “the country is in a very 

unsettled state. What is going to happen nobody 

can tell. But, anyhow, you must take great care of 
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yourself, especially while you are out here in the 

village. My father and mother are here, too, are 

they not ? ” 

Yestere bent her head. 

“ Ah,” she said, “ how happy they would be to see 

you now. You would hardly recognise Melikian 

Effendi, he has changed so much lately.” 

Vartan sighed. 

“If only I could see them,” he said, “even for a 

few minutes ! But it cannot be. Even they must 

know nothing of my escape.” 

“ But how did you escape ? ” asked Yestere. “ Do 

you know how much they have been working for 

you all the time ? ” 

Her voice trembled at the remembrance of who 

it was that had worked. Vartan noticed it, and 

pressed her hand. 

“ Anoush, I know,” he answered gently ; “ but 

sometimes humble people can do what great ones 

cannot. He could not have given bribes to the 

gaolers and prison officials, but some persons I know 

who could. I wrote to them to get the necessary 

money from my father ; it seems, however, that they 

paid it from some other money they had got in 

their hands, for they say they could trust no one but 

themselves.” 

“ And you are going away again now ? ” asked 

Yestere, looking wistfully at him. 

The look burnt into his heart with its pleading. 
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“ Yestere,” he said, “is it my choice, do you think, 

to leave you like this ? God only knows how much 

I have loved you—how hard it is for me not to be 

able to stay with you to protect you from those beasts 

who would tear you away from me almost before I 

have looked on your face ! ” 

“ What beasts ? ” asked Yestere quickly. 

Vartan remembered that he had not told her the 

conversation he had overheard in the prison. But 

he did not wish to frighten her too much. 

“ Nothing, Yestere,” he said hurriedly ; “only you 

know the dangers there are for a girl with beauty like 

yours. Promise me never to go out alone even here 

in the village, and try and persuade them to go back 

to town as soon as possible. Cholera is better than 

some things, and besides the village is infected, too, 

now. Promise, Yestere, or I shall be very unhappy 

about you.” 

Yestere’s tears were falling fast now. “Ah ! ” she 

pleaded, “ take me with you ; don’t leave me alone 

and unprotected like this. I am afraid to stay here 

any longer now that I have no father to care about 

me. Take me with you ; I will bear anything as 

long as you are with me to save me from those men 

—those savage, terrible men ! I am afraid even to 

look at them ! ” 

Vartan shook his head gravely. 

“Yestere, my anoush,” he said, “don’t make it 

harder for me than it is. I cannot take you with 
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me, it is impossible. Your being missed would lead 

to the discovery of my escape, or else it would bring 

shame and reproach on your father’s name. Would 

you wish either of them, darling ? Listen. I will 

be in hiding very near you, and as long as I am able 

to use my arm no one shall dare touch a hair of your 

head. Then, when the country is a little quieter, we 

will go away to a safe place. Think, Yestere, how 

happy we shall be when we are in a Christian 

country, with no Turks and Kurds to persecute 

us.” 

And so they talked ot hopes and tears until the 

sound of a long, low whistle from the field reminded 

them that they must part. The hour was up long 

ago, already it was beginning to get light in the east. 

Vartan led his bride to the ladder, saw her safely up 

it, and then went back to the field where Jigare and 

some others were waiting for him with horses. By 

sunrise that morning two horsemen dressed as Kurds 

were far on their way towards the mountains. 



CHAPTER XXIII 

THE CLOUDS GATHER 

It was a day of great rejoicing in Amida. On the 

anniversary of his accession to the throne His Im¬ 

perial Majesty the Sultan had been graciously pleased 

to pardon freely all Armenian political offenders. 

The prisons were opened everywhere and the 

prisoners set at liberty. 

What had caused this change ? Ever since the 

Committee of Enquiry at Moush had owned that 

more than twelve thousand Armenians must have 

been massacred in Sassun the previous summer, 

England, France, and Russia had been trying to 

persuade the Sultan to accept a scheme of Reforms 

that they had prepared specially—those kind-hearted 

Christian people who were doing their best to save 

their fellow-Christians in Armenia from the barbarity 

of the Turks. Who could tell ? perhaps now at last 

there would be a free kingdom or Armenia again ! 

Amida was too far away for them to hear the details 

of all that was going on in Constantinople, especially 
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as papers containing political news were not allowed 

to arrive there ; but judging from appearances some¬ 

thing great was going to happen. 

With nothing to fear now the released prisoners 

formed themselves into a procession and moved 

towards the Armenian Church. The procession 

was swelled as it passed on, and one by one the 

members of the Revolutionary Committee emerged 

from different streets and corners, and placed them¬ 

selves at its head. “ Sing, children,” shouted Dajad ; 

“ say we ar’nt afraid of anybody ! ” 

The “ children ” sang. The air of Amida vibrated 

with words that a month ago would have been 

enough to condemn any Armenian to life-long 

imprisonment. The storks looked down won- 

deringly from their nests on the domes of the 

mosques. 

The procession turned into the church. Young 

Armenians poured in from all parts of the town, and 

the bells began to ring wildly. Then Jigare appeared 

in front of the altar. 

“ Blessed congregation,” he said, beginning his 

speech like an Armenian sermon, a the day of 

deliverance is nearly here. It is only our patience 

and suffering that have brought it ; have patience 

yet a little longer and all our sufferings will be 

over. Very soon a new Vartabed is expected to 

arrive for us, but I warn you against going out 

to meet him or making any show of welcoming 
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him. On his arrival he will have to go and pay a 

visit to the Vali Pasha, but you are to keep away 

from the Government Offices too. You will ask 

why? Because the place is full of Turkish soldiers, 

and you are wild. You will say something to them, 

and then they will massacre you. I warn you that 

there will be no one to take your part. Remember 

what sort of a man the Vali Pasha is ; think of all the 

injustice we have been suffering during his adminis¬ 

tration. But all that will be over very soon now— 

only have patience a little longer.” 

Shouts of “Down with Nadir Pasha!” and 

c< Liberty for the Armenians! ” filled the church. 

No one knew very well what they were doing or 

what they expected. The people were mad. All 

they wanted was some one to tell them pleasant 

lies. There was no one to control them or to ask 

what they were about. Only a few old men shook 

their heads gravely. 

From his bow-window Nadir Pasha, the governor 

of Amida, was watching the commotion in the streets 

below. He was a lean man with an expressionless 

face marked with smallpox, and a jet-black beard. 

Beside him stood the Turkish exile Zia Bey, who 

was a friend of his. 

" How long is this to last ? ” asked the exile 

wearily. “I am tired of waiting and waiting for 

a chance to have our own interests brought forward. 

Nothing is heard of now but Armenia. Is the 

12 
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Government going to have patience with this 

foolery for ever, I wonder ? ” 

Nadir Pasha clasped his hands behind his back and 

began to pace the room. 

cc They are fools! ” he muttered, c< the whole lot of 

them ! There is nothing but to throw a bombshell 

into Turkey and destroy it all—Armenians, Turks, 

Government, and everything. Look how he is 

dangling about with those Reforms—making treaties 

first with one Power, then with another — with 

Russia who has been waiting centuries for a 

chance to swallow us up. But the end is not far 

off now, I expect. See the order I received this 

morning.” 

Zia Bey took the paper and read it, then the two 

men looked at each other. 

“ This is more than has ever been done before,” 

said the exile slowly. cc A hundred thousand Mar¬ 

tini rifles to be distributed amongst the Turks and 

Kurds ! Perhaps when he has made such a fool of 

himself our day may come. The Europeans will 

never allow him to reign after that ! ” 

“ Yes, and then we shall most likely get our party 

into power,” said the Vali. “ At present all we have 

to do is to make this as severe as possible—something 

radical, to make European interference inevitable. 

By Allah! it will not be a very unpleasant task 

for me. Did you hear whom they were calling 

out against just now ? ” 
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Zia Bey bent his head. 

“Well,” continued the Governor, “we must keep 

quiet till we receive further orders. Let them enjoy 

themselves for a little while. ‘The end of the wild 

dog is the mange ! ’ ” 



CHAPTER XXIV 

A REIGN OF TERROR 

“ Dikran, my son, will you read this telegram to 

me ? ” 

There was a look of terrible anxiety on Melikian’s 

face as he held the pink envelope out. Turkish was 

not taught in village schools in Melikian’s school-days 

—if he ever had any. Dikran took the telegram and 

read it aloud : 

cc Thanks to H.I.M.’s unspeakable tenderness of 

heart I am leaving to come towards you. 

“Garabed Melikian.” 

A gleam of happiness lighted up the old man’s face 

for a moment, but it soon died away. 

“Yes! but the other?” he said, looking appeal¬ 

ingly at Dikran. 

Dikran frowned and turned away with an impatient 

sigh. What could he do if misfortune awaited them 

at every turn ? The poor boy had been terribly tried. 
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It was only a week since they had returned home from 

the village. Bedros EfFendi’s death had been so sudden 

that it had stunned them for a time—they had hardly 

realised it; but now that they had come back to the 

empty house they felt their loss to the full, especially 

Dikran, who was nearly crushed with the responsi¬ 

bility of taking care of the others at such a time, 

and he felt that it lay with him. It was very hard 

for him, when he was only eighteen himself, and his 

heart was bleeding for the loss of the father on whose 

guidance they had all depended so much. 

When the news was given out in Amida that the 

prisoners were to be released, Dikran had gone to 

prison with Melikian to meet Vartan as he came 

out. The procession of ragged, filthy wretches filed 

past, spectral as mushrooms growing in a dark cellar, 

but Vartan was not amongst them. Where was he ? 

<c He has escaped, beast of a Giaour,” said the gaoler 

with the steely eyes. “ He escaped two days ago.” 

<c Escaped ! ” Melikian looked at the great stone 

walls built on the foundations of a dungeon that had 

belonged to the Roman citadel, and a terrible fear filled 

his heart. How was escape from there possible ? And 

would his son not have let him, at least, know of his 

escape? No, no; he had been done away v/ith, either 

by poison or torture. 

The old man’s anxiety was terrible. Yestere’s heart 

bled for him as she saw the pain he was suffering; but 

how could she betray her husband ? Her eyes rested 
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wistfully on his face, the words rose to her lips, cc He 

is alive, I have seen him ! ” but she checked herself 

with the thought that in a few days Vartan himself 

would come ; now that his pardon had been granted 

there would be no need for him to hide himself any 

longer. 

A remarkable change had come over Yestere since 

the night that Vartan had come to see her. Mariam 

Hanum, who in her quiet way watched her daughter 

very closely, could not account for it. She seemed to 

have grown older and more mature. Yestere had 

never been wild or boisterous. Even as a baby she 

had been a grave, sedate little thing. But the touch 

of childlike simplicity that had characterised her had 

been replaced lately by a sort of maidenly dignity and 

pride. Her manner was gentler even than it had been 

before. She seemed to have forgotten her own sorrow 

in trying to make her mother’s lighter ; her one 

thought was to make her mother happy. And 

Mariam Hanum was comforted by her child’s love 

and care ; yet she could not account for Yestere’s 

calmness and cheerfulness, for often in the mornings 

she would notice traces of tears on her pillow. 

The days passed on, and still nothing was heard of 

Vartan. At last Yestere could not bear the sight of 

his parent’s anxiety any longer. What need was there 

for her to make such a secret of his escape now that it 

had been published and everybody had heard of it ? 

cc Mother,” she said one day as they were sitting 
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sewing together, “ tell Melikian Effendi that his son 

has really escaped.” A faint tinge of colour came into 

her face as she spoke. Mariam Hanum looked up 

quickly. 

“ How do you know ? ” she asked in surprise. 

Yestere’s face was crimson. 

“ I saw him—he passed through the village,” she 

said, bending her head over her needlework. 

Mariam Hanum looked sharply at her daughter as if 

to make sure that her mind was not wandering. The 

exploding of a bombshell at her feet would hardly have 

surprised her more than hearing that her daughter had 

had a secret meeting with a man—even though the 

man was her wedded husband. But the look con¬ 

vinced her that Yestere was in earnest. 

“ Do you know where he is now ? ” she asked. 

“No,” answered Yestere, “but he said he would be 

in hiding somewhere near.” 

Mariam forbore from asking any more questions, 

and went to tell Melikian the good news at once. 

September was drawing to a close. A great hush 

had fallen over the whole country—the breathless calm 

when the atmosphere is heavy with thunder. 

Turks and Armenians looked at each other with 

hatred, but said nothing. It was unnatural ; this 

strained state of afFairs could not last very long. 

No Armenians had been arrested since the demon¬ 

strations on the day of their liberation. All they had 

heard was a muttered “ Have patience, your end is 
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near,” from certain Turks whose tongues were longer 

than their patience. Still they hoped that delivery was 

near ; what had they to fear with the three greatest 

Powers in Europe to back them up ! 

But the Powers were a long time managing the 

Sultan ; what could it all mean ? and why was the 

Government distributing rifles amongst the Mussul¬ 

mans as at Sassun last summer ?—it must be the 

Government distributing them, for no one else might 

sell those Martini rifles, and now almost every Turk 

and Kurd had one. 

And still there was no word from Vartan. What 

had happened ? Had he forgotten everything—or was 

he dead ? The anxiety of the past few months began 

to tell on Yestere. Her face grew whiter every day, 

her eyes grew larger and sadder, and the corners of her 

colourless lips began to droop. A dry, painful cough 

tormented her sometimes in the night. Again and 

again the verse which seemed almost to have worn 

a sore place in her brain would come back to her, 

this time with another and even more terrible 

meaning. 

“ Thou goest on a journey 

On a horse as dark as night ; 

But thou hast a rose unopened— 

Whom dost thou consign her to ? ” 

Had the last part of the verse a meaning as well as 

the first ? Yestere shuddered as she thought of what 
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Vartan had told her. She knew well enough what the 

lot of the Armenian women in Sassun had been—the 

horror and shame compared with which a death by 

torture was nothing—the terror that had made women 

dash themselves down from the rocks to find safety in 

death. Would she, too, be exposed to all this, alone 

and unprotected as she was ? 

Yestere was not well; her mind was overburdened. 

It was only rest and quiet that would restore her to 

health—things that it was impossible for her to have. 

Her mother knew it ; and she was doomed to watch 

her drooping day by day without being able to remove 

the causes that were ruining her health. But bitterest 

of all, why, oh why did she seem to grow lovelier every 

day ? Whom was it to delight—her father in his 

grave or her absent husband ? Mariam Hanum 

would watch the delicate, almost transparent skin 

as some sudden emotion would send a flush of vivid 

crimson under it; she would look at the irresistible, 

pathetic sweetness of those great dark eyes, until a 

wild longing to tear them out would seize her. Any¬ 

thing, anything to save her from that ! Could there 

be any greater misfortune for an Armenian girl than 

to be born beautiful ? 

At last the spell of calm was broken. The news 

reached Amida like the rumbling of distant thunder. 

“They have cut down the Armenians in Constanti¬ 

nople.” Sick of waiting for the Reforms, a few hun¬ 

dred Armenians had gone peaceably to the Sublime 
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Porte to beg protection for their lives, honour, and 

prosperity ; they were repulsed by the Zapties and not 

allowed to present their petition, when one of them 

fired and killed a Turkish officer. On the evening of 

that day all the streets of Constantinople were running 

with Armenian blood. 

These details were not heard in Amida till several 

days later a tall stranger arrived at Melikian’s house 

and threw his arms around the old man’s neck. 

w Father,” he said, <c thank only God that we are 

allowed to see each other again. What is happening 

is not an ordinary event.” 

Melikian was too much absorbed with the ghastly 

face before him to take in anything else. 

“ Alas, my Garabed, can it be you ? ” he said, the 

tears running down his cheeks. “ God only knows 

what you must have suffered ! ” 

u That is passed,” answered the young man, dashing 

something like a tear from his eye. w I am here, 

which is the essential, for many of those who started 

with me are not. But oh, father, what is coming over 

our country when in Constantinople, before the eyes 

of so many Europeans, they dare do the things they 

did secretly in the mountains last summer ? ” 

Once more there were a few days of calm. What 

was happening at headquarters, and what would the 

result be ? 

The long-dreamed-of day arrived at last. Messages 

were sent everywhere that the Reforms had been 
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accepted, and were to be put into execution at once. 

What those Reforms were no one had any very clear 

idea, but certainly after all this talk there would be 

radical changes. The Armenians would have a share 

in the government, at least that much was known ; 

practically, then, they were free from the yoke that 

had been pressing so heavily on them for five hundred 

years ! and it was the result of the blood they had shed 

during the last year. The Europeans had forced the 

Sultan. Surely it was worth the price they had paid! 

With the Christian Powers to protect them they risked 

nothing in showing the Turks a little metal; and 

once more youth had been wiser than age ! 

Still, everything did not seem to be going quite 

smoothly. How was it that after all this the Turks 

were still so insolent to them, and still threatened 

them with nameless terrors ? 

“ There is bad news,” Dikran said one evening as 

he came in. “ They have massacred the Armenians 

in Trebizond.” 

“A massacre in Trebizond!” Mariam Hanum 

turned pale. “ But surely it is nothing serious. Now 

that there are to be Armenians in the administration, 

the country will soon be quieted.” 

Dikran shook his head hopelessly. 

u I don’t know, my mother,” he said gently, a we 

shall see. But I am afraid this is a grave affair. 

They say that there are more than a thousand killed. 

I cannot understand what is going on.” 
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But the fact was he understood only too well. It 

the Armenians could not understand plain words it 

was not because the Turks did not know how to speak 

them. 

“ Giaour dogs, wait a few days longer ; we shall 

soon teach you now to ask the Frangues for reforms. 

Our sovereign has given the order ; the Christians are 

to be massacred in every town and village in the 

Empire. Then let the English help you if they can.” 

Such was the prospect that they had before them. 

Meanwhile all around the storm was bursting in full 

fury. The drama that for a few weeks appalled the 

heart of Europe had begun. Massacre followed 

massacre, in Erzingan, Erzeroum, Bitlis, Kharput, 

Malatia, Urfah, Aintab, Marash, Adyaman, Sivas, 

Palu, and Gurun ; and always the story was the same 

—the Christian villages laid waste, the Christian 

towns sacked and ruined, the Christian population cut 

down. Nearer and nearer it came, until all the 

sickening details were heard through the starving, 

phrensied refugees that flocked to Amida. 

The panic was terrible. If they were to be 

massacred it was better to be massacred at once than 

to wait like sheep watching their companions being 

butchered before their turn arrived. From such utter 

helplessness and hopelessness may God defend the 

worst enemies of Armenia ! It was not even like a 

battle, when at least there are two sides : a handful of 

people, surrounded by enemies beside whom a tiger 
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would seem gentle and humane—for a tiger would 

hardly take pleasure in wilfully torturing its victims. 

Some made frantic efforts to escape, but where to ? 

The Government would not give permits for travelling, 

it was impossible to pass even from one province to 

another without, for the roads were guarded every¬ 

where, and few of those who left secretly were ever 

heard of again. The telegraph wires had been cut— 

at least no messages were ever sent, and no one could 

get any news of their friends. 

“ It is those dreadful Kurds ! the Government is 

doing all it can to keep them down, but we are not 

strong enough ! ” This was the official declaration. 

Yes, it is the Kurds ; but surely those rifles they 

have are not weapons fabricated for themselves out or 

the wood and metal supplied by the mountains ot 

Kurdistan ? How is it that they come to have 

weapons which only the Government can give away 

if the Government wishes to keep them down ? From 

the beginning of time the Kurds have never stormed 

a place and carried off the cannon ; yet there are 

reports of some towns having been destroyed by 

cannon ! And how have the Kurds in their mountain 

lairs come to learn so precisely the number of houses 

where there are people worth killing and things worth 

plundering in each town—the Kurds who divided the 

watches they stole between them : the works for one 

and the case for the other ? Poor Kurds, dancing in 

and out amongst the flaming houses like wild things, 
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carrying off treasures of gold and silver and jewellery— 

the following winter they found themselves the richer 

by a few cows, some bedding, and one or two suits of 

clothes they could not wear. 

It was the end of October, and still in Amida they 

were waiting to be killed. 

Still Vartan’s friends had had no news of him. 

Bedros EfFendi’s house was full ; not only the 

Melikians but a great many other friends and relations 

were there too. At least the Armenians would die 

together. They would sustain each other and help 

each other to be brave—above all to die faithful to the 

Cross they worshipped. 

But they were doing more than wait for death. 

One effort they must make to defend themselves. All 

through the month of October they had been making 

preparations for it. The quarter was an entirely 

Christian one. The outer walls of the houses were of 

stone, well-built and solid, and they had pierced holes 

through the inner walls, so that if necessary the women 

and children could pass from one house to the other 

without having to go through the streets ; and in 

spite of the Government almost every Armenian had 

managed to smuggle a weapon of some sort into his 

cellar. 

Bedros EfFendi’s house was the last in this quarter. 

The entrance was in the street where the principal 

defence was to be made, so that it could easily be 

guarded ; and as there were only a few small windows 
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on the side that extended towards the Turkish quarter 

they thought that by placing bullet-proof cushions— 

cushions soaked in water—in those windows, and 

firing between, they could keep the assailants at a 

distance. By the end of October the preparations 

were nearly finished. 



CHAPTER XXV 

CAPTIVE STILL 

The monastery of the Holy Mother of God was 

perched like an eagle’s nest on one of the foremost 

peaks of the Taurus mountains. It had stood there 

for more than five centuries—before the Turkish 

conquest. 

There was a time when it was one of the richest 

monasteries in the country, for most of the almond- 

trees, vineyards, and cornfields which covered the 

slopes of the mountain belonged to it. Now it was 

chiefly for the Kurds that the corn and fruit ripened. 

But in the monastery itself there were riches still. 

Beautifully illustrated manuscripts, sacerdotal robes 

embroidered by hand, silver vessels and offerings of 

gold and jewellery that had been accumulating during 

all those five hundred years ; and somewhere in the 

building there was said to be an immense hidden 

treasure of gold. 

But the Brotherhood was no longer what it had 

been. The days were past when they used to occupy 
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their time in illuminating books, studying, and looking 

after the poor. Those things had all died out with the 

Turkish rule. The number of the monks was very 

small now, and some of them hardly knew how to read. 

There was a physical falling off too, perhaps more 

appreciable to the present monks. a Ah, we are not 

the men we were even two generations back,” the 

Brother would say, shaking his head sadly, as in taking 

strangers round the place he paused for them to admire 

the huge wine-press. “ Do you see the size of those 

earthen jars ? It passes man’s understanding how 

they got them up here ; yet there are some amongst 

us now who can remember having seen the wine go 

down two inches while the Father Superior drank from 

them.” 

In reality the monastery was little more than a 

hospice now for those who came to pay their vows at 

the shrine of the Holy Mother of God. It was 

governed by two resident Vartabeds, between whom 

there was profound peace, because it was some time 

since they had ceased to speak and eat with each other. 

Neither could understand how a Vartabed who sent 

the silver covers of the breviaries to the little town of 

Arghani half-way down the mountain to be melted, 

was allowed to stay on at the monastery. That the 

silver had been sent down and melted was a fact; and 

the silversmith declared he had done it for the 

Vartabed ; but nothing further was known to out¬ 

siders. 

LI 
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Whether he was responsible for such actions or not, 

the elder Vartabed, Hair1 Isahag, was a very pre¬ 

possessing man, with kindly eyes under overhanging 

brows, and long grey hair and beard that waved in the 

breeze as he sat in front of the open window. It was 

a quaint little room he was sitting in, and the walls 

were covered with old porcelain instead of being 

painted or papered. Hair Isahag was scanning the 

distant plains down below with a telescope. 

cc No, my son,” he said at last. <c In Amida and the 

villages around all is quiet for the present.” 

The person he addressed was a young man in 

Kurdish costume who stood beside him. He fidgeted 

with a stick he held in his hand before answering. 

“ But how can we tell ? ” he said. “ It may begin 

any time. I ought to have gone long ago—when the 

pardon was proclaimed.” 

“You talk like a child, Vartan,” said the priest, 

smiling. “ You have not been pardoned, remember, 

and your having escaped from prison is in itself a 

reason for your being taken back there if they find 

you. You heard our man say when he came from 

Amida the other day that they were looking for you. 

It would be extremely dangerous for you to be seen 

there now.” 

Vartan sighed impatiently. 

“ What do I care for the danger r ” he said. 

“ Better be taken and killed at once than live a life 

1 Hair — Father. 
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like this—when I daren’t show myself. It is 

cowardly ! ” 

The priest shook his head. 

“ Your life does not belong to you alone,” he said. 

“ You have a father, a mother—a bride. For their 

sakes you must be prudent. Worries and annoyances 

are often harder to bear than actual torture, and it 

would be more cowardly for you to choose what you 

would find easier.” 

“ But how shall we know so far away if anything 

happens suddenly ? ” asked Vartan. “ The messengers 

only come and go once in two days.” 

“Those things don’t happen suddenly, my son,” 

said the priest. “ See, in every other place they have 

known a day or two beforehand—the Kurds have been 

brought in, the soldiers have been sent round to disarm 

the Christians, and then the massacres have begun. 

It will be the same in Amida, and I promise to let you 

go then ; at present there is no sign of disturbance.” 

Still Vartan was not resigned to his fate. The 

truth was he longed to get back to Amida at any risk. 

The sadness in Yestere’s eyes that night had haunted 

him ever since. It was his duty to protect her—he 

had sworn to, and he was keeping away like a coward 

when she most needed him ! Yet he knew that what 

Hair Isahag said was true. 

Vartan left the room, crossed the courtyard of the 

monastery, and went out. Then he crept along a 

perilous footpath on the edge of the precipice until he 
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came to a pinnacle of rock that towered above the 

monastery. There were steps cut in the rock, and 

Vartan climbed to the top, where there was just room 

enough for him to sit down. 

This was his favourite resort when he felt specially 

downhearted and impatient. Here, unseen by any 

human eye, he would sit and gaze towards Amida far 

away in the distance, where the plains and sky seemed 

to get lost in each other ; or he would watch the 

Tigris as it ran down the valley behind and then 

flowed out into the plain towards Amida. It was two 

months now since he had been living on these rocks. 

Jigare had brought him there himself. He had chosen 

the monastery as a hiding-place because few Turks 

ever trod foot there, and few of the Christians there 

ever trod foot anywhere else ; besides, they had friends 

there, and Hair Isahag was a man on whom they 

could depend also. 

Vartan’s first thought on hearing that the prisoners 

were pardoned was that he would be able to go home 

now. This was evidently the beginning of the long- 

talked-of Reforms. But a few days later word had 

been brought by the messenger that the Government 

was hunting for him, so for the present he had to give 

up all idea of returning. 

“ Curse my impatient nature,” he said aloud to 

himself, taking up a large stone that lay loose on the 

rock and throwing it vehemently down the precipice. 

“ If only I had waited I should have been free now 
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and in Amida ; but how could I guess what was 

going to be ? At least I wish that what is to happen 

would happen quickly that I might move from this 

hole, otherwise I shall have to run away secretly ; 

my patience won’t last much longer. They are 

massacring Armenians in every town : what do I 

care about being massacred ? It’s better than slinking 

out of it like a coward ! And our brave Dajad—I 

wonder what he is doing now after all his talk about 

revolt and daring ? I should like to know what hole 

he is hiding his head in. Ha, ha ! ” 

Vartan’s thoughts were checked suddenly by the 

sound of two or three distant reports. 



CHAPTER XXVI 

THE SUSPENSE ENDED 

He stood up quickly and looked around. From a 

village down below a column of smoke was rising. 

Vartan watched it intently. Even while he looked 

the column grew thicker, and he could distinguish 

tongues of flame shooting up now and then. Once 

more he scanned the horizon around. Far away three 

other villages were smoking. 

He scrambled down the rocks as quickly as he 

could, and rushed into the building. Hair Isahag 

was just coming out of the chapel after evening 

service. 

“Father,” exclaimed Vartan excitedly, “come and 

look ; the villages are burning ! ” 

They went to the window and looked out. Little 

groups of people were hurrying up the road to the 

monastery. Gradually the groups became larger and 

larger until it was an unbroken stream of human 

beings toiling up the hill. 

“ They are escaping from Arghani. The Kurds 
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are plundering the villages,” said Hair Isahag, passing 

the telescope to Vartan. “Look, with this you can 

see. We shall be full to-night; they will be up here 

in an hour.” 

Vartan took the telescope and looked. The crowds 

that had seemed to be crawling up the hill were in 

reality moving forward in frantic haste—men dragging 

their children along, women with their babies in their 

arms, the old and infirm leaning on their staves. It 

was terrible. He turned the telescope to one of the 

burning villages, but what he saw made him turn 

away with a sickening feeling. 

“But how quickly the Kurds came!” he said; 

“ two hours ago there was nothing to be seen.” 

“ They must have come from the mountains,” said 

Hair Isahag. “ There is still nothing to be seen in 

the direction of Amida.” 

“That will be their next stage,” answered Vartan, 

bending his eyebrows. “But what are we to do if 

they come up here ? Are there any arms in the 

monastery ? ” 

Hair Isahag shook his head. 

“ My son, what arms should there be in the House 

of God ? ” he said. “ He only is our defence. Come 

with me, Vartan ; let us go and find Hair Margos. 

If we are to die, let us die at peace with each other.” 

The other Vartabed was in the church kneeling 

before the altar. He rose when he saw them and 

came towards them with outstretched hands. 
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“ Brother,” he said, “ God is punishing us; how 

long shall we harden our hearts ? Let us go out 

together and receive these poor fugitives He is 

sending us.” 

The two priests embraced each other ; then they 

went out to give the necessary orders for the reception 

of the refugees. There was not much to be had up 

on these rocks, but a little bread there was ; and as 

long as the last crust had not been eaten it should be 

shared with those who needed it. 

It was getting dark as the first detachments began 

to arrive. Vartan and the two priests were standing 

at the door to receive them. a Has Arghani been 

attacked ? ” was the first question they asked. 

“ Not yet ; they say to-morrow morning,” was the 

terrified answer. “ God help those that are left there ! 

To-day the soldiers came to disarm us ; they promised 

that we should be safe, but who would dare stay ? We 

left everything to save our lives ! ” 

“Did you give up your arms?” asked Vartan 

eagerly. 

“What could we do ? They killed two or three 

who refused to. See ! see ! What is that smoke ? 

Ah, my God, they have set fire to the town ! ” 

Arghani itself was not visible from the monastery, 

but the thick cloud of smoke rising beneath them told 

that the work of destruction was begun. 

Terror generally makes people selfish. It deadens 

the higher feelings of humanity, and leaves nothing 
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but the instinctive desire for self-preservation. As the 

fugitives poured into the courtyard of the monastery 

there was but one question in every eye and on every 

lip—“ What will they do when they find the town 

deserted ? Will they come up here ? ” 

The rocks were inaccessible on every side, except 

where the road had been cut. If only they had been 

armed they might have defended themselves. As it 

was they could do nothing but barricade the door with 

large blocks of stone. 

Night came, but there was no sleep for the watchers 

huddled closely together in the cells and cloisters o, 

the convent. All night long the two priests were 

going and coming amongst them, doing all they could 

for their comfort and trying to soothe them with words 

of peace. 

And all night long Vartan sat at the window of the 

porcelain room, watching the fires on the plain and 

the road that twisted up the mountain. The lurid 

sky over Arghani gave light enough to show it was 

clear still ; would they, after all, attempt to scale 

those heights and force the monastery ? Probably 

not, thought Vartan, as the town had been left for 

them to plunder at their will. Yet it was terrible to 

sit there and watch those villages, knowing what was 

going on in them, and thinking that perhaps to¬ 

morrow the same thing might be happening up 

there. 

But to his own surprise Vartan was quite calm — 
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much calmer than he had been a few hours ago. 

Anything was better than the endless uncertainty and 

waiting he had been enduring the last two months. 

Any change, even danger, was more bearable than 

nothingness. The thought of fear for himself never 

troubled him. If he did think of his own danger it 

was only in connection with Yestere. “ Will she 

care if I am killed?” he thought. “Yes; she 

would never have come to me like that that night 

if she did not care about me. She loved me ; I could 

see it in her eyes. Oh, my God, shall I ever see her 

again ? Perhaps I shall be killed and left unknown 

and unburied, like a dog, and she will never know. 

And if . . . Oh God, I cannot bear it any more ! I 

have been a coward too long. Arghani is only twelve 

hours’ journey from Amida ; that will certainly be 

their next step. I must leave as soon as it gets light. 

God forbid . . . but if those savage brutes should 

touch my beautiful bride . . . Oh I never could have 

realised these things to stay away so long ! It is not 

enough to hear ; one must see ! ” 

So all through the suspense of that night his 

thoughts were still on Yestere. Yestere, Yestere ; 

those weeks of weary waiting and thinking had 

almost worn his brain out. It was only action that 

could save him now. 

At length the night passed away. Morning dawned ; 

the flames of the fires grew pale, the smoke rose in 

wreaths from masses of black ruins. 
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The atmosphere was so full of smoke that even in 

the clear light of morning Vartan could not distinguish 

very well what was going on. Here and there there 

were masses of human beings moving about in the 

plain ; but were they moving in any special direction, 

or were they only carrying off plunder ? 

Vartan did not have to wonder long. He was 

placing the telescope to his eye to look again, when 

Hair Isahag came in hurriedly, pale, but perfectly 

calm. 

“ It is finished, Vartan,” he said ; “they are 

coming.” 

“ But there is no one on the road yet ! ” 

“They are lower. A man who was watching from 

the rocks has seen them. I must go and prepare the 

people.” 

The news had been heard already. Confusion 

reigned in the courtyard. Wild with terror, the 

crowd was moving about like a sea, the voices of men, 

women, and children were mingled together in cries 

and sobs. 

Hair Isahag stood on the doorstep of the church. 

In a moment every eye was turned towards him as if 

he had been an angel of deliverance. 

“My children,” he said, “we can do nothing 

more ; resistance and flight are equally impossible, 

but let us trust in God. Our country is called upon 

to bear terrible trials in these days—trials of our faith 

they are, for him whom his Father loves He chastens. 
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Let us be brave, my brethren ; let us not fear them 

that can kill the body, but cannot touch that which 

they most want to—our Christian faith. Here, in the 

presence of God Almighty, let us vow to keep that 

faith even to the death.” 

Hair Isahag’s voice was broken as he spoke the 

last words, but the expression of his face was almost 

supernaturally beautiful. On his audience the effect 

of his words was instantaneous. The shrieks and 

cries were stopped. Nothing was heard except 

now and then a low sob as parents and children, 

brothers and sisters, husbands and wives, clung to 

each other in that last embrace, and bade each other 

farewell. 

It is a merciful thing that in times or great anxiety 

the feelings are deadened. Many fainted away 

entirely. The rest felt as if they were in a dream 

during that awful hour. They had no idea of time 

or place ; the minutes passed away unheeded—they 

might have been ages for all they knew. Their 

own voices, even the faces of their friends, seemed 

strange and unnatural. Then came the clattering or 

horses’ hoofs outside and loud voices that sounded 

like the rushing of great rivers. The wooden 

portals of the door shivered under a blow they had 

received. 

“Open ! ” cried a loud voice, “in the name of the 

Sultan, and become teslim ! ” 1 

1 Teslim = Surrendered. 
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“ We are teslim—we have no arms and no intention 

to fight.” 

Whose voice was it ? The people saw standing 

near the door a figure that was familiar to them, 

tall, commanding, robed in black and with flowing 

grey beard and hair. 

Several huge stones were hurled against the door. 

Were it not for the stones behind it would have been 

shivered into splinters. 

“Open this door and accept the True Faith, other¬ 

wise every one of you are dead dogs ! ” 

Once more the voice of Hair Isahag rose above the 

surging sounds. 

“You may break the door, you may kill us if you 

like, but nothing can make us deny the Faith ot 

Christ! ” 

Maddened with fury they began to cut at the door 

with their swords. In a few minutes it was hacked 

to pieces ; the stones came down with a crash, and 

the armed hordes rushed in like a pent-up torrent 

when it overflows its dam. 

Motionless as if he had been carved in stone, pale 

as marble, Hair Isahag kept his position beside the 

door—till the foremost Kurd crushed him down with 

one stroke of his nail-studded club. 

A shriek rose from the fugitives. The butchery 

was begun now ; soon a stream of blood was running 

down the courtyard. The bodies were heaped upon 

each other to clear a way for the executioners to 
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pass through. One shout rose clear and distinct 

above all the tumult—“Allahe s'evme Chrisdianlare 

kessin! ” Again and again it was raised until it 

had fired every true Believer with zeal for the 

Holy Work. 

In the middle of it all Vartan stood unarmed and 

defenceless, expecting every minute that his turn 

would come next; but to his surprise they passed 

by and left him untouched. What could be the 

reason ? Was it actually happening, or was he passing 

through all these scenes in a trance, so that they 

could not really touch him ? It seemed to him as 

if a sea with fantastic forms in it was roaring and 

surging around him. The terrific cries, the mangled 

bodies lying about, the blood-stained courtyard, made 

his brain reel. And still he was borne onwards by 

the howling multitudes. What were they shrieking 

out now ? “ The treasure !—tell us where it is, or 

we will burn the whole building down ! ” Vartan 

had a dim recollection of having heard something 

about a hidden treasure, though what it was he 

could not have said. But, merciful God, what 

was that group of dazzlingly white forms, with 

long golden hair that glittered in the sunlight and 

partly covered their naked limbs ? Were they angels 

sent down from Heaven to save the Holy Mother or 

God from insult ? Vartan raised his eyes towards the 

vision. What were those soldiers doing ? As the 

reality flashed upon him the blood rushed to his head. 
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He made a frantic effort to run towards them, but the 

crowd was too dense for him to move an inch, and 

he was borne on with it like a withered leaf on a 

torrent. 

Suddenly all grew dark. A scent was in the air 

that took him far back to the days when he was a 

little boy and used to wear a white surplice and sing 

in the church choir. Small points of light glimmered 

here and there, and gradually the face of the Blessed 

Virgin stood out pale and livid from the darkness. 

The jewelled tiara on her head threw a shadow over 

her brow, but her eyes burnt into Vartan’s heart as 

with her hand she pointed to the sword at her 

bleeding breast. “ A sword shall pass through thine 

own heart also.” It seemed to Vartan as if he heard 

her say the very words. Then an irreverent hand 

seized the tiara, and a minute later there was nothing 

left but a few shreds of canvas. 

“The treasure !—where is the treasure ? Damned 

priest, will you tell us ?-” 

“ The treasure is in the north wall of the porcelain 

room, near the door. Go and take it all, only spare 

what is sacred to God ! ” 

Hair Margos stood at the altar, bare-headed, one 

hand lying on an open Bible, the other holding a 

large silver crucifix. To Vartan’s fevered imagina¬ 

tion the light of the small oil lamps that swung above 

him seemed to form an auriole round his head. 

“-your cross ! Dare you hold it up to us like 
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that ? Throw it down, and accept the faith of Islam, 

or you shall die like the dog you are ! ” 

“ Die ! I do not fear death ; and from the faith or 

the Christ I have worshipped all these years you 

cannot part me, even though I have worshipped 

Him unworthily ! ” 

“No, but why should you die? You are young 

yet, you can enjoy life—it is a pity for you to be 

killed. Say the words after us—La illaha il Allah 

Mohammed Ressoul Oullah.”1 

The voice was persuasive, but the speaker was 

withered by the look of scorn that flashed from 

Hair Margos’s eyes. 

a See,” he said, holding up the crucifix, u is it much 

if I suffer death for a God that suffered this for 

me ? ” 

“ A God ! Dog, you blaspheme ! A God cannot 

suffer and die! Make haste and take back your 

word, or Allah will send fire down upon us all ! 

See, you need only lift one finger as a sign that you 

believe in the One True God ! ” 

The voices were getting louder and louder. Still 

Hair Margos was firm. 

“You may kill me if you like—you may tear me 

limb from limb, but I will never deny my Christ! ” 

Their fury had passed all bounds now. 

“ Men, what are you wasting time for ? Is there 

1 The Moslem creed : “ There are no gods but God : Mohammed is 

the Prophet of God.” 
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no petroleum here ? Quick ! let us see it we can 

make this beard burn ! ” 

Vartan made another wild effort to move forward, 

but it was useless. He could not even make his 

voice heard. The petroleum was soon found and 

brought, and Hair Margos was laid down on the 

floor. It was the last Vartan saw of him. Then 

the church was filled with smoke and the smell of 

burning hair and flesh. 

“ Your cross—your books. Ha, ha ! this is what 

we do with them ! Let your Christ see and avenge 

Himself! ” 

Vartan could not see what they were doing now. 

He felt sick and faint. Still he was borne onward. 

“To the porcelain room—the treasure!” they were 

crying out around him. But others had been quicker. 

The beautiful porcelain had been broken to pieces, the 

jar of gold discovered and carried off. Nothing was 

left in the room but a mass of rubbish. Before a 

broken looking-glass a Kurd was standing smiling 

complacently and trying to place his turban at the 

angle best suited to his particular style of beauty. 

Vartan’s lip curled as he passed him. Then he 

started as his eyes fell on his own reflection ; he 

had forgotten that he was in disguise. Except his 

face, he was the exact counterpart of the Kurd he 

was sneering at! This, then, was the reason why 

he had been spared. Courage and hope returned 

to him with the thought. “ Providence has pro- 

14 
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tected me,” he said ; “ I must go to Amida at 

once.” 

He was himself again. He began to push through 

the crowd. Inch by inch he worked his way towards 

the door of the courtyard. Suddenly he heard a voice 

he knew behind him. 

“ Spare me—I am a Moslem—La illaha il Allah 

Mohammed Ressoul Oullah! ” He turned round 

quickly and saw Jigare in the act of tying a white 

cloth around his fez—the symbol of Islamism. Jigare 

saw him too, and managed to make his way to him. 

“Vartan Effendi,” he said, as they went down the 

mountain together, “it was a sin, but what is the 

good of being killed for nothing ? We need men, 

and God will pardon me for saying those words.” 

Vartan smiled. 

“I sinned too, Jigare, but unconsciously,” he 

said. “ I daren’t say what I would have done if 

they had given me the choice. If one had only to 

think of one’s self it would be easy to decide, but 

what is to become of those that we leave ? ” 

Jigare understood what he meant. 

“May God have mercy,” he said, “and not look 

at our sins ! See, we are just in time—the mountain 

is smoking like a volcano. And I came to take 

you back to Amida ! ” 



CHAPTER XXVII 

THE ARRIVAL OF THE EXECUTIONERS 

Two whole days they had been pouring into the 

town like a river whose source is in regions of eternal 

ice and snow. Nadir Pasha, who knew their numbers 

as precisely as he knew the number of fingers he had 

on each hand, grew pale as he watched them from his 

window. Huge, massive, with glances that flashed 

like lightning from their eagle eyes, and armed with 

the weapons he himself had distributed to them two 

months ago, they rode through the town attended by 

swarms of their followers. The badge of the 

Hamidieh regiment glittered on their turbans ; the 

star and crescent floated above them on banners of 

every colour in the rainbow ; but it was the green 

flag of Islam which predominated—the standard ot 

the Sacred War for God and the Faith. Now that 

they had actually arrived Nadir Pasha did not feel 

quite easy. The exile was watching their arrival 

with him. 

“Zia Bey,” said the Vali, “what if these savages 
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do not find enough to satisfy them amongst the 

Christians, and turn upon us afterwards ? ” 

The exile shrugged his shoulders. 

“ Such a thing cannot happen,” he said, “ they are 

well under control ; besides, there are troops enough 

in the town in case of need.” 

Nadir Pasha was not satisfied. He frowned and 

walked up and down the room restlessly several times ; 

then he went to the window again. Still they were 

arriving. He crossed the room abruptly and called 

an attendant. 

“ Go and tell them from me to shut the gates or 

the city, so that no more Kurds may come in,” he 

said. cc Make haste.” 

The Vali’s order was obeyed, and night came. 

Nadir Pasha himself was unnerved by the sight of 

the men he had summoned to massacre the Armenians. 

What then must the feelings of the Armenians them¬ 

selves have been during those two days ? 

A group of men and women, their number scarcely 

distinguishable in the darkness, were standing on the 

doorstep of Mustapha Effendi’s house. They had 

knocked several times, but the door had not been 

opened yet. 

It was too dark for them to see a tall woman veiled 

in white looking cautiously out from a little window 

above the door. She stayed several minutes, as if 

trying to make sure who the people were on the door¬ 

step. Then she glided like a ghost through the large 
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stone rooms of the Selamlik and passed into the court¬ 

yard of the Hareme. Mustapha Effendi was lounging 

on the divan in her room. She bent over him and 

put her arms round his neck. 

“ My Effendi,” she said, “ it is Kasparian’s 

family at the door. You will take them in, will 

you not ? ” 

Her face was deathly pale, her eyes wild. He 

looked at her, an expression half amused, half scornful 

on his face. 

“ By Allah, it is funny ! ” he said. “ What is that 

to you that you should grow so pale and tremble ? Is 

there any likeness between you and them—any distant 

relationship that makes your heart burn for these 

Giaours ? ” He laughed ironically. 

Just then a veiled slave came in. 

“ Effendi,” she said, making a salaam, u they say 

there are some Giaours at the door begging for 

shelter. What answer is to be given ? ” 

“ What are they—men or women ? ” 

<c Both, I think.” 

Mustapha Effendi yawned. 

“ Let the men go to the Jehenem,” 1 he said, u but 

take the women and children in. Kasparian’s daughter 

is there too—the bride ? ” he added lazily. 

“ I do not know. I will send the Effendi’s message,” 

said the slave, saluting and retiring. 

Zekie had turned away from her husband to leave 

1 Jehenem — Hell. 
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the room. Coarse, brutal as he was, he was her 

husband now, and the insult to herself was terribly 

hard to bear. He knew perfectly well what she felt. 

“ Where are you going, Zekie ? ” he asked in the 

same sarcastic voice. “ I am sleepy ; come and sit by 

me and sing something to me.” 

Sleepy ! On a night like this, when God only knew 

the things that were going to be done, she must sing 

him to sleep with songs of love ! Zekie felt sick, but 

she had to obey. She was his, body and soul. He 

had bought her with a price. 

Meanwhile to the group waiting on the doorstep 

for Mustapha Effendi’s answer the minutes seemed 

ages. Suddenly the silence of the night was broken 

by the sound of solemn chanting that seemed to come 

from the skies above them. Soon another voice joined 

in, and then another, till the air was full of the weird 

strains. The fugitives looked at each other and 

turned a shade more ghastly. 

“It cannot be Yassi 1 they are just calling?” 

suggested Melikian. He knew perfectly well it was 

long past Yassi. 

“Yassi ! ” Dikran’s voice was ironical—even bitter. 

“ Melikian Effendi, I implore you, let us go back— 

we may be in time yet. I would rather trust in God 

and in our arms than take refuge in the house of a 

Turk. Believe me, they are not to be trusted.” 

“You are prejudiced, Dikran,” said Melikian, 

1 Yassi — The fifth call to prayer, an hour and a half after sunset. 
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shaking his head. “ Again and again Mustapha 

Effendi has promised your father shelter. Remember 

it is not for ourselves so much as for Yestere. Think 

of the threats that have been made against her, and be 

patient for her sake.” 

Patience was not one of Dikran’s virtues, but for 

the moment he contented himself with stamping on 

the ground and muttering, c< God grant that we may 

not be throwing her into it with our own hands ! ” 

The voices that had been clear as a bell were 

getting thick and confused. It was no longer the 

solemn muster-roll from the minarets that the fugitives 

heard ; it was the roaring and tumult of a great 

multitude of savage men, maddened like wild beasts 

at the scent of blood. 

Louder and louder grew the voices. Now the 

report of firearms was heard too. But what was it 

they were shouting out so wildly ? Gradually as 

they came nearer the fearful cry was distinguishable— 

u Allahe sevme Chrlsdianlare kessin ! ” 

“ Let him that loves God massacre the Christians ! ” 



CHAPTER XXVIII 

“ FOR THE LOVE OF GOD ! ” 

At last the door was opened. The Zaptie who 

appeared, lantern in hand, looked black and forbidding. 

His waistcoat was unbuttoned, his shirt floated loose 

like a smock. A curse was on his lips as he looked 

out. 

c< Giaour dogs, that you should come annoying us 

when we are in bed and asleep ! ” he muttered. cc Let 

those women and children come in if they want to ! ” 

Melikian put his foot on the door-step, but the 

Zaptie pushed him away roughly. 

u They said women ! ” he cried angrily. cc Don’t 

you understand human speech ? ” 

Poor Melikian was totally discomfited. 

“ What do you mean ? ” he asked. “ Your master 

himself told us to come here ! Surely there is some 

mistake. Did you give our names ? See, these are 

Bedros Effendi’s orphans ! ” 

“ Didn’t I say they might come in ? How many 

times do you want me to repeat it ? ” 
200 
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The man’s voice was getting more and more angry. 

“ And we ? where can we go ? They are nearly in 

the street now.” 

“ Go under the Jehenem, what do I care ? Here, 

if those women are coming ! ” 

The man seized Yestere by the arm. Dikran 

sprang forward. 

“Villain ! ” he cried. “ Dog, Turk, how dare you 

touch my sister ? I would teach you, only I know 

she will fall into your filthy hands if anything happens 

to me ! Melikian Effendi, I am taking my sister 

home ; are you ready to come with us now ? ” 

Dikran had already dragged his sister a few steps 

away from the door. The Zaptie made a movement 

as if to follow, then a look of contemptuous pity came 

over his face. “ It’s not worth while to fight with 

dead dogs,” he muttered. “ Your end has come as 

it is. 

He went in and slammed the door. There was 

nothing for the others to do but to follow Dikran. 

It was only a few minutes’ walk to Bedros Effendi’s 

house. Once there they would be among their own 

people, and safe for the moment ; but would they be 

able to get there in time ? 

The shouts and cries were getting nearer. It 

sounded like the raging of the sea. The voices 

were confused, the report of firearms was heard every 

minute. Suddenly a man rushed past them like the 

wind. 
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“ Fly ! ” he shouted. <c What are you doing here ? 

They are killing every Christian they meet! The 

streets are full of dead bodies ! ” 

Fly! but how fly with women and children to 

drag along ? The words seemed to have taken the 

last spark of hope and courage out of them. Ah, but 

it was so near, so near now—a few steps more and 

they would be safe. . . . Pale, silent they tried to 

press on ; it was as if their feet were weighted with 

lead. 

A blaze of torch-light and a yell burst upon them. 

“ There are some Giaours trying to run away ! Kill 

the men, and the women and children will be ours ! 

Fire ! Ya Allah ! ” 

The shots fell around the fugitives like hail. Some¬ 

body fell—it was difficult to tell who, in the darkness 

and confusion. A minute later they were surrounded. 

The end had come. All was lost, but as long as he 

had life Dikran would fight for his mother and sister. 

He pulled Yestere’s veil closer over her face. Then 

he drew his dagger from his belt and placed himself in 

front of her. But which of them was he to face ? 

They were everywhere—all around. 

There are some scenes that cannot be described. 

Even those who were passing through it could not 

have told what their feelings were afterwards. It was 

a series of horrible dissolving views, changing and 

changing before their eyes. One thing Yestere 

saw that Dikran did not. A Kurd with his gun on 
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his shoulder, levelled at her brother. With a wild 

shriek she tried to move him away, but it was too late. 

The next minute he had fallen. 

All seemed to grow dark and vague. Then 

Yestere was conscious of being dragged forcibly 

away by one of the Kurds. What was it ? Oh 

God, had it come to this, too, then ? 

The grasp that held her was like an iron hand-cuft 

on her wrist. She struggled to break loose, and nearly 

broke her arm in the struggle. It was the strength of 

despair. 

“ They will tread him under foot ! ” she cried in a 

hollow voice. “ He is not dead yet . . . oh, for the 

love of God let me stay with him ! ” 

“ Yestere, you must come with me ; I will see to 

him afterwards.” 

Whose voice was it ? It was familiar to her, but 

she could not recall anything. Just then Dikran 

stirred for the first time since he had fallen, and opened 

his eyes. One more struggle and Yestere was on the 

ground beside him, bending over him to catch his 

words. 

“ Mother,” he said faintly, “ I am dying—you can 

do nothing for me . . . leave me and take care of 

Yestere . . . Vartan . . . take her to a safe place.” 

“ Vartan ! ” Yestere looked up quickly at the Kurd, 

and who it was that had tried to take her away flashed 

upon her like lightning. Yet, even then it was only 

by sheer force that he was able to drag her away from 
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her brother’s side. Trembling, and completely 

unnerved as she was, she was no easy weight to drag 

through the crowds that were thronging on every side. 

Alone Vartan would have been unable to do it ; but 

he was not quite alone. Jigare was with him. Pass¬ 

ing for Kurds, both of them, they managed to make 

their way through the confusion till they reached 

Bedros Effendi’s street, where the Armenians were in 

position. Jigare and Vartan were recognised and 

welcomed at once, but they could not stay to join 

the defence just then. Vartan took Yestere into the 

houses and gave her in charge of the women who were 

gathered there. Then, without even vouchsafing a 

word of answer to their inquiries about the others, he 

rushed out, ordered three or four strong Armenians 

from the front to follow him, and once more made for 

the place where he had found the fugitives. But 

where were they ? When he reached the spot there 

was no trace of either dead, wounded, or living 

Armenian. The ground was red, that was all. 

“ Let him that loves God massacre the Christians !” 

For three days and three nights the cry was repeated 

in the street of Amida until the town was turned into 

a great slaughter-house. It is hard enough for a man 

that acknowledges the evil of his ways and repents to 

do right ; but how about the man who calls evil good, 

and good evil ; who stamps his wickedness with the 

Holy Name of God ? What hope is there of him ? 
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Those three whole days the Kurds and Turks worked 

their will in Amida unchecked—none asked them 

what they were doing. The dead lying unburied in 

the streets were being disposed of by the dogs. 

Already they were past identification. On the 

evening of the third day it was only one small quarter 

inhabited exclusively by Armenians that was still 

unscathed. 

The brave little band or men were still in their 

position. The street that crossed the one that they 

were defending was full of dead Kurds, shot down by 

those at the windows and upon the house-tops. But 

the Hamidiehs were pushing them back. Their 

ammunition was nearly at an end, and a large number 

of their friends had fallen, so that they could not hope 

to hold out much longer. Still they were deep enough 

to make it difficult for the destroyers to force their 

way in. They had to fight it out step by step—to 

cut down the front rank and pass over their bodies on 

to the next. 

Suddenly a bright light shot up behind the 

Armenians. All eyes were turned towards it. A 

column or smoke and flame was rising up into the 

darkened heavens throwing a lurid glow far around. 

Every one knew where it came from—the bazaars had 

been set fire to. Their fate appeared sealed now ; in 

a few hours the fire would destroy them if the 

Kurds did not. 

The roaring of the flames was terrific. All the 
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petroleum in the town must have been poured out to 

make them spread so quickly. Already they could 

feel the heat on their faces. . . . 

Onward the Kurds pushed until they reached 

Bedros Effendi’s house. A group of men were still 

around the entrance trying to guard it. The firelight 

fell on their faces ; death was in their dilated eyes, 

though still their livid lips were firmly set. 

But it was no difficult matter now for the Kurds to 

cut them down and pass into the house. One by one 

they went in. Suddenly one of them stopped, his 

bare dagger in his hand, and bent down to look into 

the face of the man he was about to stab—a man 

dressed very like himself. He laughed—a loud, fiendish 

laugh in the midst of all that death. 

“ Aha,” he said, u is it you Jigare—you who can 

make Kurdish chiefs curse their Faith ? You shall 

learn how to do it again when I have made you curse 

your Cross ! ” 

Jigare had lost his weapon. He was perfectly 

helpless. He crossed his arms and threw his head 

back. 

“ And did you think,” he said coolly,cc that I was 

afraid of death ?—I who have played with it all my 

life ? It is only Kurds that are cowards. If I had my 

sword I would make you kourban to my Cross.” 

Hassan Agha—for it was he—was furious. He 

hurled himself against Jigare and thrust him through 

and through with his dagger. 
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“ Here,” he cried, “ here is the nest of them—the 

patriots—the deliverers of Armenia ! Cursed dogs, 

our Government was not good enough for you, so you 

asked the Frangues to give you beylikJ Let them 

help you now if they can !—here, this is Dajad their 

leader ! ” 

Dajad trembled visibly, and quick as thought passed 

a white handkerchief round his fez. 

“ Ah, no ! ” he cried, “ I am a Mussulman like 

yourself—La illahe il Allah, Mohammed Ressoul Oullah.” 

A white-turbaned Turkish priest sauntered smilingly 

up—as if he were walking into a coffee-house. 

“Aha, Dajad,” he said ; “it was not enough for you 

to be a traitor to your king while you were alive ; now 

that you see death you are a traitor to your faith as 

well ! ” 

“ I ? Allah knows that I was never a traitor to the 

king—the Vali Pasha will tell you that it was I who 

let them know of Vartan’s treachery-” 

There was no time for Dajad to finish his sentence. 

The dagger was sheathed in his heart, and with a 

hideous shriek he fell. 

Once more before he was trampled under foot a 

gleam of firelight fell on the ghastly, distorted face. 

But there was no one to stop and catch the last words 

his lips were trying to form in the death-agony. “ It 

was for your sake I sinned. ... I lost my soul— 

Yestere. . . .** 

1 Beylik — Lordship. Used for autonomy. 
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With lightning rapidity one of the watchers on the 

roof of the house left his post and jumped a height of 

some twenty feet into the courtyard—at such times 

only one sees what one is capable of doing. He 

dashed into the house before any of the Kurds had got 

in. A girl with a deadly pale face came towards 

him from the crowd of men and women crouching 

together in one corner of the room. She said nothing; 

it was in her eyes that he read the question she wanted 

to ask. Like one beside himself, he threw his arms 

around her. 

“ No, no, my love, my darling,” he said passion¬ 

ately, “ not that ... I will have the courage to save 

you from it—even if it costs me my soul ! ” . . . 

“ Mu—ho ! ” 

“The plague take you—what is it ? ” 

“ Come at once—she is here, but there is a man, a 

Kurd, with her ; if the Agha sees we shall lose our 

reward. Quick, before he gets in.” 

u By the holy beard of Mohammed. . . . Give 

that woman to us, she is too beautiful for you to have.” 

Vartan hurled himself forward madly.” 

“ Dogs ! ” he cried. “ Will you go away and leave 

my wife ? You come near her at your peril ! ” 

cc Aha, your wife ? Since when have you married 

an Armenian wife ? Get away at once, this girl is for 

our Agha.” 

Vartan’s revolver was in his hand ; he fired, and 

one of the Kurds fell. Then something cut into 
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his face and seemed to blind him for a minute. When 

he opened his eyes again he saw Yestere being dragged 

away towards the door. Her eyes were turned 

towards him in agony ; she knew it was he, but she 

could hardly recognise him with the hideous sword- 

gash across his face. He remembered the promise he 

had made her a few minutes ago, and pointed his 

revolver at her, but before he had time to fire a blow 

on the leg laid him helpless on the floor. A moment 

later she had disappeared from his sight. 

The room was swarming now with Turks and 

Kurds. Carpets, rugs and furniture were being 

cleared out with marvellous quickness. A red 

stream was running down the floor. It rose in the 

corner where the Armenians had been huddled 

together. A piercing shriek rose from that corner 

full of fearful things. Utterly wretched and in¬ 

different to everything around him as Vartan was, 

he could not help seeing what was being done. A 

girl whom he recognised as Yestere’s cousin, Araxe, 

was sitting on the floor rocking herself to and fro 

in anguish. On her knee lay the headless body ot 

a child. Vartan saw two or three ruffians coming 

towards her and knew by the look on their faces 

that her fate too was sealed. So did another young 

man. He threw himself over as if to protect her. 

Vartan could see no more, for the Kurds had closed 

them in. But a few minutes afterwards when the 

place was cleared he saw the young man’s body lying 

15 
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beside his child’s, and across his breast was a woman’s 

small white arm, cut off from the elbow. 

Vartan sickened and closed his eyes. 

“ Yes, but what,” he murmured ; <c they are much, 

much happier than we—he did not live to see it, and 

she will not live long in dishonour maimed like that. 

Ah, Yestere, Yestere, would to God that we too had 

died ! My bride, my beautiful, innocent bride ! 

Where are you now ? Oh that you had never 

been born ! ” 

His anguish was terrific. He writhed about rrom 

side to side on the floor, regardless of the pain in his 

leg. Oh why did these passers-by not trample over 

him and finish him ? Why was it that there seemed 

to be a charm over his life—that the curse was written 

on his forehead—he must live ? 

Suddenly he stayed still. They had talked or 

Hassan Agha. Who was Hassan Agha ? Surely he 

had had to do with him before ? Ah ! . . . 

Little by little the remembrance of a spring evening 

some time ago dawned upon him. He had had a 

row with Hassan Agha—he did not exactly know 

about what, but Yestere had had something to do with 

it. Once the clue found, the scenes he had been 

passing through since began gradually to unravel 

themselves before his mind—the wedding with its 

lights and sounds, the prison, the meeting with 

Yestere one night in the village, the monastery of 

Arghani, the massacre there, and then these last three 
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days in Amida—they all glided past him as if with 

the sound of rainy winds and rushing waters. . . . 

And what was that voice repeating and repeating 

above it all now ? “ Let no more plunder and 

bloodshed go on after this! Whoever disobeys 

this command will be severely punished ! ” Surely 

all the pain and sorrow he had been dreaming of 

was over now, and it was rest at last. 

Three mornings later a string of mules and horses 

was at the door of a small house where all the spoil 

that had fallen to Hassan Agha’s share had been 

deposited. The animals were being loaded with 

bundles of bedding, bags and boxes, and all sorts of 

things. Presently a limp, trembling little figure 

covered with a white veil was brought out and tied 

on to one of the animals. Hassan Agha mounted his 

horse, and the long caravan started, its bells ringing as 

merrily as those of a wedding procession should. 

They took the road that lay through the Armenian 

cemetery. Close by some men were digging a great 

pit. A cart full of dead bodies was beside them. 

Yestere shuddered as her eyes fell on it—something 

was moving in that ghastly heap. 

“For God’s sake, I am alive ! ” a faint voice was 

saying : “ Kill me first, at least! ” 

“ Oh, you’ll soon be dead now, so it won’t make 

much difference,” was the mocking rejoinder. “ It is 

vassak 1 for us to kill Giaours.” 

1 Yassak = Forbidden. 
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A shriek rose from somewhere in the caravan— 

so wild, so piercing that the dying youth turned his 

head towards it. It was his sister’s face that he saw, 

white and livid, the mouth open, the eyes fixed on him 

in a glassy stare. Two Kurds were holding her in 

her place on the horse. 

The caravan passed on. 



CHAPTER XXIX 

LIFE IN A KURDISH HARIiME 

The November sun was bending towards the western 

horizon, bathing everything in the liquid, transparent 

gold of its beams. The gaunt Taurus mountains 

glowed with unwontedly brilliant colours where the 

light fell on them, while the shadows looked soft and 

misty as a dream in the pearly haze that pervaded the 

atmosphere. The trees that adorned this basin in the 

heart ot the hills were resplendent in their autumn 

tints of gold, brown and yellow. The infant Tigris 

rushed over its rocky bed, a clear, foaming mountain 

stream. Altogether the scenery was beautiful, but 

extremely wild and lonely. 

At first sight there would seem to be no sign of life 

in the valley except a flock of sheep grazing on the 

mossy turf beside the streamlet. But on looking 

closer one would have seen that what had first seemed 

to be a heap of debris that had rolled down the 

mountain-side was in reality a Kurdish village. 
213 
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The houses—if such they might be called— 

were about five feet high, built of rough, unhewn 

stone. There were no windows, for they were 

meant to be inhabited during the winter months 

only, and the object was to keep them as warm as 

possible. 

This year the Kurds of the village had settled down 

for the winter rather earlier than usual, but the place 

had a very deserted appearance on this particular 

afternoon. The lion-like village watch-dogs were 

basking lazily in the sunshine ; a few fowls were 

strutting about making a great clacking and hunt¬ 

ing for food ; half a dozen miserably dirty, squalid 

children, either altogether naked or draped with rags, 

were messing about, and occasionally a woman would 

come out on to some door-step and look down the 

valley. • 
One of these last was very tall and remarkable- 

looking. She was dressed in Kurdish costume. 

Baggy, pink-and-white striped trousers, a large red 

turban, and a coarse white muslin veil, passed under 

her chin and fastened under her turban. Her hair 

hung down her back in fifteen or twenty long plaits. 

Her feet were bare, and hardened with walking over 

rough roads, but the heavy silver bracelets and anklets 

she wore showed that she was a person of rank in the 

village. A small turquoise ornament fastened on to 

one side of her nose served as a charm to ward off the 

Evil Eye. 
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Her dark sunburnt face was very interesting—as is 

every intelligent face in its uncultured state—there is 

so much of wild-beast grandeur in it. Her features 

were fine. Her fiery black eyes would sparkle 

sometimes with the fearless daring of an angry lioness, 

and sometimes as some gentler mood swayed her 

soul they would grow soft with a dreamy, far-away 

look, as if pleasant memories were called up in her 

mind. 

Evidently she was expecting something. She would 

come to the door, and shading the rays of the sun off 

her eyes with her hand would look down the valley as 

far as she could see. Then she would turn back into 

the hovel with a disappointed look. 

At last the sound of distant caravan-bells came from 

the lower end of the valley. The woman was quick 

to hear it. She came out once more and listened 

intently. Then as the first horseman appeared in 

a bend of the road she called out something in 

Kurdish, and began to walk quickly towards the 

approaching caravan. In answer to her call several 

other Kurdish women came out of their houses and 

joined her. 

Nearer and nearer came the sound of the bells, and 

then the horsemen were heard singing a wild moun¬ 

tain song, musical only to those who could understand 

its melody. 

The women drew up on one side of the ro ad to let 

the caravan pass. 
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It was a procession of some fifty or a hundred 

mounted Kurds. Hassan Agha rode in front, his 

lance in his hand, his white woollen cloak thrown 

carelessly over his shoulder. His wife’s heart 

swelled as she watched his haughty, disdainful 

bearing. He reined his arch-necked horse in to 

speak to her. 

“ Peace be with you, Ayeshe,” he said. M How are 

the children ? Are they well ? ” 

She bent to the ground to make him a salaam. 

“ They kiss your hands, my Agha,” she answered, 

“and are the better for your arrival. Irish' Allah * 

the Almighty has prospered your expedition.” 

“ Yes, Allah gave us success,” answered Hassan 

Agha with a grateful sigh. “ I have brought you 

fine dresses, my Ayeshe, and ornaments such as you 

have never seen before in your life. But,” he added, 

smiling and looking more closely at her, “ there is 

something else which I think will not please you so 

well. I have brought you a Kouma, 2 a Christian girl 

with eyes more beautiful than yours. But I cannot 

stop to tell you about her now—follow us to the village 

and you will see.” 

Ayeshe’s glowing face had turned deadly pale, but 

her husband did not trouble himself to stop and ask 

why it was. For a second her heart stopped beating. 

1 Insti Allah — God willing. 

2 Kouma = The different wives of a Mussulman are each other’s 

“ Koumas,” 
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It seemed as if mountains, trees and horsemen were 

reeling round her. The husband who had loved her 

and been faithful to her alone for ten or twelve years 

had brought home a second bride, and that a Giaour 

girl ! Oh the insult, the humiliation of it for her, the 

daughter of a Kurdish chief as great and strong as 

Hassan Agha himself! 

She stayed motionless till the horsemen had passed 

by ; then as the string ot mules and horses arrived she 

threw one glance out of the corner of her eye to see 

what the hated rival was like. But the minute her 

eyes fell on Yestere’s sorrowful face she knew that her 

day was over. 

The Kouma was more beautiful than she, and 

while that angel face was by she knew that she 

could never hold the place she used to in her 

husband’s heart. Even savages have an instinctive 

appreciation of what is pure and refined. And Ayeshe 

understood this, though she could not have put it 

into words herself. 

Her first impulse was to run away and hide in the 

caves of the mountains, so that she might not see 

what was harder for her than death—another woman 

loved by the man whom she adored with all the wild¬ 

ness and passion of her untamed heart. Then she 

changed her mind, and with set lips and drawn brows 

went towards the village. She was alone. Her 

companions had followed their husbands without 

waiting for her. 
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All was in commotion at the village when Ayeshe 

arrived. The Kurds were in high spirits, singing, 

shouting, and jesting with each other as they unloaded 

the animals. Not daring to venture near, the chil¬ 

dren were frisking about at a respectful distance, 

wondering whether any of the contents of those bags 

and boxes would fall to their share ; and the watch¬ 

dogs, that would have torn any stranger coming near 

the village to pieces, were jumping on their masters 

with short, sharp barks of joy. 

Yestere was taken off her horse and given into 

the charge of two servant-girls, who were told to 

dress her in bridal crimson for the night. They took 

her into a half underground cell and proceeded to 

obey. 
Meanwhile Ayeshe was sitting alone in a corner or 

the large, dark dwelling-room, a place separated from 

the stables by a few planks of wood. She sat leaning 

her chin on her hand, her elbow on her knees, taking 

notice of nothing that went on around her. A little 

girl nine years old crept up to her and touched her 

arm. 

“ Mother,” she said under her breath, “ did you see 

the new bride ? They have dressed her so smartly. Is 

she a Giaour, mother ? ” 

A sharp slap fell on the child’s face, and Ayeshe 

was alone once more. 

Night came. The various members of the house¬ 

hold lounged in, spread their beds on the floor, and 
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one by one began to snore. Nobody asked for her, 

none inquired after her ; she seemed to have been 

completely forgotten. The bitterness of death was 

in her heart. She suppressed a groan that rose 

in her breast, so as not to betray herself. Then 

she heard a voice outside in the passage sobbing 

and begging pitifully to be spared this last greatest 

sorrow, now that all her friends were dead and 

she was left alone. . . . She heard her beg to be 

killed instead — if not to be used as a servant. 

She would be their slave, their dog ; all she asked 

was to be spared that shame. Then Hassan Agha’s 

voice called angrily to the servants to bring the 

girl in quickly. A door was closed, and all was 

silent. 

Morning dawned, and Hassan Agha rode off* on 

another expedition with some of his men. The 

women set about their work as soon as it was light 

—milking the cows and sheep, making butter and 

cheese, spinning coarse cloth, and preparing different 

kinds of food for the winter. 

Yestere’s face was unutterably sad. Ayeshe looked 

at her as a snake looks at the lamb it is going to crush. 

Die Yestere must ; but how ? She dared not poison 

her ; but as she looked at the girl’s thin, pale cheeks, 

and almost transparent hands, she knew that death 

had sealed her already. All that remained for her to 

do was to hasten the process. This delicate hanum1 

1 Hanum = Lady. 
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shall work like a Kurdish woman, and it she does not 

work she shall be made to suffer. Ayeshe was still 

mistress in the hareme, for the new bride was only a 

child and a slave. 

And Yestere did work, until often she was on 

the point of fainting with fatigue and exhaustion. 

The tears would blind her as for a minute the 

thought of her father would come into her mind. 

If he could have seen her now—his only daughter 

that he had loved so tenderly—shamed, degraded, 

and turned into the slave of a brutish Kurd. But it 

was only for a minute ; fortunately for her she had 

no time to think, and, indeed, almost no feeling 

left. She went through her day’s work in a dull, 

mechanical sort of way. It was as if her brain 

had been hardened into lead and could not work any 

more. 

It was only on the rare occasions when she was 

allowed to sleep in Ayeshe’s place with the servants 

and children that she could think of the past. Then 

in the darkness of the night everything would come 

back to her with terrible force and reality—that night 

when she had lost all that was dear to her. Her sweet, 

beautiful mother, what had become of her ? was she 

too—Yestere could go no further with the horrible 

thought. Happy — a thousand times happy—were 

her father’s eyes that had been spared the sight of all 

this ! And where was her baby brother Aram ? Oh 

God, was she never, never to see any of them again ? 
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Were they all dead, and only she left to live this 

hateful life ? 

The hot, burning tears would burst out at the 

thought of her bitter shame and reproach—of the 

brutal love she was forced to submit to from the 

man who filled her with loathing. Ah, why had 

she, too, not been killed and spared it ? She 

would pass the whole night in crying and sobbing, 

until, overpowered by the strain, she would pant 

for breath. 

Two months passed away. Winter had set in 

with all the severity of a mountain climate. The 

hills around were covered with snow. Icy winds 

blew down the ravines and pierced through the cracks 

in the walls of the houses, making the already cheer¬ 

less interior bitterly cold and dreary. There was no 

fireplace in the room; the smoke was supposed to 

escape from a small opening in the centre of the room 

when the fire was lighted. 

Ayeshe and the other women did not seem to mind 

the cold ; they walked bare-footed over the frozen 

snow with as much pleasure as they had walked over 

the grass in the summer. But when they made 

Yestere go out bare-foot into the woods to gather 

sticks, her feet were cut and bruised with the 

snow, and there were red stains in her footprints 

here and there, if only there had been any one to 

notice or care. But for the Kurdish women it was 

all sport. 
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“ Oh,” they said, laughing, tc we know you 

are a hanum from Amida ; you are not a Kurd 

like us.” 

Meanwhile all this was telling severely on her 

health. A slight cough which she had had since 

the beginning of the summer had grown very 

frequent and harassing. Her languid eyes and 

white cheeks would glow with an unnatural brilli¬ 

ancy in the evenings ; and Hassan Agha, who 

only saw her then, flattered himself that his newly- 

acquired treasure was growing more and more 

beautiful. 

One afternoon the women and children were sitting 

together in the dwelling-room. Yestere sat apart 

from the rest, bending over some sewing that had 

been given her to do. The room was so full or 

smoke that one could hardly see across it. Ayeshe 

opened her lips with a curse. 

w Where is that Giaour,” she said, bending her 

head down and peering through the gloom. “ Do 

you hear me, girl ? This wood is wet and won’t 

burn ; go out quickly and bring me some 

sticks.” 

Yestere rose to obey. She went into the shed and 

took up a large, heavy armful of faggots. The 

exertion brought on a fit of violent coughing, and 

a stream of blood rushed from her mouth. She felt 

faint and giddy, and sank down upon the cold, damp 

earth. 
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How long she stayed there she did not know. It 

was a soft, childish voice that roused her. 

“Poor Yestere,” it said in broken Turkish—Yestere 

had not learned Kurdish yet—“you are not well ; let 

me take the wood in for you.” 

It was ZarifF, Ayeshe’s eldest daughter. Sud¬ 

denly remembering that if the slave ran away 

she would suffer for having sent her out alone, 

Ayeshe had told her daughter to go and see what 

made her take such a long time about bringing the 

wood in. 

Yestere had almost forgotten what it was to be 

spoken kindly to. All the bitterness of her heart 

melted away before the child’s sympathy. 

“ Thank you, my rose,” she said, getting up, “ but 

I think I had better take it in myself, as they told 

me to.” 

She tried to lift the wood once more, but it was too 

much for her after what had just happened, so she had 

to give a part of it to ZarifF, and submit to a scolding 

for laziness when she got in. 

The winter days wore away, and gradually signs 

of early spring began to appear. The snow 

on the lower slopes of the hills melted and formed 

thousands of little streamlets that ran into the 

Tigris, swelling it into a foaming, roaring torrent. 

The grass was golden-green. Irises, crocuses, 

hyacinths, and other early spring flowers sprang 

up from the ground as if by magic as soon as 
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the snow was melted. The woods were full of 

the scent of violets and the songs of birds. Every¬ 

thing was waking up to life and joy, but no ray 

of hope or joy gleamed on Yestere’s darkened 

horizon. For her the change of season could bring 

no gladness. 

Only once a stranger Kurd rode up to the village 

and asked if he could see Hassan Agha on business. 

The Agha happened to be away at the time, and the 

stranger was made to wait in the dwelling-room, with 

a liberal supply of cream and daoux before him. He 

glanced at Yestere several times while he was waiting, 

but no one ever knew all he said to Hassan Agha 

during their interview. It was a stormy one, how¬ 

ever, and that evening as the Kurd was leaving the 

Agha’s voice accompanied him to the end of the 

village. 

“Tell those dead dogs,” he howled, “that even if 

they bring five hundred soldiers from the Government 

against me, all they will get is her corpse. A year 

ago I had sworn to have her ; do they think I will 

give her up so easily ? ” 

Yestere understood enough Kurdish now to 

know it concerned herself; but who had sent this 

Kurd to ask about her ? Could it possibly be that 

some of her friends were alive and were trying to 

reach her? but — and once more the bitterness 

of death came over her—even if they did get 

1 Daou — A kind of curdled milk, very refreshing in hot weather. 
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her back, what then ? What happiness could there 

be for her in going home shamed and degraded ? 

Who would look on her face again ? She would 

only be an eyesore to her mother; her husband, 

if he were alive, would turn away from her with 

loathing. . . . 

Soon after this visit the Kurds began to make 

preparations for leaving the village for the summer, 

and one morning horses, donkeys and cows were 

loaded with the black tents and other necessaries ; 

then the whole community marched out in patri¬ 

archal fashion, driving their flocks and herds before 

them. They roamed over hills and valleys; over 

grassy, interminable plains, blue as the cloudless 

skies with wild flowers in some places, crimson 

in others, and golden in others. They pitched 

their tents for a few days wherever the pasturage 

seemed most luxuriant; then they moved on some¬ 

where else. So the weeks wore on till summer 

was at its height. The harvests were gathered in, 

and the fields stretched brown and bare away into 

the distance. All the grass had been burnt up 

by the scorching sun, and the cattle had to content 

themselves with eating hay and stubble — unless 

they were fortunate enough to come across a patch 

of green by some little stream. It was unbearably 

hot in the day time. Even under the black tents, 

where the faintest breeze could be felt, there was 

very little air. 

16 
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And now another trial—the climax of all—was 

about to overtake Yestere. 

It was when the autumn rains had begun to 

fall and the nights were growing chill and windy, 

and as she lay awake in the tent watching the 

heaps of stubble burning here and there on the 

plains, she prayed to God that she might not live 

through it. 

They took no pity on her ; they did not even 

give her a cup of cold water to cool her burning 

lips. Even Hassan Agha seemed suddenly to have 

tired of his toy ; he never inquired after her, 

or noticed that she was away from the group of 

women that went on their daily business. And 

Ayeshe was quick to seize her opportunity and 

fill his ears with slanderous stories against the 

Giaour. 

There was only one person who cared. Ever 

since the day when ZarifF had helped her to bring 

the wood in from the shed, a warm affection had 

grown up between the two. The child was seldom 

far from her side and would do all she could 

to soothe and comfort her; then she would ask 

questions about Yestere’s home and about the 

Christians — Giaours she innocently called them 

without understanding the real meaning of the word 

and the insult meant by it. 

“ Yestere,” she would ask wonderingly, “how 

is it that you are always so sweet and patient ? 
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If a Kurdish woman had been in your place she 

would either have stabbed or poisoned the people 

that treated her as we treat you. Is there anything 

in your Din1 that teaches you to be so good and 

gentle ? ” 

1 Din = Faith. 



CHAPTER XXX 

“ PERFECT TRANQUILLITY ” 

A year had passed away since the massacres in 

Armenia. Those “ atrocities ” had caused a good deal 

of talk in the world—especially in Europe ; but on 

second thoughts the Powers had discovered that it 

would be infringing the laws of justice and humanity 

if they interfered in the private affairs of other 

nations. Consequently the Christians in Turkey 

were once more left to the tender mercies of the 

Turks. 

However, the Turkish papers had long ago 

announced that “owing to the wise measures adopted 

by His Majesty perfect tranquillity now reigned 

everywhere throughout the Empire ; ” and the 

European papers had copied them. True in August, 

1896, another massacre had taken place in Constanti¬ 

nople, but of course it was only the inevitable con¬ 

sequence of an attack made upon the Ottoman Bank ; 

if there were some Armenians audacious enough to 
228 
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attempt such things, it was only natural that ten 

thousand men, women and children should be killed 

for it! Then there had been massacres in Egin, 

Divrick, Siverek and some other places, but of course 

they were all provoked by the Armenians in much 

the same way; the Turks were perfectly guiltless. 

It was the will of Allah that evil doers should be 

punished. 

Any one travelling through Armenia and the 

provinces of Asiatic Turkey would have confirmed 

the assertion of the newspapers that perfect tranquillity 

reigned in the country: the charred, blackened ruins 

of what had once been happy homes ; the silence and 

desolation that oppressed the senses at every turn ; 

the demolished churches, appealing voicelessly to God 

from the dust and ashes they had been laid in—all 

showed plainly that there was no exaggeration in the 

assertion : the peace and tranquillity of Death reigned 

over the whole country. 

One more glance at Amida before all this hideous¬ 

ness is forgotten as a dream when one awaketh, the 

exaggerated imagination of a fevered brain, that cannot 

possibly exist in reality but vanishes at the first streak 

of dawn. 

The black walls stand just as they used to—no 

battering-rams or engines of destruction have been 

employed against them in this fin-de-siecle massacre. 

The orchards are decked out as gaily as ever in their 

gaudy autumn robes, and in the valley beneath the 
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Tigris flows placidly on ; no sign betrays that 

a year ago it ran crimson with blood and swallowed 

up in its depths numbers of innocent women and 

children who preferred death to dishonour. Outside 

the town there are only the ruins of a little Christian 

village on the further bank of the river to tell the 

tale. 

But inside it is different. The thoroughfares are 

almost deserted. Business is at a stand-still, for all 

the bazaars have been burnt to the ground, and 

now that the Armenians are almost exterminated 

for whom are they to be rebuilt, and who is to build 

them ? 

Very few people are to be seen about the streets. 

Most of the formerly well-to-do Christians who sur¬ 

vived the massacres have left the country to seek 

refuge amongst strangers in a strange land ; or rather 

to wander about on strange seas, driven from one 

country to another, finding no place to rest the soles 

of their feet. Others are reduced to penury. Now 

and then a group of Turks pass by, some with grave 

looks and shakes of the head. After all, killing 

Giaours does not pay as well as they thought. All 

this stagnation is beginning to affect their fortunes 

as well. 

Occasionally, too, shadowy forms draped from head 

to foot with sacking may be seen flitting about here and 

there, or an ashen, haggard face looks wistfully at the 

passing stranger and some maimed limb is thrust out 
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to ask for charity. Then, as the clanking of a sword 

is heard close by, it darts away as quickly as it had 

appeared, leaving a haunting, uncomfortable remem¬ 

brance behind. 

It was a dark, stormy evening. A young man was 

walking alone on the edge of the cliff above the 

river. Without minding the threatening weather 

and the wind howling around him he was pressing 

forward as fast as he could, farther and farther away 

from the town. There was something desperate in 

his look, as if he were trying to escape from himselr 

—from some gnawing and unbearable thought that 

maddened him. 

There was also a slight, almost imperceptible limp 

in his walk, and a large scar disfigured his left cheek, 

but he was not too much altered to be recognised : 

the young man was Vartan. 

He hurried onward, not caring where he was going. 

It seemed rather as if a fate was dragging him on into 

the looming darkness. 

And what more was there for him to care about ? 

What difference could anything have made to him 

now ? He would have welcomed death ; how many, 

many times he had wished that they had left him to 

die when he lay wounded on the floor in Bedros 

Effendi’s house that night ! He could just remember 

the feeling of rest that gradually crept over his senses 

before they were altogether numbed—the long sigh 
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of relief at the thought that all was over and he would 

feel nothing more. 

When he next opened his eyes it seemed to him as 

if he were in a different world. He could not account 

for the change he saw—the bare floor, the filthy, 

ragged bedding. His father looked ten years older, 

his mother’s eyes were almost blind with shedding 

tears. Then suddenly the truth flashed upon him, 

and he lay crushed beneath it. 

It was not in one day that he heard all the stories 

of those three days and nights. His brother, whom 

he had not had the opportunity of seeing since his 

return from exile, had been killed at the same time 

as Dikran Kasparian. His mother and Mariam 

Hanum, had been dragged by the Turkish soldiers 

from mosque to mosque, from Khan to Khan. 

Vartan hid his face in the pillow as they told him 

about it; but it was only when he saw Mariam 

Hanum that he realised the full horror of it all. 

Her hair was snow-white. Her grey eyes looked at 

him vacantly for a minute, then suddenly burnt 

with a strange, wild fire. 

“ My children,” she cried, rushing at him ; “ where 

are they ? You promised to look after Dikran—you 

took Yestere away. What did you do with them, 

you false coward, you scoundrel ? They are lost, 

lost, all of them !—even my little Aram, my angel, 

either cut to pieces or made the slave—the worse 

than slave—of those godless men ! Where are 
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they ? It is only you who know, and you will 

not tell me ! ” 

Vartan did know where Yestere was—only too 

well. Once in the spring they had made an attempt 

to ransom her through some friendly Kurds who lived 

near Melikian’s village. But Hassan Agha’s answer 

had been so decided and threatening that they had not 

dared do anything more about it. 

And now Melikian, too, was dead. It was just a 

week since he had died of the anxiety and sorrow he 

had passed through. One more at rest and out of it 

all. It was only for the living that people mourned 

now, death they had grown familiar with—it was a 

friend. 

Vartan’s mind was so full of these things that he did 

not realise how far he had wandered away from the 

town. He was recalled to himself by a low moan 

from somewhere near. 

“ Oh God, shall I not have strength enough to 

creep as far as the town and see them once more 

before I die—if they are alive ? ” 

It was a woman’s voice. Vartan looked round, but it 

was too dark for him to see more than two or three 

feet ahead of him. He went a few steps farther on, 

and just at the corner where the road turned down 

into the valley he saw a figure huddled up against 

a rock so as to be sheltered from the wind. 

The figure moved slightly at the sound of his foot¬ 

step and raised its head, but nothing of the features 
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could be seen in the darkness. Then a flash ot 

lightning lit up the surroundings with a blue spectral 

light, and during that instant Vartan caught a glimpse 

of the face before him. 

Deathlike and haggard as it was, it looked even 

more so in the ghastly light ; but there were still 

marks of great beauty on it, and nothing could ever 

alter those eyes with their soft lustre and soul-like 

expression. Vartan’s limbs grew cold and motionless 

as if rooted to the spot. 

“ Yestere,” he said mechanically, “ how did you get 

here ? ” 

Once more she recognised that voice, but it could 

no longer thrill her or make her happy. All that was 

past now—she was no longer his loved, spotless 

bride—she was only a poor, dying beggar-woman, 

branded with a disgrace which nothing on earth 

could remove. 

“ I was not well,” she answered in a cold, tired 

voice. “ Twice I fell down when they told me to do 

something. Then they said a great many false things 

about me and beat me, and turned me out on to the 

mountains.” 

A wailing cry interrupted her ; she sighed wearily 

and stirred a little. Through the gloom Vartan could 

just see there was a child on her bosom. 

An uncontrollable frenzy seized him. <c That there, 

Yestere ! ” he exclaimed in a voice that trembled with 

fury. “ Not while I am able to prevent it! ” and tearing 
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the helpless wretch from its mother’s arms he dashed 

it away. A heavy sound followed as of something 

falling on the rocks below. 

Yestere could never have felt anything but a loathing 

for the child—it was only pity for its helplessness that 

made her take care of it now that there was no one 

to force her to. But the cruelty of the deed Vartan 

had done in his madness was so horrible that the 

shock was too much for her in her exhausted state. 

Gasping for breath she fell back heavily against the 

rock. 

Vartan threw himself down beside her and took her 

in his arms. As he did so he felt something warm 

running down over his hand, but he could not tell 

what it was till another flash of lightning showed him 

that the livid face reclining against his arm was 

covered with blood. 

In vain did he try and stanch the stream flowing 

from Yestere’s mouth and nostrils ; in vain did he 

press his burning lips to her face in passionate kisses 

and implore her to have pity on him—to live for his 

sake ; stained, disgraced, ruined as she was, he still 

loved her—more than anything else in the world, she 

was still the only joy of his heart : it was too late to 

save her. 

For long did the young man stay out in the darkness 

of the night holding the lifeless form he loved in his 

arms—that tortured and stained form, now purified 

once more through death—until the heavens began to 
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weep great sorrowful drops over them, and the storm 

burst in all its fury. 

It was all over. Yestere, too, was dead at last ; she 

would never more feel heartache, bitterness or anguish ; 

and Vartan was still alive, and would have to live on— 

perhaps for years. 

The storm passed away ; the fury of the elements 

was appeased and u perfect tranquillity ” settled over 

all. Everything was hushed save the murmur of the 

west wind blowing mournfully over them with mes¬ 

sages of sympathy from the far-off lands where it 

started—echoes of words spoken by nations at the 

mention of whose names the very ends of the earth 

tremble. 

“ This shall cease at ah costs ! It is we who are re¬ 

sponsible, and we are determined as a nation to make any 

sacrifice so that these atrocities may become impossible ! ”— 

words sounding strangely hollow and sarcastic in the 

presence of lives ruined for the “ Interests ” of the 

speakers. Empty words, spoken by those whose 

principle it has been to drive off again and again the 

ones that would have checked the fiendish power 

ruling over these “wretches,” until at last all hell 

was let loose upon them ! 

But the end is not yet. Surely somewhere in God’s 

great universe, where everything is balanced with such 

minute exactness, there must be a reaction following 

deeds like these ! If the merest grain of sand cannot 

be lost, if its influence is felt thoughout all infinity, 
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is it possible that such wickedness should pass 

unavenged—without leaving its effect anywhere ? 

The laws of nature are inexorable, and retribution 

will come some day ; but for us who cannot see the 

working of the whole system everything looks dark 

and dreary. 

THE END. 
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